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About Me
Ad person on sabbatical. Tennis player in a state of inertia. A
sensuous life on its second wind.
More about me in a Business World article written by former boss
and adcheologist, Jayjay Calero:
http://satellite.tmcnet.com/news/2007/10/03/2988354.htm
http://asia.tmcnet.com/news/2007/10/10/3006078.htm
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The Mythical Fish of Cha Ca La Vong
Sunday, December 23, 2007
In the book, 1000 Places To See Before You Die, 2
out of 10 must-visits in Vietnam are places known for
specific dishes: Pho Hoa in Ho Chi Minh for
Vietnamese noodle soup (not to be confused with the
Pho Hoa chain in Manila) and Cha Ca La Vong in
Hanoi for its fried fish.
Sadly, I missed going to Pho Hoa. It was supposed to
be our last dinner in Ho Chi Minh and the office was to
foot the bill. But there were 25 of us, with not enough
cash left in the kitty and this famous hole-in-the-wall
eatery didn’t accept credit cards of course.
I should have followed my instincts and sneaked out
to Pho Hoa for lunch instead! Anyway, I consoled
myself thinking that
there was still Cha Ca La Vong to strike out in my 1000
Places to See Before I Die list. We were flying to Hanoi
the next morning; and since there were just going to be
four of us (Ariel, Jun, my sister and I), we could certainly
afford to eat at Cha Ca La Vong and pay in cash.
Much had been written about Cha Ca La Vong, its
hundred-year old recipe, the narrow rickety stairs that led
to its second-floor dining area, and of course its famed
fish - grilled, cubed, then fried in a secret mix of oils and
herbs.
To this day, my sister and I have been trying to
deconstruct this dish. First, what kind of fish do they use?
And the oil! How come the oil just softly bubbles over the
fire and doesn't dry out? Does the fish secrete its own oil
as it cooks? But this is no salmon nor any of the oily fishes we know. And the oil doesn't
taste heavy at all, nor fishy!
A book I read at the airport said Cha Ca La Vong uses mudfish, similar perhaps to the
Philippine dalag. In my childhood, pesang dalag was the soup for the soul. The fish was
usually brought by my favorite aunt from Laguna, and kept alive and swimming in a pack
made of banana tree trunks. It was actually this quaint but oh-so-cool packaging that got
this picky, carnivorous kid to eat dalag and love its clear, clean-tasting soup.
The waiter at the coffeeshop across the street, though, said Cha Ca La Vong uses
Snakehead fish. Now, that's one scary-looking fish! All the more scary if indeed it's the
same fish banned in most parts of the U.S.
A predatory fish, the snakehead can easily wipe out other fish, vegetation and even
insects as it has suprabranchial lungs to breathe out of the water and strong fins to
scuttle some distances over land. With a head like a snake's and the teeth of a shark, it
8
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can grow as large as 40 inches long and weigh as
much as 15 pounds. Native to China and Korea, it
must have been brought to the US where there's a big
Asian - most likely Vietnamese? - market for the
snakehead as food and as a pet. Now, it's creating
havoc in some US ponds and lakes where excess
supply must have been dumped and where it has now
fought its way to the top of the food chain. The
Maryland government, in fact, has posted a "Have
You Seen This Fish?" notice on its website.
Stories about the snakehead reminded me of the
janitor fish I used to keep in the small fountain in my
house in the south. They sure kept the water clean of
moss and mosquito eggs; but, boy, were they ugly!
And they got uglier as they grew bigger, threatening
to take over the fountain, the garden, the whole
house. Imagine my relief when they died - I was this
close to committing fish-ocide or worse, ending up
like that woman disposing of her garbage in the
movie, Attack of the Killer Tomatoes.
I'd rather believe that the fish in Cha Ca La Vong is
no less than the snakehead. Dangerous but
delicious. There are also rumors that the other
secret ingredient that makes the dish so good is the
essence of the ca cuong beetle. Did the cook of Cha
Ca La Vong actually extract it from the beetle, or did
the poor insect just happen to be in the snakehead's
path as it scoured the land for lunch?
No matter, Cha Ca La Vong is one memorable - even magical - dining experience. Jun
swore his sinus cleared up and, strangely, we all had one of our best, deepest, soundest
sleep that evening.
(Cha Ca La Vong, 14 Cha Ca Street, Hanoi. 70,000 VND per head or roughly US$5. Not
for prissy diners. Snakehead photo by Michael Lutzky for the Washington Post)

Posted by Socky at 12:03PM (+08:00)

(No) Rage Against The Machine
Monday, December 10, 2007
Hanoi is a city that’s constantly honking.
Unlike in Saigon where everyone has acquiesced in the supremacy of the motorcycle, the
growing population of cars in Hanoi is beginning to assert itself, blaring and plodding
through the sea of two-wheeled commuters.
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All throughout the trip from the airport to my
hotel, my driver was either banging his fist
on the car horn or flicking the high beam. It
seemed to be a normal thing to do for car
drivers, though, as the motorcycles didn’t
seem at all intimidated. Some even ignored
him like he was just another pesky fly. No
road rage here, strangely.
We actually spent one late afternoon
watching Hanoi traffic from the balcony of
Malraux Café in the Old Quarter. Sure
beats people watching at Starbucks
anyday.
Game Ka Na Ba? At least 5 things freak me
out in this snapshot of a typical Hanoi traffic
scene. Can you spot them?
(Photos courtesy of Be@rbrick Lover)
Posted by Socky at 08:05AM (+08:00)

Caught In A Crossfire
Wednesday, December 05, 2007
The war is still on in Saigon!
Everyone talks about the food in Vietnam,
but no one has ever mentioned this: the
war one has to fight everyday in the streets
of Saigon. With more than two million
motorcycles shooting out like snipers’
bullets from nowhere, deciding to make a
dash for the other side of the street is to
contemplate suicide.
At one time, as my sister and I stood frozen
at a curb, two men on a motorbike threw us a question in a familiar language, “O, ba’t di
pa kayo tumatawid?”
I guess one just has to grit his teeth and trust that there is order in this chaos, perhaps
even humanity and kindness. Like an old Vietnamese woman who dared stop the onrush
of motorcycles, clearing the way for us and offering safe passage. Ah, she has seen a
war much worse than this.

Posted by Socky at 03:29PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Caught In A Crossfire

- Anonymous

December 06, 2007

Sounds like an urban street version of patintero to me :) but apart from the seeming
anarchy on the streets of Saigon, how IS Vietnam today, as you see it?
shakesbear
2. Re: Caught In A Crossfire

- katrina

December 06, 2007

A couple of friends were just in Vietnam last week, and they said the exact same thing -that crossing the street is akin to suicide. You mean, they don't have traffic lights?!
3. Re: Caught In A Crossfire

- Socky

December 08, 2007

In the early 8o's, Malaysia was just a kampong (barrio), but look where it is now and how
far it has left us behind. I have the feeling Vietnam is another country that will overrun us
in 5-10 years. It is a nation with a lot to be proud of - its food, its culture and the fact that
they actually won the war against America. Their airport is even better than ours. Now, if
only they can address the problems with pollution and, oh, those motorcycles! Traffic
lights, you asked, Katrina? They're there, but who cares?
By the way, a lot of us visit Saigon. But check out Hanoi. It's beautiful! Cooler weather, a
lake in the center of the city, parks, european architecture,old world charm. That is, if
you can ignore the motorcycles. Yes, they're OUT THERE...
4. Re: Caught In A Crossfire

- jigs

December 08, 2007

That's an interesting insight, Socky! And I agree with you - give 'em a few years and
Vietnam will leave our country in the dust... and motorcycle smoke. I wish we could trust
that there is order in our country's "chaos, perhaps even humanity and kindness" the
way you can in Saigon's streets.

Good Morning, Vietnam!
Friday, November 30, 2007
Posted by Socky at 07:17PM (+08:00)

Comments
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1. Re: Good Morning, Vietnam!

- Katrina

December 04, 2007

So that's why you've been quiet! I can't wait to hear your stories and see your pictures. I
hope to go there soon, too.
Hey, did you know that former JWT Accounts Sunny Hermano (I'm assuming you've
met) now has his own shop in Ho Chi Minh? His wife, Lori, is a good friend of mine.
2. Re: Good Morning, Vietnam!

- Socky

December 05, 2007

So many stories, yes. They're still all jumbled in my head. It's actually our annual
company trip, all 25 of us! So you can just imagine me doing a mother hen. First stop
was Saigon, and then I and Ariel (with his friend Jun and me with my sister) went on to
Hanoi. Hanoi is beautiful, but ruefully just as smoggy and motorcycle-crazy.
I know a lot has been said about Vietnam's food - and it's really good. There's not much
more I can say about that.

An Encounter With The Sandman
Sunday, November 25, 2007
It was not even ten in the morning, but it felt
like dusk had already descended. I settled
into my seat and turned on the night lamp
in my head, hearing as I did the clicking of
a thousand other switches as the audience
prepared to listen to Neil Gaiman speak.
Neil Gaiman had a voice that coaxed night
out of day. He spoke slowly and
deliberately, using what seemed like
pictures rather than words. He addressed
not the senses but the imagination, so
much so that, I swear, what one heard was
different from what the person next to him did. He was
a powerful storyteller that way, and a sorcerer.
That morning he spoke mostly about magic and
fantasy, about how he made stuff up when he was a
child – for which a child was usually berated and
ridiculed - and the stuff he made up as an adult, for
which he was now celebrated.
But it was when he said something about the
imagination that his words whirled into a dark cloud
and lightning struck.
Did I hear him right? Did he pick me out from the
audience to tell me, in a sorcerer’s whisper, that “as one gets older, the imagination
changes”?
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Imagination, according to Gaiman, has its wild youth too – prodigious, inordinate,
irrepressible. And then it matures, learns restraint and reserve. But isn’t youth - and
imagination - at its most seductive when it is wild and dangerous? At a ripe old age of
fifty, does imagination become no more than a tired old horse, now tamed and controlled
by its master, proficient at drills but sadly reined in?
Should I expect my imagination to age with me, grow white hair and develop creaky
bones? Would it become arthritic too, unable to carry itself to the Edge and so jaded to
even believe that it could fly if it jumped?
Would "what if..." – Gaiman’s magic words - cease to be the abracadabra that flung doors
open and took us into daydreaming? And if I did ask, would a weary, aging mind even
budge from its familiar corner and take unchartered paths?
At the book signing two days later, I realized I was the oldest among the Gaiman fans
who lined up at its venue in El Centro. Some of them had drank all night and decided to
crash at its door, securing for themselves a signed and personally dedicated book from
the Man. I had kept myself clean for this event– no alcohol, lots of sleep the night before –
and still those kids beat me at the queue, with energy to spare and more.
I mentioned this observation (about being probably the oldest in the room) as I laid my
book down for Gaiman to sign. He looked up and seemed to recognize me as the person
who sat across him at the Speakers Dinner two nights ago. “She could be older,”
referring to a mother who had accompanied her daughter to the signing. “You must stop
believing your age.”
Having said that, the Sandman scribbled this on my book:
-------------------Neil Gaiman was Guest Speaker at the recently concluded 20th Philippine Advertising
Congress held in Subic. He spoke on Imagination and Creativity In The Contemporary
World. For transcripts and recordings of Gaiman's speeches in Subic, click here.
My photo with Neil Gaiman, courtesy of Andy Malouche of Adobo Magazine.
Posted by Socky at 05:14PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: An Encounter With The Sandman

- mtan

November 25, 2007

He's lovely, and always worth waiting in line for :)
Your imagination is as vigorous as ever, probably more refined, but never creaky. The
young whippersnappers have little to base their mental flings on, while people who live
can marvel at both what is possible and what they know is improbable but imaginable.
2. Re: An Encounter With The Sandman

- wysgal

November 25, 2007

I love Neil Gaiman! I waited in line a whole day for him back in 2005 (wow can't believe
it's been that long).
What a great encounter for you! =)
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3. Re: An Encounter With The Sandman

- katrina

November 26, 2007

How wonderful for you, Socky! Dinner, then the lecture, then the book signing, and a
very personal encounter and book dedication to boot!
I agree with Mila -- I think one's imagination is fed by increased knowledge and
experience. And I couldn't agree more with Gaiman -- you're only as old or young as you
believe yourself to be.
4. Re: An Encounter With The Sandman

- Anonymous

November 26, 2007

Age is only a number, irrelevant unless you're a bottle of wine :)
shakesbear
5. Re: An Encounter With The Sandman

- Socky

November 28, 2007

We all know Neil Gaiman as an incredibly imaginative scifi/gothic fictionwriter - but when
he read a poem he had written, he got everyone at the Congress swooning, me
included! He's a rockstar!
So lucky to have him sitting right behind me during the Opening show, chatting him up at
the Speakers' Dinner and having that short repartee during the book signing. But, ugh,
too shy to take pictures. But Adobo Magazine did, and now am hounding them to send
me copies.
Mila, Shakesbear: thanks for rooting for this old lady :-)

The Scents of Wine
Thursday, October 25, 2007
More and more I am convinced I can tell
French wine 10 feet away, especially a fine
French red. Okay, I exaggerate. I think I
can tell it's French with my small nose
about 3 inches from the wine in a glass. It's
the smell!
How do I describe that? A round smell, if
smell were a shape. Earthy and twiggy. The
scent that rises when one sinks into an old
wingback chair in a dark, damp corner. Film
noir. Ay, maybe this is all imagined. Just as
I can't really tell a roquefort from a
gorgonzola by the smell alone.
But then again, there was this unexpected encounter last night with a good French, a
2001 Chateau Lagrange Grand Cru.
We haven't even poured the last glass of Pata Negra when we received a call from
Charo's sister. She was at Mezze and said that Bobong Velez was looking for us. Why,
he wondered, haven't we been there for the longest time? We must come down pronto
14
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from our aerie, he insisted, "because I have reserved the house 's best wine for you!"
The Lagrange had been in the restaurant since it opened 2-3 years ago. Either it was too
expensive or no one knew better. Last night, Bobong finally decided to kill the bottle; what
luck that it was us he thought of inviting to the ritual.
That's when the scent of the French hit me again. How different, how distinct from the
Spanish we had just finished. So apart even from the scent of the best barolo I've ever
tasted. Or the Australian. Or Californian. Just by their scents alone, I realized how diverse
wines could be, their characters most likely as unique as the soil they came from.
How interesting that wines are much like people, or the races that inhabit this planet.
Posted by Socky at 09:11AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Scents of Wine

- ApolLaPomme

November 15, 2007

Hi! I like your blog. And yes, I must agree, French wine can have a film noir quality to it.
We're going to do the Beaujolais Nouveau thing tonight--don't think that's film noir
though, maybe more light romance. Can I put a link to your blog in mine?
Best,
Apol
2. Re: The Scents of Wine

- Socky

November 16, 2007

Hi, Apol. I've got a link to your blog in mine, as you can see. Linked it right after I read
your award-winning essay. Congratulations!

Learning Spanish
Thursday, October 25, 2007
Rioja. Crianza. Reserva. Gran Reserva. I'm beginning to
learn more about Spanish wines, thanks to Gypsy Soul's
brother, Woody, who handcarries my order of Spanish
wines all the way from Cebu. This time, he has good
news for me: included in my stash are 3 bottles of 1995
Pata Negra Gran Reserva from Bodegas Los Llanos,
priced the same as the 1998's I had ordered before. For a
wine that retails in the US at $20+, it's a steal at P750!
I saw the wine needed decanting and, worried it might be
as hard-edged and astringent as the many Spanish wines
I had tried in my distant past, I thought I'd give it some
time for airing too. The excitement was bringing out my
brand-new wine filter from William Sonoma; the EQ
challenge was deciding I'd give this wine a good one hour
to breathe.
One hour? At first I worried that this tempranillo, a varietal known for its low alcohol,
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would flatten out if aired too long. But this was a 12-year old wine; a wine of this age
deserved our trust at the very least, right? So I threw my doubts out the window,
mustered all the EQ I could and waited. And for that I was rewarded with a beautifully
balanced, soft-edged but weighty wine that hinted, interestingly, of both flowers (a petal-y
scent, I swear!) and tobacco. Not only did it hold up, the wine opened up even more,
revealing layers of musk and leather, a wine more masculine than feminine after all!
They say learning about wine involves a lot of risk-taking and experimentation. In my
book, I put those words down as trust and the virtue of patience.
(If you can wait until Woody's next trip from Cebu to Manila, check out these other wines
that I've picked up from his list: 1998 Señorio de Los Llanos Pata Negra Gran Reserva
(P750); 1999 Señorio de Los Llanos Gran Reserva D.O. (P675); 2004 Garoa Tinto Rioja
D.O.C. (P580), 2004 Palacio Oriente Rioja D.O.C. (P380). He actually has more than 20
wines in his list, all Spanish. Text 0918-9942359.
Posted by Socky at 12:23AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Learning Spanish

- christine

October 30, 2007

I showed this post to Woody and he was pretty thrilled to be mentioned online. He
doesn't get that kind of exposure usually hehe. Maybe it's because I drank wine twice a
day, everyday for a whole month when I was in Spain before that I've become most
accustomed to Spanish wine, particularly Riojas. But usually when I buy my reds, i
gravitate towards old world wines from France & Spain. Once in a while I would venture
into Australia, NZ and CA territory, but find myself returning.
2. Re: Learning Spanish

- Socky

October 30, 2007

Same here, Christine. I really prefer old world wines, specifically French. While I also
enjoy Californian and Australian wines, I find the French to be really different, taste and
aroma-wise. Now I'm enjoying the Spanish, particularly the gran reserva!

French and Frenzied
Friday, October 12, 2007
I thought the 2nd Annual Sommelier Selection French Food and Wine Festival, held at
the Intercon last Wednesday, was an overkill. I missed last year’s event, so I couldn’t tell
if this was really how Jerome Philippon brought "French terroir” to his Filipino audience.
Contrary to previous announcements that there would be 12 boutique wines and 40 AOC
cheeses for sampling, Jerome got carried away and brought in a lot more. His wife
intimated that there were, in fact, 100 AOC cheeses. Not to mention mussels and
Normandy butter which, along with the Brittany oysters, sea scallops, red label French
beef, veal and lamb, were flown fresh from France.
With such a spread, it was just humanly impossible to taste everything and enjoy oneself.
When it was announced that the oysters and mussels, and later the cheeses, would be
16
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served buffet-style, I felt a surge of panic imagining how
the more than 150 guests could crowd the buffet tables.
It was also quite frustrating to have 12-15 bottles of
wine staring at me and not have a clue or some
guidance as to which wines paired well with the food. I
decided to go by the book and had the oysters with
Chablis, only to discover - many oysters later - that it
was actually the Vouvray that made the better pair.
I could of course plow through all the wines and the
food in true bacchanalian (Pinoy?) fashion. But that was
not how I imagined savoring France’s terroir.
Terroir is difficult enough to explain as a concept, much
more to describe as an experience. It refers to that
unique quality in food or wine that is the
expression of the soil, weather, crop,
farming styles and culinary traditions of a
region or locale. But to even begin to
experience it, I imagine the senses – all five
of them - must be in full attention.
That night my senses were in a frenzy and,
sadly, all that terroir was lost on me.
Posted by Socky at 03:47PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: French and Frenzied

- mtan

October 13, 2007

Thats sad. You'd want to savor the delicacies and learn from experts about how to pair
the food. 100 cheeses!
2. Re: French and Frenzied

- katrina

October 13, 2007

I can be quite gluttonous, but even I think this is too much. Parang ancient Roman feast
na 'yan! ;-) But do you think going (and the cost) was still worth it?
I would've loved to taste the Normandy butter. I've heard so much about it!
3. Re: French and Frenzied

- Socky

October 13, 2007

But Katrina, you must! I don't know what they have in Normandy but the butter was
wonderful! And the mussels and scallops! My top 3 for the night. I also found quite
interesting some of the cheeses but I couldn't name them since they were unlabelled.
Among the wines, it was only the vouvray that I really liked.
Mila, for that spread, P2,900 + VAT was cheap. My complaint was it was too crowded,
and rather disorganized. I expected Jerome to talk about the wine, the food and suggest
wine pairings. And oh, we had to fetch our own wine from the buffet table. Not my idea
of fine "terroir" dining.
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I'd be happy to pay the same price for less but well-chosen food (oysters, scallops,
mussels, Normandy butter, cheeses are musts! Forget the veal and lamb) and a
narrower wine selection as long as I get a full-service, sit-down version. Buffets just
frightens the hell out of me.
4. Re: French and Frenzied

- BearbrickLover

October 13, 2007

I wasn't sure whether the cooking wasn't good enough or it was simply my lack of
appreciation for French cuisine, but I certainly thought the fare was below my own
standards of sumptuous food... Socky was right, the understanding of French Terroir can
be a difficult thing for Asian palates, but more so if the nuances of taste and culture are
buried in an overwhelming heap of seafood, piles of wine bottles and unlabeled cheese.
5. Re: French and Frenzied

- mtan

October 14, 2007

Perhaps to allow for all the people who signed up, they could have spread the bounty
over a day or two more, provided labels and planted a person to discuss at least one of
the wines at each table. And yeah, for P3000, you deserved full service, not buffet!
6. Re: French and Frenzied

- joey

October 22, 2007

Gosh, the potential of that event sounds spectacular, but yes, if it was really a too
crowded, buffet-style frenzy then it's hard to truly appreciate the food (and wine)...
I am a painfully slow eater and I like to savor my food...I always lose out in pinoy-style
buffet feeding frenzies...I end up with no food left for me!
Can we have our own Normandy butter party? :) Heehee :)
7. Re: French and Frenzied

- Socky

October 23, 2007

Normandy butter party, hm, great idea. Of course it must come with good bread. Jerome
served bread from Mickey's Deli (there's a bread shop there the name of which i forget.)
You must check it out.

My Life In Advertising
Thursday, October 11, 2007
How many years have I been in advertising?
Go figure in this 2-installment article about me in BusinessWorld.
Yup, two installments! Which only says I've stayed too long in this
business. In an industry populated by high-flying, swashbuckling
25-year old creative hotshots, that makes me a dinosaur!
The article was written by my former boss and Chairman Emeritus
of JWT (the agency formerly known as J. Walter Thompson) for his
weekly column, Movers, Makers, Shakers.
Access to the paper's online version requires registration, but strangely there's no archive
of past issues. Fortunately, a friend picked up the article at tmc.net. The first installment
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appeared in the October 4 issue of BusinessWorld, the second came out today.
Posted by Socky at 01:33PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: My Life In Advertising

- Anonymous

October 11, 2007

thanks for a truly inspiring read.
shakesbear
2. Re: My Life In Advertising

- katrina

October 11, 2007

WOW, Socky!!! *claps hands* Absolutely well-deserved! You're really one of the industry
icons (sorry if that makes you sound old, it's not my intent)! It's evident how passionate
you are about advertising; I don't think I've ever heard you complain about it once -- a
rare feat in this industry! ;-)
I was surprised to learn you're a copywriter, as I'd always thought you were art-based.
And I didn't know you made the name study for Beer na Beer! Although the product's
now defunct (I think?), its campaign launch was definitely one for the books. What an
enviable career you have! Bravo!
3. Re: My Life In Advertising

- grumpyurbanslacker

October 11, 2007

hey socky,
as a small san miguel stockholder, i officially hate you for being instrumental in coming
up with Beer na Beer. :D
ang galing-galing mo sobra!! :d
peter
4. Re: My Life In Advertising

- Socky

October 11, 2007

Hi, Shakesbear. Thanks for dropping a note.
Hi, Katrina and GUS. JWT figured I was probably the right Creative Director for the Beer
na Beer account: I drank the most (he-he!)and I could actually tell BnB from San Miguel
in a 3-way blind test! Anyway, I've been in so many ad wars (bareta wars, etc) but the
beer war (between BnB and San Miguel) was the most exciting, most exhilarating of all.
5. Re: My Life In Advertising

- Leica

October 11, 2007

Your success is well deserved. Congratulations on your tenth year!
6. Re: My Life In Advertising

- RandomPossum

October 12, 2007

Mazal Tov on your 10th Year!!!
7. Re: My Life In Advertising

- BearbrickLover

October 12, 2007

JJ's admiration and respect for you is indisputably well-earned. What a great tribute! :-)
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8. Re: My Life In Advertising

- wysgal

October 12, 2007

Kudos on the recognition Socky! I didn't realize you named "beer na beer!" It was great
to be able to read about a different side of you. =)
9. Re: My Life In Advertising

- Socky

October 14, 2007

Thanks, Wysgal, but I didn't expect young people like you would even remember or
know of Beer na Beer!
10. Re: My Life In Advertising

- grace

October 16, 2007

Hi, Socky,
This is a beautifully written tribute to an icon of the Phil. Ad Industry! Jayjay surely knows
whereof he speaks. Congratulations on your 10th year! May you have ten times ten
more years!
Grace
11. Re: My Life In Advertising

- Socky

October 16, 2007

Thanks, Grace, from one icon to another :-)

Postscript to VoM
Tuesday, October 02, 2007
I think I'll end this series on wine with the following disclaimers:
1) Everything I learned about wines I learned oido, which simply means drinking as much
wine to develop a palate that, at the very least, can tell good wine from bad.
But, as you know, sheer volume doesn’t a wine expert make.
2) Physiologically, my taste buds are no more gifted than those of other people. In fact,
there’s not much sophistication in the way I judge wine. The measure I use is nothing
more than what I call a “joy stick”.
Much like food, some wines make me happy. They challenge my mind, tease my palate.
They tug at me between sips and conversation, demanding my attention. “Hey, let’s play
hide and seek! Hey, can you tell what you’re tasting?” These wines are fun and get a high
score on my joy stick.
Other wines are simply joyless, uneventful and make me rue about time and money
spent.
3) I have drank more joyless, uneventful wines than good.
All these should establish that I am no wine expert or connoisseur, far from it! And I am
only too aware of my disadvantage - cultural and economic - to even aspire to be one.
The reasons I choose to drink wine are, in fact, quite mundane and unromantic.
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a) Wine simply goes so well with food. Sure, nothing like an ice-cold Coke to tame the
fats, butter and the richness of sauces, but it bulldozes what otherwise are interesting
layers of taste and texture in food. A hot drink with a meal is of course unthinkable; juice
drinks or cocktails distract; and water is just too bland. It must be that wine has such a
complex structure of tastes which seek out their "mates" in food.
b) I think the best way to compliment the food and its chef is to choose a drink that's as
much a product of skills, patience and creativity.
Lastly, no two wines are ever alike, which makes the search as delightful and surprising
as the drinking itself.
Cheers.
Posted by Socky at 08:47PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Postscript to VoM

- mtan

October 06, 2007

I'm glad that there are less hard and fast rules about food and wine pairing. It makes the
educational adventure with trying new wines a lot more fun. Sometimes I wonder if the
lackadaiscal wine just needed a better meal to bring out its full potential. But as you said
wines are so unique, that even with a vintage of the same year, grape, terroir, you're
likely to have a different experience each time.

VoM Part 2: Learning About Wines From Women
Who Cook
Sunday, September 30, 2007
In my family, the women who cook always play a game whenever we eat out or
encounter a new dish we like or intrigues us: they deconstruct it! And always it is a lively
discussion at the table, the fun being more in identifying the various ingredients that went
into the dish and what other tastes or dishes it reminds them of. These are women who
love their food, to whom the pleasure of eating goes beyond the sensory or gustatory
impact of food. These are women who relish how food challenges their mind and draws
deeply from their memory bank of tastes.
Tasting and enjoying wines, I believe, is no different. Except in this case, with grape wine
not being indigenous to this country, a different set of vocabulary, a different range of
taste experience are required.
In a NYTimes article, Eric Asimov exhorts wine apprentices "To Study Wine, Buy and
Drink". But that, I'd rather say, is Step #2.
In a previous post, I laid out the premise that appreciation of wine is inextricable from love
of food. One must be adventurous with food: the more “learned” or experienced his
tastebuds, the deeper his appreciation of wine.
This corroborates what Gary Vaynerchuk says in this hilarious video, How to Get your
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Wine Palate Trained, Episode #148 of the Wine Library TV, a web-based series I
stumbled upon recently. This, I believe, is Step #1.
But, omg, how much did a friend once pay for fresh blueberries at Salcedo Market? Or for
cherries in Hong Kong? Not to mention portobellos or truffles. In the Philippines, Wine
101 is an expensive course; with "lab fees" as your biggest cost.
When I was just beginning to discover wine and wanted to educate my palate, I learned
these unfamiliar tastes from unlikely sources: as flavors in chocolate bars, in Julep and
similar fruit drinks and, occasionally, as ingredients in restaurant entreés or desserts. And
because I was not tasting them in their original form - fruits like figs and currants were
hardly available at that time - I had to focus harder, pay more attention.
Fortunately, focus and attention were also what I learned from the women in my family
who cook. Whenever they served something new and good at the table, they would
always look at me straight in the eye as if to say: "Taste and remember." The first time
my mom served balang or locust, she had the same intent look, thankfully softened by a
smile on her face: “Focus and pay attention, as you may not taste balang ever again.” To
this day, I remember my first encounter with that rare dish: vinegar slightly overpowering
the soy, the oh-so-soft and gentle crunch and a toasty smell rather akin to that of burnt
hair.
To focus and pay attention is to taste once and remember forever. And that proved to be
a more affordable way to give my palate an education. I guess it's a strategy applicable to
wine-training my palate too, and is certainly much better than memorizing the taste of
cherries by buying a bunch everyday for one week.
Because the truth is, to the palate, a wine is only as complex as the memory of tastes it
evokes. And it is how wine draws from our memory bank of tastes that makes wine
tasting a delightful and challenging exercise.
That's why when wine experts give wine newbies advice as vague as "Just enjoy the
wine!" and dismiss the search for complexity and layers as "superflous to the enjoyment
of wine", I am truly and deeply disappointed. I think they're being patronizing, the first
ones to believe that attention to notes and nuances of taste - and much more the
comprehension of varietals and vintages - are way above the apprentice's head.
True, a technical discourse on wine may not even be what a wine student expects, or
needs. It is perhaps as simple as "How can I enjoy wine better?" not "What do I need to
know to enjoy it?" All they probably want to hear is a basic strategy.
Well, here's mine: enjoy wine as you enjoy food: focus and pay attention; taste and
remember. From here, you can now go to Step 2 as suggested by Eric Asimov.
To be continued.
(I know, this post is getting long and episodic. But Charo's beloved Auntie Nene passed
away and I'm going right now to Lipa for the wake. Auntie Nene Africa cooked the best
Leche Flan and Morcon ever in my palate's memory.)
Posted by Socky at 12:51PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: VoM Part 2: Learning About Wines From Women Who Cook

- mtan

September 30, 2007

Hmmm, cherries in the US or Europe (when in season) aren't that expensive, $3 a
pound. It's only here that the prices shoot up the roof. Truffles, well, different animal :) I
guess it's like when they posted the price of a mangosteen in the US ($5 for one! holy
cow batgirl). Now if only we could have wines with notes of mangosteen...
2. Re: VoM Part 2: Learning About Wines From Women Who Cook

- Socky

September 30, 2007

I'm not lucky with cherries. Both in Hong Kong and Toronto, I remember paying a
preposterous sum. You're right, they're probably not in season whenever I buy.

The Vinification of Manila
Saturday, September 29, 2007
Judging by the recent spate of wine-tasting events in Manila, it seems that, finally, wine
has caught on in this traditionally beer-guzzling city. Just this month, I have tickets to two
wine tasting events: YATS at the Enderun and Jerome Philippon’s French Food and
Wine Festival to be held at the Intercon. Not to mention Wine Depot’s just-concluded
month-long series of wine-tastings at Rockwell and in various restaurants.
Of course, with the popularity of wine, expect the emergence of wine experts or masters.
They, too, are the new superstars – getting as much media mileage and adulation as
chefs do nowadays.
I have had the chance to make acquaintance with some: Chad Davis and Isabel Castro
at the Alliance Francais-sponsored Wine and Chocolate Pairing Session held last May at
Enderun and, last August, at the Pink Kitchen where Ines Cabarrus conducted a
sampling of wines and spoke briefly on wine basics. There is, of course, the venerable
old man, Juan Carlos de Terry of Terry’s Selection, who I am told is the only PhD in
oenology in the country.
Truth to tell, I’ve never sat down in a formal wine tasting session before, at least not one
where I paid to be given a lecture on wines and was expected to internalize every sip!
The closest I got was when I brought a couple of clients to Jerome Philippon. He
probably thought the couple wanted to learn more about wines so that, right after the
introductions, he laid out a box of tiny bottles labeled with various scents of food, flowers
and, I believe, some dead matter. The exercise was to help his audience recognize these
scents in the wines they would be tasting. I panicked. “No, no, no!” I signaled to Jerome,
“they’re just here to sample wines they will buy for their son’s wedding!”
I actually have mixed emotions about “serious” wine lectures and tasting sessions,
although I enjoy them in more convivial, less formal settings with friends and fellow
winos. Perhaps I’m naturally uneasy with figures of authority – in this case, the wine guru
- and, despite my confident countenance, I am in truth afraid of failure.
When it comes to differentiating a Cabernet Sauvignon from a Merlot, I’d give myself a
score of 15%. And, shame, a score of 0 in telling a Bourgogne from a Rhone. Also, while
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I can recognize berry notes in a glass of wine, I can’t tell a red berry from a black berry
even if it bit me in the ass. I am intimidated - and admit to a lack of sophistication – when
it comes to varietals, vintages, terroir, etc.
My thinking is that all this technical talk about wine is, sadly, irrelevant to the Filipino
wine-tasting audience and that the Filipino palate is disadvantaged from the start.
For one, the Philippines is not a grape-growing country or region; our tastebuds are not
used to its taste nor sensitive to the nuances of the fruit and its varietals. Even most of
the tastes and smells that a wine supposedly evokes are hardly recognizable to the
Filipino palate: currants, red/blue/black berries, violets, etc. It’s a disadvantage that, God
forbid, may even be genetically rooted.
Secondly, our food profile generally doesn’t match that of western foods that both the
new and old world wines seem to go so perfectly with (meat, game, tomatoes, olives,
mushrooms, cheese, to name a few). Ours have lots of coconut and vinegar, the latter
being, in fact, wine’s worst enemy.
Don’t get me wrong. I believe wine experts are not bullshitting when they coax us to seek
out the complexity of a wine, to explore its various layers. Let’s admit it, wine has indeed
a much more complex taste than orange juice or even a martini. The quest for that
moment of eureka, that epiphany when one crosses the threshold from mere “delicious”
to “deliciously complex” is therefore valid and truly worthwhile.
But the Filipino palate has to start from the beginning, an education that may require a bit
more time and, yes, a bit of money.
(To be continued. It's Poch' birthday and I have to go to the parlor. Does that make
sense? He-he.)
Posted by Socky at 12:50PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Vinification of Manila

- katrina

September 29, 2007

Although I do enjoy wine very much, and I would like to learn more about it, I don't aspire
to, nor expect to ever be knowledgeable in it. I'm so relieved to read that even you are
intimidated by the complexity of oenology. Sometimes, when I hear/read descriptions of
wine, I get lost.
Frankly, all I hope to be able to do is appreciate wine enough to recognize what's good,
and choose a good bottle.
2. Re: The Vinification of Manila

- mtan

September 29, 2007

In total agreement with you here. I want to enjoy my meals, if it comes with good wines,
that's a plus. And while I like hearing about how they make it and learning the stories of
the vineyard, I am nowhere near understanding all the different grape varietals and how
to tell a good year from the bad. Worse part is that other foods like chocolates, coffees,
and now tea, are becoming just as technically layered.
3. Re: The Vinification of Manila

- christine
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October 03, 2007

Amen to Katrina and Mila. I love love wine but don't think I will ever be an expert on any
of it. But I would too like to be able to recognize and distinguish good ones from the rest.
In the office it's become a favorite lunch topic and I find myself zoning out when they
start getting in too deep. While the subject matter itself is of great interest to me, sadly
the techincal aspects of it throw me off. But I'll take what I can whenever there's a
chance to get a little more educated about it.
BELATED HAPPY BIRTHDAY POCH!! :)
4. Re: The Vinification of Manila

- userP

October 04, 2007

Thank you, Christine. :-) And I did have wine on my birthday - and the taste of the
berries/whatevs was lost on me, too.

Idea for Adie
Monday, September 24, 2007
An anagram is a word, phrase or name formed
by rearranging the letters of another.
My friend, Adie Peña, used to drive a car with a
special plate IDEA, an anagram of his first
name. Recently, Adie also wrote an anagram
using every letter in this news headline, "Tenor
Pavarotti dies at seventy one".
Isn’t it a very sad opera event to note?
Some people love crossword puzzles; others
are crazy about Sudoku. But I don’t know
anyone more truly, deeply, madly into
anagrams than Adie.
Can anyone actually make an anagram
using the lyrics of this Beatles song?
A Day In The Life
I read the news today, oh, boy /About a
lucky man who made the grade
And though the news was rather sad / Well,
I just had to laugh / I saw the photograph.
He blew his mind out in a car / He didn't
notice that the lights had changed
A crowd of people stood and stared / They'd seen his face before
Nobody was really sure if he was from the House of Lords.
I saw a film today oh, boy / The English Army had just won the war
A crowd of people turned away / But I just had to look
Having read the book / I'd love to turn you on.
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Woke up, got out of bed / Dragged a comb across my head
Found my way downstairs and drank a cup / And looking up, I noticed I was late
Found my coat and grabbed my hat / Made the bus in seconds flat
Found my way upstairs and had a smoke / Somebody spoke and I went into a dream
Ah...
I read the news today, oh, boy / Four thousand holes in Blackburn, Lancashire
And though the holes were rather small / They had to count them all
Now they know how many holes it takes to fill the Albert Hall.
I love to turn you on.
Here’s Adie’s anagram of the song:
John started crafting the newsworthy song while reading the Daily Mail. Two items caught
the Beatle's eye; one was about the spooky death of a gadabout who drove a Lotus Elan
into the back of a parked lorry in South Kensington, London. The other one was about a
plan to fill four thousand muddy potholes in the streets of Blackburn, Lancashire.
John's "English Army" was thought to be a reference to a kooky role he bagged in the
wacky comedy film "How I Won the War."
Paul then added the short middle piece about a busy commuter whose routine leads him
to wander off. "It was a reflection of my gawky youth. I would have my Woodbine and
somebody would speak and I would go into a dream far away." (No puberty mystery
there, man!)
Paul's was followed by a short wordless (hummed?) atonal chorus -- "Ah, da-dah-dah,
da-dah-dah, da-dah-dah ... Dah, da-dah-dah, da-dah-dah, da-dah-dah" -- which segued
back into John's last part.
(By the way, Paul also contributed the synonymous line "I'd love to turn you on" in the
first section of the song.)
The anagram won Third Place, Long Category, July 2007, at the Anagrammy Awards, an
online anagram competition where a lot of Adie's submissions have placed highly, such
as:
The new Sinead O'Connor "Theology" CD = One lady in here who connects to God.
On "Britney Spears' opening act at MTV Awards", he writes: Embarrassing twat in pop
dance travesty!
Adie is also into collecting pop-up books (more appropriately called movable books). His
collection is undoubtedly the biggest, most amazing collection you’ll find in this country,
as it includes rare ones from the 1800's. Presently a member of the board of the U.S.based Movable Book Society, Adie goes to the U.S. every other year to attend its
conferences and/or speak to similarly obsessed collectors from all over the world. In one
conference, he drew raves for his presentation on the making of the pop-up book on the
700-year history of movable books. The pop-up book, designed by PLW - an advertising
agency which he owns and heads - is featured here.
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Another collection of his which I find awesome and drool-worthy is his Beatles collection.
Not only does he have Beatles vinyls, cd's and books, he has practically every
imaginable cover of Beatles songs, such as Beatles songs done in the style of
Rachmaninoff, Bach and Vivaldi, as well as Beatles recordings by opera singers, a
capella groups, pop, jazz and rock stars.
A Beatles collection and a passion of anagrams. I won't be surprised if one day, Adie will
come up with a collection of anagrams based on the lyrics of Beatles songs. And just to
raise the level of difficulty, he'll probably present it in a pop-up - or movable - form!
(Lower right: Adie Peña with Master Paper Engineer and Illustrator, Matthew Reinhart, at
the 10th Anniversay Movable Book Society Conference in San Diego, California. Photo
from robertsabuda.com)
Posted by Socky at 11:07AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Idea for Adie

- BearbrickLover

September 24, 2007

How impressive! Ang galing ni Adie! :-)
2. Re: Idea for Adie

- Socky

September 24, 2007

He's a mind gymnast. Once, just using the 5 letters of my name (Socky), he designed an
icon that echoed my personality or at least his impression of me. I regret not framing,
and eventually losing, that piece of art.
3. Re: Idea for Adie

- Adie

September 24, 2007

Hmm... I don't remember that 5-letter piece of art. That must have been last century!
Anyway, thanks so much for the wonderful posting. I owe you one. (Would an anagram
of your name do?)
BTW, I've been the subject of some anagrams at the Anagrammy Forum, too.
Vancouver-based anagrammist Rosie Perera posted this a few months ago [May 23,
2007 at 06:11:30]: Adie Pena's pop-up books = Pups do a spin & "peek-a-boo!" There's
another one by David Bourke but I can't find it right now. Oh, well, I better start working
on my "Socky" anagram. Where do I begin...
4. Re: Idea for Adie

- Adie

September 24, 2007

How about this, Socky?
Socky Pitargue's "Tennis and Conversation" = Into an advertising person's key accounts
Of course, "accounts" could refer to PCV's "clients," as well as to the interesting
"narratives" that you post. ;-)
5. Re: Idea for Adie

- Socky

September 24, 2007

Grabe! Ang galing! I prefer "accounts" referring to "interesting narratives" that I post.
6. Re: Idea for Adie

- katrina

September 24, 2007
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I am in awe...in AWE! How long did it take him to come up with that Beatles song
anagram?
And I love your phrase, Socky -- "mind gymnast." It's wonderful, I have to file it away in
my brain. ;-) How amazing it is to be able to do cartwheels, splits and backflips in one's
mind!
7. Re: Idea for Adie

- Adie

September 25, 2007

Before going to bed last night, I browsed through your site. It's probably no surprise that
I woke up this morning with this idea in my head which I simply had to execute.
Hope you like it, Socky.
Socky Pitargue's "Tennis and Conversation" = Savoring any issue. Eat. Drink. Connect.
Post.
Isn't that what your blog is all about? Have a great day!
8. Re: Idea for Adie

- Socky

September 25, 2007

Love it!!!!
9. Re: Idea for Adie

- Adie

September 25, 2007

Hello, bearbrick lover and Katrina! Thanks for the kind words. *blush*
Here's an anagram for you, bb collector -Novelty bears club's remark: "Ariel Comia ~ is really a consummate bearbrick lover!"
As for your question, Katrina, it took me about two hours to do the "Day In The Life"
anagram. Now before you say that that's too fast, there are a lot of anagram software
available that, among other things, give you letter counts, tell you how many vowels you
have left and even suggest synonyms.
Truth be told, it took me longer to figure out what the anagram would be. That song was
sitting in my laptop for months until one day I looked it up in Wikipedia. Voila! There it
was, a blow-by-blow account on how the song was written.
You could say that the anagram is fairly factual. (Yep, I didn't invent any of the facts. You
can check it out in Wikipedia.) Hey, even that quote from Paul McCartney is almost
verbatim.
So there.
10. Re: Idea for Adie

- GraceDChong

September 26, 2007

Hi, Socky,
I am a BIG FAN OF Adie. You captured him so well in your write up. Keep blogging up a
storm!
11. Re: Idea for Adie

- lee
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September 27, 2007

wow adie.. your brained is wired differently..
your anagrams should be sold like gold per gram.
But Wait? how do you weigh words?
12. Re: Idea for Adie

- Adie

September 27, 2007

Here's a 112-letter anagram for you -A weekend tennis player with a different take on the game - and the wine, food, music,
movies and travel that add substance to the tennis form.
=
A woman finds the same feasts, enchantment, adventure... Is there a damn bottle of
wine that Socky Pitargue didn't like? Ah, I've often wondered.
13. Re: Idea for Adie

- Adie

September 27, 2007

Hi, Lee! A little over ten years ago, on a lark, I joined an anagram contest in GAMES, a
U.S.-based magazine. The contest, aptly named SCRAMBLED SIGNALS, required us
"to anagram the title of a television program, past or present, to form a word or phrase
that somehow describes the show."
Months later, they announced the winners. On page 59 of the magazine's October 1996
issue, the creator of the contest, Amy Goldstein, wrote that they "received nearly 5,000
... entries to (the) contest" and that "the grand prize winner of $1000 ... is Adie Pena, of
Makati, Philippines." My winning entry was this anagram -Fresh Prince of Bel Air = Fine rap bro feels rich
How does one weigh a word? Well, if the five-word anagram earned me a thousand
bucks, then each word would have a value of $200. [;-) I'm kidding, of course.]
14. Re: Idea for Adie

- Adie

October 08, 2007

Hi, Socky! Just wanted to let you know that my anagram...
Britney Spears' opening act at MTV Awards = Embarrassing twat in pop dance travesty!
...took First Place, Rude Category, in the September competition which ended last night.
Thanks again.
15. Re: Idea for Adie

- Socky

October 08, 2007

Congratulations! I thought that was really funny.

Plotting My Bike Route
Saturday, September 22, 2007
The first and last time I rode my new bike in Manila was when I just got back from
Toronto and thought I'd do the Earth good by biking to Salcedo Market. That, I tell you,
took a nerve of steel. That meant biking from the condo on De La Rosa down to Paseo
de Roxas, crossing Ayala Avenue and turning left on Villar and Leviste where cars battled
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for parking space.
I biked on the road, alongside cars, vans and a
few huge vehicles. While the motorists were
surprisingly nice and kept a safe distance perhaps sensing I was a female biker - I thought
anyway that I ought to plan a less nerve-wracking
bike route for my next visit to the Market.
This morning, still a bit sweaty from a 40-minute
workout at the gym, I decided this was a perfect
day to do just that. The sky was overcast, yes,
but there seemed to be no threat of rain. I
changed my shirt, slung on my Healthy Option
fabric shopping bag and made a mental note of
the ingredients
I needed to make Spinach Fritata for brunch. Then I
set out for the Market on foot.
In Toronto – and I guess anywhere in the world with
clear biking laws – a bike with wheels less than 25” in
diameter can be taken on the pedestrian sidewalk.
Great, mine has a 20-inch wheel; but are our
sidewalks safe and, more importantly, wide enough to
accommodate both biker and pedestrian?
Thankfully, it was a weekend: Makati’s sidewalks were
practically clear of pedestrians, the streets hardly
clogged with vehicles and the air a bit more
breathable. On a day like this, you could actually
believe this city of cement and highrise was...
beautiful.
My feet took me across the condo to the strip between the
Cojuangco/PLDT and Allied Bank buildings. If you took the De La
Rosa walkway, you’d come down to this shady patch to get to
Ayala Avenue. When I used to play tennis at Oakwood (now Ascot),
I’d always take this route instead of walking along the Ayala
Museum where, at the intersection of De La Rosa and Legazpi, the
sidewalk would suddenly disappear.
This strip, about 100 meters in length, was actually quite a
revelation: buildings shielded it from the sun, the path was planted with shrubs and trees
and was paved with faux bricks. Yup, it would be nice to bike through this nameless minipark (?) which opened out to Ayala Avenue.
The safest way to cross Ayala Avenue was to take any of the underpasses located at its
key intersections. But, either it was a weekend or still early in the day, the escalators
were shut off. As I huffed my way up, I thought no way would I carry my bike up and
down the underpass’ rather steep stairs; my bike might be lighter than most, but it’s
nevertheless 23 pounds heavy.
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A better option was to use the pedestrian crossing which on Ayala Avenue were,
unfortunately, few and far between. There’s one, thank God, in front of the Ayala Tower 1
and the Philippine Stock Exchange Plaza. Of course, you’d have to look at bus and
jeepney drivers in the eye - even glare at them - to remind them that on pedestrian lanes,
we bikers would have as much right of way as pedestrians. But, mind you, only if you had
a bike with smaller wheels. Those with 25”- wheel bikes must stay on the road and follow
the traffic rules meant for cars and motorbikes.
Upon crossing, though, I felt a sense of relief. Since I hardly walked on Ayala Avenue and
saw this side of the city on a weekend, I was surprised to find that its sidewalks were
actually wide enough for a car! They’re also amply set back from the road, so one could
stroll down Ayala without choking from the fumes. The pavement was smooth, clean and
stayed wide even as it turned right on Paseo de Roxas and, I guess, around the entire
block.
What would have been a better route, though, was to cut through Ugarte Park to get on
Paseo; but, according to a security guard, that wasn’t allowed. Hmmm, what's the use of
a park if pedestrians and bikers couldn’t use it as a more pleasant, less polluted way to
get from one point to another?
All in all, it was a brisk, sweaty 20-minute walk from the condo to the Market, which, on a
bike, would probably take only 10 minutes. I imagined the bike ride to be easy, except for
a few choke points: crossing Ayala Avenue, as I mentioned, and crossing Paseo de
Roxas from the side of Ugarte Park to the Citibank Building. This is where cars bound for
the Market would turn and create some traffic, particularly at the corner of Leviste Street.
An alternative would be to approach Salcedo Market from Sedeño, a less congested
street with wider and shadier sidewalk.
Naturally, the walk back to the condo was slower and a lot sweatier. I had made more
purchases than I planned: aside from the spinach, asparagus, basil leaves, bell peppers
and onions, I walked home with a bag each of Jorge’s Kalinga rice, his neighbor’s
cashew nuts and a pack of Desnudos 'naked' chorizos which I just couldn’t resist.
Nevermind. I’d be biking naman to the market next time.
(Found an updated, comprehensive, interactive map of Makati here! With search button
for buildings, streets, hotels and service apartments. )
Posted by Socky at 04:03PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Plotting My Bike Route

- katrina

September 23, 2007

I tried those longganisas in Kublai's -- they're excellent! I don't blame you AT ALL for not
being able to resist. Another supplier I recommend for yummy longganisas: Connie's
Kitchen. They are DELICIOUS!!!
2. Re: Plotting My Bike Route

- katrina

September 23, 2007

Oops...just realized...they're chorizos, NOT longganisa. Sorry, not completely sober right
now. It's almost 5am, after all...AND it's my birthday, so I'm excused! ;-)
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3. Re: Plotting My Bike Route

- Socky

September 23, 2007

Oh wow! Another September celebrant! Happy Birthday, Katrina! Sorry that I still don't
have that Madiran for you but I hope you have popped open THAT bottle of wine to
celebrate your special day.
4. Re: Plotting My Bike Route

- katrina

September 24, 2007

Thanks, Socky! No, I haven't -- I couldn't possibly finish that whole thing by myself! I told
Joey that when she hosts the drinks party at her place, I'll bring it for all to share. :-)
5. Re: Plotting My Bike Route

- gloriagiselle

September 24, 2007

How brave of you to bike through Makati! I think the only places I'd feel safe are the UP
and Ateneo campuses here in QC, or around a subdivision. Oh, and La Mesa Dam is
also a great place to bike for biking's sake.
6. Re: Plotting My Bike Route

- Socky

September 24, 2007

Hi, Giselle. I've been meaning to bike at La Mesa Dam actually. Will do, soon!
7. Re: Plotting My Bike Route

- joey

September 24, 2007

Is this the day I saw you? :) I love Makati on weekend mornings...so peaceful, more so
in Legaspi Village :)
I bought Desnudos also, but at another time, and turned it into chorizo fried rice...yum! I
also bought their chori-burger patties :)
8. Re: Plotting My Bike Route

- Socky

September 24, 2007

Yes, that was the day. I haven't eaten the chorizos yet, but the last time I bought, I had it
with pan de sal for merienda. Sinful, sinful, sinful! Loved it!

What's Poppin' Tonight
Friday, September 14, 2007
View party pics here.
--------------------------------It's my birthday party tonight, so who do I call? Good old Jerome Philippon of Sommelier
Selection. He takes my order by phone and he delivers. Best of all, I don’t pay till after a
week or so.
For my white, I get the reliable Columbelle. It’s crisp and fruity with a citrus bouquet. Very
pleasant, very quaffable. I really like this white, so even if I am tempted to try some other
white wine for my party I decide – for the nth time – that if it’s my party and if it’s white, it’s
going to be Columbelle. Jerome reads my mind, “Columbelle, is it?”
For my red, he recommends the 2005 Cuvee des Galets Vin de Pays du Gard. It’s
unfiltered, you know, kinda like organic. I get curious (haven’t tried unfiltered wine before,
and I might as well know what this organic wine craze is all about) so I agree. When the
wines arrive and I see how much I’ve ordered, I start to worry: should I impose my out-of32
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curiosity choice on my guests? Hmm, at least the wine’s something to talk about.
And then this godfather of a Sicilian wine: a huge, 3-liter shiraz-merlot blend called Luna
di Luna. That’s roughly equivalent to 4 bottles. I bought it on impulse some months back
at Gaster Deli – because I liked the bottle! Yes, I’m a sucker for packaging. This one is
bright orange with a glossy finish like that of automotive paint. Fyi, it also comes in purple,
green, black and red. But since I don’t really have the space to keep this bottle, I might
just raffle it off tonight.
A raffle? What happened to the "fab" parties of years past?
This time there’s no nude model for the guests to sketch, no reading by a poet. No
gimmick, no theme. Just some wine and pica-pica. I realize now that I’m older, I’m happy
with just friends and conversation.
Posted by Socky at 01:58AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- katrina

September 14, 2007

Friends and good conversation are THE most important ingredients to a fab party, so I'm
really looking forward to tonight! :-)
I've seen that Luna di Luna wine several times -- naturally, I noticed it because it came in
purple. I'm a sucker for packaging too, and was thinking of buying it just because of its
color and impressive size. I was worried it might not be good, though, so I didn't.
2. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- Socky

September 14, 2007

I almost got the purple, too. The wine is supposed to be okay, with food, and I guess for
a party. Btw, I asked Jerome about the Madiran as I wanted you to try it, but he's run out
of it.
3. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- AlexB

September 14, 2007

Happy Birthday! Have a great party.
Good thing you mentioned Sommelier Selection. I passed by their office once as I saw
the sign on my way to Terry's. Too bad I couldn't stop as I was pressed. His selections
are great! Hopefully he stocks most if not all of them. He's picked some great producers
with very good values. My favorite producers are Bott-Geyl in Alsace, Tribut in Chablis
(Laurent is married to the sister of Vincent Dauvissat), Pierre Usseglio in Chateauneuf,
des Entrefeaux/Tardy (try the '05 Crozes) in the northern Rhone, Baudry for Chinon (try
any of the ;05 Chinons), Champalou for Vouvray (both '04 and '05s are great particularly
the demi-sec des Fondraux), Michel Redde in Pouilly-Fume (the '04 Pouilly is stunning
just had it a few weeks ago), and I'm sure a few more than I'm blanking out on right now.
What a resource! I would love to stop by his place next time.
Meanwhile, hope you enjoy the wines you've lined up for your party. The VdP sounds
interesting. Unfiltered is always a good sign that the winemaker cares about the quality. I
suspect that's a blend of Carignan, Grenache, etc. which should be great with pizza,
cantimpalitos or sausages, etc.
4. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight
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- Socky

September 14, 2007

Jerome served an '05 Chinon at the Cheese Club last wednesday and I stuck to it the
whole night. It was great. I like getting wines from him because aside from his very good
selection, he is earnest and straightforward. He doesn't try to sell me wines just
because.
Thanks for the wine tips. I will certainly get Jerome up to the challenge of making these
wines available. When you're back in Manila, I can hook you up with him for a private
tasting if you wish.
5. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- joey

September 14, 2007

Nice "sneak preview" Socky :) Looking forward to tonight!
6. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- LilitReyes

September 15, 2007

Thanks for inviting me. I had a "fab" time. And, I was so pleased to see fellow bloggers
like us.
7. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- mtan

September 15, 2007

It was a lot of fun! thanks for inviting us (hmmm, nude model....)
8. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- BearbrickLover

September 16, 2007

Everybody had fun – even Sister K who I accidentally doused with red wine :-0 Next
time, I'll stick to the Columbelle! :-) Happy Birthday, Socky!
9. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- Anonymous

September 17, 2007

Hi, Socky,
I am getting a flash of hope in my DSL slot. Hope this shoots out before my birthday
wishes become more stale than they already are. Belated happy birthday!
grace
10. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- Gigi

September 19, 2007

Happy Birthday!
Wine, pica-pica, friends, and conversation is all you really need for a celebration. :)
11. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- margauxlicious

September 19, 2007

Happy birthday! Your fan, Margaux
12. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- Socky

September 19, 2007

Katrina, Lilit,Bearbricklover: thanks for coming to the party.
Joey, I couldn't imagine how you made it to Bicol from the party. That was almost 3am,
wasn't it?
Mila, yes, I had a nude model a couple of birthdays ago and it was so funny how
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everybody tried to seriously sketch him :-)
Grace, you weren't late. My birthday is actually on the 17th.
Gigi and Margaux, thanks for dropping by to greet me a happy birthday. Catch up with
you on your blogs...
13. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- Franco

September 21, 2007

Hi Socky,
Belated Happy Birthday!
I met Jerome Philippon during a PR event. For a Frenchman, a very pleasant fellow. It's
always great to meet a person so passionate about his ...well, I guess...passion. In his
case, french wines.
Have a great year ahead
14. Re: What's Poppin' Tonight

- Socky

September 21, 2007

Thanks, Franco. Jerome will again host a France Food & Wine Festival on October 10 &
11 at the Intercon. I missed the first, so I already made a reservation for this one. The
selection sounds impressive and I heard he's flying in fresh Brittany oysters and scallops
for the occasion. When he found out that I didn't have anyone yet to go to the dinner with
me, he called me up and invited me to sit at the same table with him and his wife. Sweet
of him, no?

Makati's Washington Park
Monday, September 10, 2007
In the 10 years I’ve worked in Makati, I
never bothered to check out this park in the
heart of Legazpi Village. The Legazpi MiniPark was overgrown, had a reputation as a
make-out place at night, and, even during
the day, it didn’t look safe. When the
parking lot across it was turned into a nice
park and children’s playground (actually, to
camouflage a Meralco substation that a
power-hungry Makati needed), I felt even
more sorry for it. It looked like it was going
to stay forever as MAPSA’s neglected
backyard, Makati's forgotten little patch of green.
Then I noticed some construction and earthmoving in the area. I couldn’t see what was
being done inside the park as the trees that surrounded it obstructed my view from the
car. All I knew was that it was being spruced up as the new Washington Sycip Park.
The park, I was told, was a gift from SGV to its founder who just celebrated his 85th
birthday and, coincidentally, to mark the company’s 60th anniversary. I thought what a
great gift to the city, too!
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One Saturday, feeling I needed a walk after a
particularly heavy lunch, I finally decided to check it
out. I swear it was like walking into a secret garden.
The old gazebo was still there, but now there was a
pond (was it there before?) with ducks! The old, tangly
trees were pruned and the area was planted with flora.
It was cool, shaded, definitely more lush and natural
than the manicured park across the street. The ground
was covered with carabao grass instead of bermuda,
the landscape enhanced with some stone sculpture. A
couple of modern, colorful installations by Impy Pilapil
provided contrast.
I also learned that soon there would be a butterfly
farm, trellis areas, and the gazebo could be
used for small functions. I thought it's just
what this busy, congested, polluted part of
Makati needed. In fact, after a stressful day
at work, it would be great to walk to this
park on my way home, slow down, breathe
some fresh air and, why not, indulge in
some wistful thinking or daydreaming.
Like...
Our ad agency is 10 years old this year.
I doubt if can ever equal Mr. Sycip’s stature
and achievement, much less his energy, to take our
company to its 60th year. But if and when – like this
venerable old man - I am able to make a difference in
our industry and this country, I too would love to be
gifted with a park. For me, there can be no greater
honor… and it sure beats just having some street
named after me.
(The Washington Sycip Park is bordered by Legazpi,
Rada and Gamboa Streets in Legazpi Village. It’s
open until 10pm.)
Posted by Socky at 10:47PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- mtan

September 11, 2007

That is a transformation! It looks like a real walkable spot now.
2. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- katrina
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September 11, 2007

I used to walk through there when our office was on Herrera and we'd go to Greenbelt.
That's really nice that they've finally spruced it up.
My mom went to the inauguaration of that park (she worked for Sycip for about 25
years). She said the park was a gift from SGV and the Ayalas, and I think also from the
city of Makati.
3. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- Socky

September 11, 2007

Hi, Mila. Yes, it is such a wonderful transformation. You can spend hours here just sitting
and reading a book.
Hi Katrina. I guess the Ayalas and the City Government were involved here as the land
belongs to the former and the facilities such as the water and electricity were probably
waived by Makati. I don't know, but the fact remains that SGV, the company he built and
turned into one of the most successful Filipino enterprises, honored the "Old Man" with a
park. The park as a gift must be SGV's brainchild and project. I thought that was very
creative. And deserving of the Old Man.
4. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- joey

September 11, 2007

Oh I'm so happy! Thanks for delivering such good news today Socky :) I have long been
wondering what was going on in that area as I saw them digging things up and all the
general activities. And then I saw they had added the doors with a big bow on
them...what a fabulous gift! YAY! Can't wait to check it out! :) We should all meet up for
Legaspi market and park exploration one of these Sundays :)
5. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- Socky

September 12, 2007

Yes, Joey, a picnic in the park would be great! We can buy the food in Legaspi Sunday
Market and take them to the park. The goat pecorino and blue cheeses from Davao are
available there. I'll bring the wine, properly camouflaged of course as they may not allow
drinking of alcohol in public spaces :-)
6. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- Anonymous

September 12, 2007

No, the pond wasn't there before. Also, before, at night, its where call boys cruise to get
their tricks. Hope things have changed.
7. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- Socky

September 12, 2007

When I checked it out, there was a security guard on duty who looked like he was really
assigned to the park. Believably, coz the park is now enclosed. No more cruising I
guess.
8. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- margauxlicious

September 13, 2007

So happy you featured this. I'm a fan of Makati parks. The Greenbelt Park by the church
has ducks also. But my fave is the Makati City Park. Union Church holds its Easter
Sunrise service there and early in the morning it seems like you're not in the Philippines
at all. There really are some great spots in the city when you allow yourself to see them.
9. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- Socky

September 13, 2007

Makati City Park, is this the one with a children's playground and mini-theater, across
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the new Washington Sycip Park and the Union Church? I didn't know that's how it's
called. Yeah, that one's nice. We used to take my friend's 5yr-old daughter there late
afternoons. And there's a mini jogging path too.
10. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- AlexB

September 14, 2007

I sure hope that 100 years from now the park is still Washington Sycip. So much of the
local history gets lost every time someone decides to change the name of a place,
street, etc., not to mention the confusion that ensues. I like old names like Herran,
Pasong Tamo, Pasay Road, etc.
11. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- Socky

September 14, 2007

Alex, for most part of my life I lived on Singalong corner Julio Nakpil Sts. in Manila.
Fortunately the names are still the same. So is San Marcelino St., but sadly the rest
have been renamed after obscure public servants/politicians. Hopefully, WSPark won't
be renamed, as thank god, that piece of property is private.
12. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- margauxlicious

September 19, 2007

Nope, not in Legazpi. It's on JP Rizal past Rockwell. :-) It's kind of Luneta-like. ... That's
so true about renaming streets. Reposo, Alfaro, Vito Cruz, Buendia - so annoyingly
confusing, there should be a shotgun/touch-move law against it ... Hmmm but if that
law's never passed, when I become President I'll rename Edsa "Nana Meng". Lol.
13. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- Socky

September 19, 2007

Now I know what park you're referring to. I see that everytime I take the "back entrance"
(through J.P. Rizal) to Rockwell. That too transformed from nothing!
Not too many people know that EDSA stands for Epifanio de los Santos. I know, coz I
grew up in front of a public school named after him. But like most people, I don't know
exactly what he did for this country. At least Nana Meng helped revive our tsokolate
tradition and made it accessible to a generation weaned on Coke and now, C2. Btw,
your Nana Meng's marshmallow and tsokolate dip is great for instant parties. Pica-pica
dessert!
14. Re: Makati's Washington Park

- margauxlicious

September 28, 2007

jaz so dat laz wan! thanks heaps! on my way to visit nana meng now actually - gotta
spend time, she 92! :)

The Puppets of Avenue Q
Friday, September 07, 2007
A strange thing happened as I watched Avenue Q, the Tony award-winning puppet
musical now running at the RCBC theater. I was completely mesmerized by
the…puppets! What mind-benders I found them to be: which was the puppet, which was
the puppeteer? Who moved who?
Of course, credit goes to the performers who, I was told, trained in puppetry weeks before
they rehearsed for their roles. The result was the effective blurring of lines between
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puppet and puppeteer, an almost seamless
transference of emotion and facial expression
between the two.
This, I believe, was crucial to the play, what made it
hilarious and ultimately touching. Because life was
depicted through puppetry, it became twice/thrice
removed from our realities. We could then laugh at our
sentimentalism, bigotry, racism; even find the punch
line in our pain and dashed hopes. Nothing like
puppets, too, to mock our fixation on sex. Frontal
nudity and copulation were never this funny.
Avenue Q is what has become of Sesame Street while
we're away getting a college degree. Coming back, we
find a grungier, less innocent neighborhood. But we recognize old friends and feel a
familiar welcome. In their stories, we still hear our favorite songs even if the notes have
been rearranged. And when they shrug off life and its difficulties as “Only For Now”, we
share their childlike hope.
Puppets have a way of making us believe. Sunny day, everything's a-ok...
------------------------Rachel Alejandro as Kate Monster/Lucy the Slut and Aiza Seguerra as Gary Coleman
were brilliant. But I believe everyone's favorite was Trekkie Monster (Joel Trinidad).
Check out reviews by Anton of Our Awesome Planet and Mila of Watergirl, here and
here.
Avenue Q runs from September 7 to September 23 at RCBC Plaza's Carlos P. Romulo
Theater. It's a short run, so don't miss it!
Posted by Socky at 10:19PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Puppets of Avenue Q

- TheBachelorGirl

September 08, 2007

Hi Socky,
What wonderful insights and observations. I totally agree with your assessment of how
the puppets are so crucial to the success of the play.
Thank you so much for taking the time to watch Avenue Q and to write about it.
Lorna Lopez aka TheBachelorGirl
2. Re: The Puppets of Avenue Q

- Anonymous

September 09, 2007

I like your take on puppets! And I love Sesame Street. I think I'd love to come back to it
20 years after by seeing this play.
3. Re: The Puppets of Avenue Q
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- katrina

September 10, 2007

I watched it with my family today and we all had a lot of fun! The songs were witty, the
content was smart, and the actors/puppeteers did a fantastic job. Kudos to Atlantis for
pulling it off!
4. Re: The Puppets of Avenue Q

- christine

September 10, 2007

I saw it last Friday too and we all enjoyed it! Especially my friends who knew nothing of
what to expect (it's so much better when you don't read the reviews that give away too
much!). Bobby Garcia did a helluva job once again, as expected. :)

Should I Heart My Cuisinart?
Wednesday, September 05, 2007
My Cuisinart 11-bottle Private Reserve Wine
Cellar finally arrived. I read some negative
customer reviews of this product but, too late, I
had already ordered the thing.
Well oh well, in my home where the ambient
temperature gets as high as 32ºC, this is a risk I
have to take anyway. While I don't have a
collection of wines more expensive than this
baby, it will be a pity to have wines – no matter
how inexpensive they are – going flat in this
weather. Besides, there’s wisdom in stocking up
on wine, especially when you've got friends who
love popping in for an impromptu party!
I set it up yesterday and now it’s humming in its little corner in the kitchen - a tad too loud,
I’m afraid. But I’ve been warned about that. The reason: it cools with a fan, not a
compressor. The question is, can I live with the 24-hour duet by this little chiller and my
ref? I’ve also been warned about dust accumulating on its fan and affecting its
thermostat. I guess, a dusthound like me can deal with that, but what other irritants
should I expect?
Does anyone here have a Cuisinart? Any problems? Any maintenance tips? It’s quite a
looker though.
Posted by Socky at 10:48AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Should I Heart My Cuisinart?

- katrina
Hey, you finally got one!
Little Ms. Corkscrew looks quite happy to have some company! ;-)
2. Re: Should I Heart My Cuisinart?
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September 05, 2007

- Socky

September 05, 2007

Her name is Anna :-)
3. Re: Should I Heart My Cuisinart?

- katrina

September 05, 2007

Oh, thanks for telling me! I just realized what a tarty name I called her! ;-) And by the
way, Anna's new friend (Artie? ;-)) is guapo!
4. Re: Should I Heart My Cuisinart?

- Socky

September 06, 2007

Ohh, I love the name Artie. Anyway, he seems to be working okay. McCann's Ricki A.
and Raul C, and Menchie O of TFC and Charo came over for a, guess what, impromptu
party and we had wine at perfect temperature, 16ºC!
5. Re: Should I Heart My Cuisinart?

- canDIshhh

September 06, 2007

Whoa?! Nice one!! :) I never thought they made these things!! :)
Cool find.. :)
6. Re: Should I Heart My Cuisinart?

- Socky

September 06, 2007

There are other brands of wine chillers. I saw a Haier once in Rustan's (chinese brand)
and a cheapo looking one in Canadian Tire when I visited Toronto. Cuisinart is the best
looking and the one that looks the sturdiest. I ordered it online (Futureshop.com) while I
was in Toronto, had it delivered to my friend's apartment, then had it shipped via
balikbayan box to Manila. Circuitous, but all that came out cheaper than if you were to
buy it here.
There are bigger, 30-bottle wine chillers available now in Rustans and SM, but they're
too big for my place. This is really the best size (11-bottles) for me.
7. Re: Should I Heart My Cuisinart?

- christine

September 06, 2007

Yay! Heart it! What's a little noise if it's giving you so much pleasure?
BTW, this is the link I've been meaning to share with you. It's from this site where we
order from as a group and from where I get my sauterne. They also have other wine
accessories like cellars and glassware.
http://www.klwines.com/default.asp

Katrina, "little miss corkscrew", heehee. I think I know her ;)
8. Re: Should I Heart My Cuisinart?

- Socky

September 10, 2007

Hi, Christine. Tried the link, but the store is located in the US. Do they deliver here, and
most of all, will they accept online payments from the Philippines?
9. Re: Should I Heart My Cuisinart?

- christine

September 10, 2007

They do accept online credit card payments. What we do is consolidate everyone's
orders in the office, then have it delivered to our head office in SF. Once it's in, it's
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shipped to us via LBC. If you have relatives in the US, you can do the same.
10. Re: Should I Heart My Cuisinart?

- Socky

September 10, 2007

Hmm, circuitous :-) But talking about circuitous, the Spanish wines I ordered from your
brother and which he brought all the way from Cebu were great. Am ordering again.
11. Re: Should I Heart My Cuisinart?

- christine

September 10, 2007

Great! He'll be happy to hear that. :)

Goodbye, Charley's!
Sunday, September 02, 2007
Chef Popit de Leon himself confirmed it: Charley’s has
closed its gates to out-of-town diners. No more fivecourse meals capped with flamboyant flambés, no
more long and easy post-lunch strolls in this fabulous
equestrian farm in Lipa. Owner and family patriarch,
Tony Leviste, wants his privacy back.
I couldn’t help being saddened by this news. Charley’s
was our first out-of-town trip with food bloggers, most
of whom Poch and I just met on that trip: Anton,
Christine, Joey, Tina, Mila and Katrina. We have since
journeyed together in search of ‘the ultimate eats’ and
sustained our friendship with posts on food, travel and
even personal experiences.
But there’s good news. Not too far from
Charley’s is a vast fruit farm owned by Chef
Popit’s mom. Plans, and some construction
I believe, are already underway to turn this
place into another out-of-town dining
destination. Mother and son are just waiting
for the rains to give way to cool December
weather. Barring pesky Batangas flies,
Popit says, this should be perfect for al
fresco dining. In the meantime, he will
continue to offer his private dinners in the
poolside area of their Crown condo on
Valero Street, Salcedo Village.
Last night, Popit invited a small, select audience to a tasting of his new, ‘high-end’, 8course dinner. It was to thank the guests, whom he all met at Charley's, for the word-ofmouth they'd done for his restaurant in Lipa: Cookie Posadas of clickthecity.com with
friend, Marco, and soon-to-wed couple, Dennis and Aileen. We were joined by Paolo
Guevarra from MIHCA (Magsaysay Institute of Hospitality and Culinary Arts) whom Popit
introduced as his friend/mentor/critic. Popit apprenticed under him at the Chenin Blanc,
now Red, in Makati Shangrila.
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Good thing I biked and walked in the park that
afternoon to shake off the heavy lunch I had at Kusina
Salud and prepare for this dinner. Was it just me and
my tiny stomach or were the portions just too
generous? Either it's true that portioning is the
waterloo of most chefs, or chefs in this country just
don't dare underdeliver and dissatisfy the Pinoy
macho appetite. I cast a glance at Popit and Paolo,
noted their 6-foot frame and oh-maybe 40" girth, and
decided it unwise to groan or complain.
I reached my choke point on the 5th course but,
thankfully, had a second wind when dessert came:
chocolate soufflé with dollops of mocha cream! Of the
courses, it was the foie gras I liked. Lightly breaded, it
was crunchy on the outside and soft and buttery inside. If it were sliced a little thicker, it
would have been my absolute favorite. I just wished the wine - an Oxford Landing
Chardonnay - didn't run out before I hit the duck...
Call Chef Popit de Leon for reservations: 09178931938.
(Group shot courtesy of Aileen Siy, seated, second from right)
Posted by Socky at 03:11PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Goodbye, Charley's!

- wysgal

September 03, 2007

Awww too bad that Charley's is now gone ... I remember how that was our first major out
of town food trip! =)
2. Re: Goodbye, Charley's!

- joey

September 03, 2007

That's too bad! I have such nice memories of that trip :) Even of our car ride (remember
almost ending up in the sea? heehee!)! I remember it being such a perfect-weather day
:)
Popit's mom's fruit farm property sounds promising though...let me know when it's up
and running and perhaps we can plan another "excursion" :) Wouldn't it be nice if they
sold the fruit and we could pick it ourselves?
3. Re: Goodbye, Charley's!

- mtan

September 04, 2007

I'll always have great memories of that day, the ride, the lunch, the walk around the
property (that tower!), and the herb garden. I hope Popit finds the new site as gracious
(shoo flies!) to his future guests as the old one.
4. Re: Goodbye, Charley's!

- Katrina

September 04, 2007

Yes, that IS sad. Felipe and I both have many happy memories of that day.
5. Re: Goodbye, Charley's!

- christine

September 05, 2007
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I'm glad we went when we did. It was memorable for me because I met many of you
there for the first time. And those horses, and herb garden, wow!

Spirit of Place
Monday, August 27, 2007
I saw this photo (above) when Yahoo
closed its webphoto site and moved my
albums to Flickr. I had almost forgotten
about this photograph, which I took from a
balcony at the Club Isabelle Noah in
Busuanga, Palawan. It was dated 24
September 2004 and captioned “Madiran:
The Taste of A Palawan Sunset”.
A few weeks before that picture was taken,
I remember tasting a Madiran wine. I loved
it so much that I decided to bring a second
bottle to Palawan. After all, what could be a better way to celebrate my very first trip to
the famous island than to dine on its shores and drink this wine.
The Madiran was a Charles de Batz 2000(?) from Domaine Berthoumieu of Didier Barre.
Its flavor struck me as dark, medieval; its mouth feel heavier than anything I had tasted
before; it was what I’d call an in-your-face wine. I loved it! Jerome Philippon, my wine
source, couldn’t believe I did. “Filipinos usually don’t like this wine,” he said.
I’ve since embarked on a crusade to convert my friends to Madiran. True, it has none of
the elegance and the cosmopolitan appeal of a Bordeaux or a Burgundy. Madiran is from
the often ignored Southwest region of France. Nearly opaque in color, with a rustic, rather
coarse edge to it, this is a brooding and mysterious wine. But, as soon as it opens up, it
takes on the creaminess and the seductive quality of dark berries, chocolate, thick forests
and moist earth.
Funny, but since I hate to sound like those high-fallutin’ wine critics, I often use local
reference to describe this favorite: if it were an OPM, it would be DJ Alvaro’s rocksong,
Maginoo Pero Medyo Bastos. If it were a dish, it would be one as gamey but surprisingly
likeable as tapang baboy ramo. And yes, if it were a place, a sight, or a moment, it would
be this photograph of a Palawan sunset.
Posted by Socky at 10:49AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Spirit of Place

- Katrina

August 29, 2007

I tend to prefer strong flavors in food, even in desserts, so I'm curious about Madiran. I
admit that my palate can be quite unsophisticated when it comes to subtle, subdued,
and elegant flavors -- just as one would never use those words to describe me! ;-) I'll
look for Madiran next time I'm in the wine shop. Thanks, Socky!
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2. Re: Spirit of Place

- Socky

August 29, 2007

Curiously, I don't see Madiran in wine shops. Maybe, it's true what Jerome says, that
Madiran is not popular among Filipinos. Anyway, as soon as I order one from him, I'll
give you a buzz :-)
3. Re: Spirit of Place

- katrina

August 30, 2007

Oh, wow, THANK YOU!!! :-D
4. Re: Spirit of Place

- christine

September 01, 2007

"it takes on the creaminess and the seductive quality of dark berries, chocolate, thick
forests and moist earth." How can you not love something described in that way? Thank
you for introducing such a seductive sounding wine to us, if I ever come across it at least
I'll know I must give it a try.

A Prayer-Driven Life
Monday, August 20, 2007
To my mom, prayer - and its power to change lives and even the course of nature and
history - stood among the unassailable tenets of her religious faith.
But what I found remarkable, or rather baffling, was that she prayed more often and with
more fervor than anyone else I knew. Perhaps more than what was necessary. Or even
what God wished from His faithful.
What earthly intentions could have led to such a prayer-driven life? Or, what level of
selflessness?
She never told me, for example, why she would choose to walk on her knees towards the
altar of the Black Nazarene in Quiapo. Couldn’t she just stay in the pews and pray the
way most people did? Why the trips to Baclaran, long after a nine-day novena to the
Mother of Perpetual Help was done? Why the insufferable fashion choices: brown for
Saint Anthony, maroon for the Nazarene, a blue sash for the Marian. My sister told me
our mom prayed at least 15 rosaries a day. Her final utterances must have been the
Mysteries, because even on her death bed, her hand moved as if it held a rosary.
As a child and even as an adult, I often wondered why my mom prayed so much and so
hard. And for whom?
------------------------Six months ago, my brother in China was diagnosed with colorectal cancer.
He had surgery; but this went terribly wrong and a second operation left a wound on his
stomach that wouldn’t heal. It got even worse with the series of chemotherapy he had to
undergo and the bouts of diarrhea he suffered as side effects. It was the diarrhea that he
dreaded most, as it would attack as often as 30 times in one night.
Recently, a few days before his seventh chemo, my brother developed chills and a high
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fever. Pus had accumulated in his stomach due to the wound; and he had to be confined
in the hospital for intravenous medications to arrest the infection. Just when he thought
things couldn’t get worse, diarrhea struck again.
Having gone to the toilet at least 10 times, he was in such pain that he cried out: “’Ma,
please help me! Please pray to God for me. Please pray to God for me!” Then, before he
realized it, he found himself singing a song that he would sing as a boy. He always sang
it with my mom whenever they went to church: “Heart of Jesus, meek and mild; hear oh
hear thy feeble child; when the tempest's most severe, Heart of Jesus, hear…” He sang
with tears and sang aloud; he kept singing till he was spent for the night.
The next morning he was wakened by his wife who wanted to change the gauze on his
stomach wound. She couldn’t believe what she saw: my brother’s wound had closed up!
The wound she had nursed for months looked like it suddenly, and finally, healed.
------------------------Throughout her life, my mother prayed so hard and so much, as if to fill a deep,
bottomless well with her prayers. Now I believe she filled it for us - her children, her grand
and great grandchildren - so we could draw from it in times of pain or despair.
That night my brother drew from that well. What great, infinite source of Mercy it proved
to be!

Posted by Socky at 03:55AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: A Prayer-Driven Life

- Leica

August 20, 2007

I remember in my teens and early twenties, lola would often tell me why she always
prayed all 15 rosaries daily, one is always for her children, one for her grandchildren, my
lolo, my father who has passed on, sometimes it's for a neighbor's kid who's in trouble,
or a special intention that was requested by one of her amigas or one of her children, a
get well prayer for someone who is sick, a newly departed friend, her prayer intentions
vary depending on who's asking for it, she would always be praying for other people.
Ask her and she would fervently pray a rosary for you. She is a true prayer warrior.
A few weeks prior to her death she told me that wherever she will be she will always be
praying for us.
True to her promise, she keeps praying for us even in death.
2. Re: A Prayer-Driven Life

- katrina

August 21, 2007

What a beautiful, inspiring story. I pray that your brother will soon be better.
3. Re: A Prayer-Driven Life

- Socky
Thank you, Katrina. Every prayer counts.
4. Re: A Prayer-Driven Life
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August 21, 2007

- lee

August 21, 2007

I am not a very prayerful person. I have my doubts, my desert, and my wilderness and
I'm thankful I have dropped by your blog today. I know that your mother will allow us also
to draw from her well of prayers. Thank you for sharing with us this post.
5. Re: A Prayer-Driven Life

- Socky

August 21, 2007

Hi, Lee. Am not a very prayerful person too. Or maybe I am, in my own way. That's
probably why my mom built this well of prayers - for people like us. Thanks for dropping
by.
6. Re: A Prayer-Driven Life

- annielasaten

August 21, 2007

If there's one thing I learned from Lola it's to always pray not only for yourself but for
others. It's her who thought me to always have the rosary, to this day I can't leave home
without it.
When I'm not confident and afraid ...she would always tell me... ask and you shall
receive.
To this day, I still remember neighbors bringing fruit baskets and flowers as
thanksgiving for their answered prayers.
Last Sunday, we attended mass in our Village Chapel and saw the familiar seat
reserved for my beloved Lola. I remember how no one sits in the front row left but her.
As if everybody knows its RESERVED for her.
She was loved by everyone in the Village because she loves praying for others and
enjoys doing it.
We're very lucky to have her.... and we continuously draw strength from her.
7. Re: A Prayer-Driven Life

- joey

August 21, 2007

This was such a moving story...thanks for sharing this with us Socky. I hope your
brother is doing better.
8. Re: A Prayer-Driven Life

- Socky

August 23, 2007

Thanks, Joey, for dropping a note. Am sure my brother is doing better - and more
importantly, he's doing better spiritually.
9. Re: A Prayer-Driven Life

- BearbrickLover

August 30, 2007

I like this post, I can totally relate to it. Like your mom, my lola prayed more often and
more fervently than anyone I knew. She taught me and my siblings all sorts of prayers –
prayers during earthquakes, fires, prayers against mean dogs, scary ghosts, etc – name
it, she had it!
Because of her, I never forgot to pray each night before I slept.
I am glad your brother is better now.
10. Re: A Prayer-Driven Life

- christine

August 31, 2007
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I've been remiss with my blog rounds lately and now I'm sorry I am. I wish I had seen
this earlier so I could have sent up my prayers for your brother sooner. He and your
family will be added to my daily prayers and I'll light a candle for him on Sunday, Socky.
This story touched me deeply, thank you for sharing it with us.
11. Re: A Prayer-Driven Life

- Socky

August 31, 2007

Hi, Ariel. Hi, Christine.
My life continues to be a witness to the wondrous miracles of prayer and the generosity
of friends. Thank you.

Horror Stories From My Mom's Kitchen
Sunday, August 12, 2007
Growing up, I was keenly aware that I and my siblings
were different from other kids. You see, we ate
different.
While most kids would come home from school to a
meal of spaghetti, we would be welcomed with a dish
of locust. On some days, it’s crickets, fried to a crisp.
Or frogs.
Our tinola included the chicken’s head, prized for its
tiny but delicious brain. So were the feet, which
always stuck out in some sort of rigor mortis. Not to
mention the chicken blood, that dark and rather
rubbery coagulation floating in the soup.
I often had the heart and the liver to myself.
But at the table, we would all dive for the neck,
and since there wasn’t enough chicken neck
for three warring kids, my mom would often
make an adobo dish of nothing but chicken
necks. These we would nibble and suck dry
before spitting out the bones.
How I regaled my playmates with tales of our
family dinners and took delight at seeing them
cringe.
I told them how we would sit around the table
on weekends, squeezing into glass jars the
grey and gelatinous goo from little crabs. Or
how we would run after these little creatures
and bury them alive in salt. I also warned them about translucent, jelly-like stuff
fermenting in bottles that were kept in the dark corners of the house.
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And we had a mom who could easily pluck out the eyes of a fish and pop them in her
mouth. Hah! That certainly beat any of their horror stories about aswangs and
manananggals!
------------------------It wasn’t until I grew up and learned about regional cuisines that I realized why we ate
different from other kids. My mom was capampangan!
Anyone who had known her would swear she was one amazing cook. But while she was
famous for her fish au gratin, stuffed chicken, empanadas, kadyos, laing, chili crabs and
a hundred other dishes, I never saw her serve guests with her capampangan delicacies.
She probably knew these dishes were not to everyone's taste: balang (locust), camaru
(mole crickets), betute (rice frog), burong talangka (crablets fermented in salt). The
“translucent, jelly-like stuff” was her homemade nata de coco. At one time we had bottles
and bottles of this fermented coconut juice stashed under sofas, behind doors, beneath
the sink.
Sadly, my mom stopped cooking these exotic Pampanga dishes when we grew older
and, like most teenagers, succumbed to media hype and peer pressure. Fried chicken,
burgers and pasta were in, crickets out.
Yesterday, though, I was reminded of my mom’s cooking when I saw Everybody’s Café
at the “I Can Serve” Benefit Food Festival held in Rockwell. They had camaru and stuffed
frog’s legs. Seeing my seatmate Jason squirm, I figured they still made a mighty good
horror story.

(Betute photo, right, from Everybody's Cafe website photo gallery)
Posted by Socky at 10:10PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Horror Stories From My Mom's Kitchen

- katrina

August 13, 2007

I really wanted to try Everybody's Cafe's stuffed frog, but I didn't want it for merienda.
Now I regret not buying some to take home. Oh, well. I'll just have to go to Pampanga
again, then. ;-)
2. Re: Horror Stories From My Mom's Kitchen

- mtan

August 13, 2007

the photo looks like a siamese frog lol, two torsos, attached to two legs
3. Re: Horror Stories From My Mom's Kitchen

- Vanessa

August 13, 2007

I tried the camaru at Everybody's Cafe in Pampanga just to be able to say 'I tried it!'.
But, after one bite, which I swallowed hurriedly, then drowned with water, my brain said
'Nope, too icky!'. Hey, at least I tried it ;)!
4. Re: Horror Stories From My Mom's Kitchen

- Socky

August 13, 2007

I myself couldn't believe I was eating these when I was a kid. But I don't think I can ever
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take the stuffed frogs! I remember preferring frog's legs cooked a la adobo (dry and
crunchy)and the camaru fried to a crisp. I guess when crunchy, "strange foods" are
easier to swallow. And also, they must be hot, served straight from the stove. I wouldn't
buy them to-go, Katrina.
And yes, the frog photo looks...lewd!
5. Re: Horror Stories From My Mom's Kitchen

- lee

August 14, 2007

I remember enjoying crisp fried locusts when I was a child during weekend visits to my
lolo's house. The surplus of locusts was the result of an infestation which happens once
in a few years. I don't wish for a plague again but I really miss munching on "bottomless"
locusts.
6. Re: Horror Stories From My Mom's Kitchen

- Socky

August 14, 2007

You're right, Lee. My mom would say it's not really a good thing to have locusts at the
table 'cause it means there was a pestilence in the rice fields. But if you notice, there
seems to be no locust available nowadays. That's a good thing I guess. Advancement in
science and pest control?
7. Re: Horror Stories From My Mom's Kitchen

- BerbrickLover

August 14, 2007

What an interesting and funny entry! The most exotic thing I've ever put inside my mouth
was fish eyeballs. When we were kids, we always had fresh fish to eat – really big fishes
with large white eyeballs. Frankly, the eyes were not chewy at all, more like hard candy.
I usually spat them out coz they tasted salty and chalky, nothing great. But give me
blood cubes in Chicken Tinola anytime...
What a cute story, Socky. :-)
8. Re: Horror Stories From My Mom's Kitchen

- joey

August 14, 2007

Wow Socky! You sure had an interesting dinner table :) I also wanted to try the frogs
last Saturday but I was nervous to commit to one whole order (Katrina, we could have
shared...next time! :). Next time I will definitely go for it...camaru too. Yes, I think it's
easier to "swallow" this food when they're crunchy :) Next time definitely...my goal is to
eat all the animals after all...
Burong talangka sounds like something I would love! Do you know if we can get them
anywhere here?
I think the good stuff is the jelly around the fish eyes and not the eye itself...I love to pop
them in my mouth, suck all the jelly off, then spit out the white solid eye :)
9. Re: Horror Stories From My Mom's Kitchen

- Leica

August 15, 2007

Lola never served locusts to us when we were growing up. I've had adobo frog legs
before and I brought to to school as baon, all my classmates were squirming when they
saw what I was eating for lunch. I didn't bring anything "exotic" to school after that
incident :-)
Joey, Lydia Go makes the best burong talangka. I was lucky enough to taste some
during a photo shoot.
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10. Re: Horror Stories From My Mom's Kitchen

- mtan

August 15, 2007

bearbrick, supposedly the fish eyes are the prized delicacy in chinese lauriats, served to
the guests of honor. My dad would always let me have them though, since I was the only
one in the family who liked them. Other than the round pebbly white bit inside, I would
suck all the jelly bits from it.
Locusts are usually determined by a 17 year hibernation period. I was in the US when
the eastern seaboard had their recent locust swarm (2005). Thousands of them dive
bombing cars and dying (kersplat) all over the place. I think they were expecting fields of
grain but found cities and highways instead. Poor things. Made it hard going walking
around, bit slippery.
11. Re: Horror Stories From My Mom's Kitchen

- christine

August 16, 2007

Wow, a childhood that's Fear Factor material for most people! Though I've tried frogs
legs and thought, ehh they're ok but I'll stick to chicken, I don't think I could get myself to
ever try betute. When I was at Everybody's Cafe in Pampanga I was hoping someone in
my group would order some so I could at least attempt to try, but no one wanted to. I've
had a lifelong fear of frogs, I mean major fear!, which was only recently trumped by my
fear of rats so I don't know if I would. :)

The Spit
Wednesday, August 01, 2007
It turns out that Toronto’s possibly largest
“wilderness” used to be a dumpsite for
brick, cement, asphalt, and other clean fill
that comes from torn-down buildings and
other construction. Hence its name, The
Spit.
By some “natural” phenomenon, The Spit a long, slender strip of bare land that
stretches out into the lake – has developed
several lobes enclosing small bays,
providing an ideal home for a variety of
plant and bird life. Aside from cottonwoods and poplars, about 400 species of plants have
been identified here and more than 290 species of migratory birds are to be found, 45 of
which actually breed on the headland. Thanks to the strong advocacy of birdwatchers,
naturalists and bicyclists, The Spit has been kept in as natural a state as possible. Now
called the Tommy Thompson Park, it is one of the few places in Toronto where people
can walk, bike, skate for some reasonable distance in some semblance of nature.
Poch and I biked here all the way from the Lakeshore Drive East boardwalk and park,
hoping to catch the sunset by the lighthouse at The Spit’s outermost end. There was no
sunset, as it was a cloudy day; and no lighthouse, as the road that led to it was
temporarily closed. There were also no huge, shade-providing trees that I expected of a
park, no hidden, challenging trails. Instead I found myself in a largely open, windswept,
eerily peaceful landscape now swathed in the colors of the magic hour.
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As I stood a safe distance from a city just across
the water, I couldn't help thinking. Perhaps, just
perhaps, man can't really destroy nature. It will
persist and express itself, and the awesome
beauty with which it reveals its invincible power
will always bring man down to his knees.
Maybe there's hope in my country's smoky
mountains and that decaying pile of jeepneys,
billboards and kitsch I call home.
Posted by Socky at 06:58AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Spit

- christine

August 01, 2007

I loved this post, it made me hopeful too. I love the outdoors so much so it's especially
sad for me that in our city I can't indulge myself outside. Even if we had our own "spit",
the air around wouldn't be breathable for long perdiods of time. But I'm still hoping.... :)
2. Re: The Spit

- MTan

August 01, 2007

Reminiscent of coral reconstruction projects taking place around the country. We can
rejuvenate mangroves and coral reefs if we take it upon ourselves to be responsible for
the damage sustained by our own actions. It can be a useful and creative outlet for
people.
3. Re: The Spit

- Socky

August 01, 2007

Thanks, Christine. As Mila said - and this gives us hope - that steps are being
undertaken to repair and reconstruct the damage done to nature. Small but significant
steps anyway. Taking the bike instead of the car when I go to Salcedo Market or the
supermarket will be my small personal contribution to preserving the air and
environment.
4. Re: The Spit

- Leica

August 01, 2007

I am hopeful that Manila can be cleaned too. After my trip to Singapore, I saw personally
that nature and progress can co-exist peacefully together. If they can do it, so can we.
5. Re: The Spit

- Anonymous

August 06, 2007

nice post!
6. Re: The Spit

- joey

August 07, 2007

I love both the outdoors and the city...so to be able to have both would be heaven for
me! I never lose hope that with responsible action we can live to see the day :)
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This post has got me craving for a picnic Socky! :)
7. Re: The Spit

- userP

August 07, 2007

a picnic! where does one go for a picnic in manila? tagaytay? or this garden at the fort?
paco park? orchidarium? hmmm. i smell another eb coming up. don't forget the
bugspray! :-)
8. Re: The Spit

- Socky

August 08, 2007

The last "picnic" my friends and I had was by the roadside of Tagaytay where some
entrepreneural locals had tables were for rent. We brought steak grilled at home, some
cheese and wine in ice coolers. Aside from that I've never gone - in recent years at least
- on another picnic in the Philippines. You need a sprawling, tree-shaded space for that.
And a bit of privacy. Otherwise, we'll be picnicking by the roadside and the smoke from
our barbecue will mix with the diesel exhaust from jeepneys and buses passing by.
Sadly, picnic-friendly places are usually found in huge backyards or farms of the few rich
and landed. Like in Nena's Bukidnon sojourn. (hah, didn't we all pine for an invite to this
place!)Thinking of a picnic place in and around Manila is a challenge. Hmm, I am
challenged! Anyone has such discovery lately?
9. Re: The Spit

- joey

August 08, 2007

Nena and I went to this place by la mesa dam I think...Nens is that right? It was raining
then but I'm sure it will be better when it's sunny :)
10. Re: The Spit

- Socky

August 08, 2007

You're right! La Mesa Dam should be a good place for picnics, especially with the
Bantay Kalikasan and the La Mesa Dam "save the water" programs. The last time I was
there was when it was still "magubat" and "unsafe". I also remember now the
controversial park in the middle of the city (Manila) where Atienza wanted to fell trees to
give way to some building construction. I think his plan was stopped and that "forest"
has been preserved. I should check out these places - if only to reassure me that not our
city hasn't completely turned into a concrete jungle.

Bloor West Village
Tuesday, July 31, 2007
15 days, so quickly over! I felt having spent
more time getting over my jet lag than
seeing more of this city. Oh, but there was
a bonus: my 12:40pm NorthWest flight got
cancelled and I was transferred to a much
later Cathay flight at 11:35pm. What does
one do with about 5 hours of free time? Get
the hell out of the airport and hit the city!
Poch came to the rescue, of course, and
together we set out for Bloor West Village.
Great that, like me, she was seeing this
place for the first time.
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Bloor Street, one of Toronto’s major
thoroughfares, runs on the northside of the
village which is bounded on the west by the
Humber River, on the east by High Park
and on the south by Lake Ontario. A river, a
park, a lake! And one major artery of a
street - no longer than 2 kilometers, I swear
- lined with cozy cafes, bars, bakeries,
flower shops, deli’s and small fresh market
stores that all seem to exist for and be
sustained solely by the local community. No
big supermarket chains, no high-rise within
sight! Compared to the funkier, buzzier
Queen Street West and the gay and artsy
Parkdale Village (my two most frequented
places), Bloor West Village is quite laid
back really, but on weekends such as this,
that’s just how we want life to be, right?
We walked the length of Bloor Street - from
High Park and Jane, the two streets where
the village supposedly starts and ends –
and found most stores already closed
except for the bars and cafes. Sharkey’s had been favorably reviewed, so it was here that
we decided to have my last Toronto dinner.
Anticipating the airline food I was going to have over the next 18 hours or so, I stuffed
myself silly with a crazy mix of: baked escargot, chili calamari, fresh spring rolls and
steamed mussels. Hey, I love mussels - baked in cheese, sauteed with ginger, or
steamed in white wine. But, this was different: slow simmered steamed mussels in
lemongrass, ground cumin, toasted coconut, bean sprout and a mild yellow curry paste. It
was sooo good - and with the white zinfandel, we almost forgot I had a flight to catch.
Posted by Socky at 03:03AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Bloor West Village

- Nice

August 06, 2007

nice post, socky.
oh, first, let me thank you for defending me from anonymous3 (Si Raul Oh's blog,
remember?) I am really so sad this happened. But I'm glad, we met through blogging.
Last, we have a common blogger friend, Poch. Hehehe!
2. Re: Bloor West Village

- Socky

August 06, 2007

Hi, Nicely. I hope you don't begin to regard advertising people as mean and rude.
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Having spent 20 years in this business and having met and worked with a lot of truly
creative and accomplished practitioners who have remained nice despite their success, I
can say that Anonymous 3 is more of an exception than the rule. The ad industry,
thankfully, continues to evolve because of the kindness, the respect and the sense of
unity among us.
3. Re: Bloor West Village

- Nice

August 07, 2007

It's ok, Socky. Don't worry about me, let's forget about anonymous3. Exchange links?
4. Re: Bloor West Village

- Marielos

November 11, 2007

The information contained in this site is very important to you. This page offers the ability
to find information concerning any sport and any country. It's really important to visit this
site. Never saw anything like before. We wholeheartedly recommend.
The best place for mlb apparel,fantasy mlb, 2007 mlb rumor.
For more information visit:
http://www.bet911.com

Toronto On (2) Wheels
Tuesday, July 24, 2007
The day after I arrived, Poch and I rushed
to The Urbane Cyclist on John Street to get
myself a bicycle: a Dahon’s Avenir foldable
bike, with an all-aluminum frame, barely 23
pounds in weight and fits a 30”x21”x12”
suitcase when folded. The 20-inch wheels
make it look like a child’s bike, but what the
heck, most foldables do. It’s also only a 6speed, but, as Charlie Brown said: life is
like a ten-speed bike; you never get to use
all the gears.
T
o
anyone who’s visiting Toronto in the summer, I really
recommend touring the city on a bike. Hey, if I –who
hasn’t been on a bike for 20 years – can do it, so can
anyone with even the most elementary biking skills.
And it’s true what they say about Toronto: it’s one of
the most bike-friendly cities in the world.
Biking is such a big thing in Toronto that the Toronto
Transit Commission publishes a cycling map, updated
annually, that’s a veritable bible on biking courtesy,
safety tips, traffic laws and penalties, bike resources
and specialty shops, biking club listing, news and
information. This map is free and I think if there’s a
map you must carry with you, this is it. I find it’s an
even more comprehensive and helpful guide to city
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streets than the subway map.
Toronto has a 200km bikeway network - a grid of north-south, eastwest routes spaced approximately 2kms apart - that consists of bike
lanes, off-road paths and shared roadways. It's quite user-friendly,
with routes signed along the street or path and numbered on the
Cycling Map. The plan is to expand the network to 500kms so that
"all Toronto residents will be within a 5-minute bicycle ride to the
Bikeway Network". For its part, the TTC will purchase 360 new buses
this year, all of them
equipped with bike racks.
It helps that the Toronto biking community
is one of the city's most active and vocal
groups. Now, even private businesses and
organizations have pitched in with bike-towork programs and incentives to make
Toronto even more bike (and environment)
friendly. Bike post-and-rings or "lollipops"
on the streets, bike lockers in transit
stations and bike racks on buses further
encourage car-free travel.
So why not heed an age-old advice: when
in Rome, do as the Romans do - in
Toronto, the thing to do is bike it!
Sunday is a great day for biking. Because
the subways and streetcars aren’t crowded,
it's easier to hop on board with your bike to
get to your start-off point. For Poch and me,
it was High Park, Toronto’s version of
Central Park, from which we headed to
Lakeshore West, taking the bike course all
the way down to the city center. From there
we hit the east side of the lake. I loved it
that there were a boardwalk for pedestrians
and a separate lane just for us bikers and
other people on skates or rollerblades.
Of course, no bike tour is complete without stops for a hefty brunch and, to cap the day,
some bar grub.
Brunch was at Swan on Queen Street West. A favorite among the Parkdale locals, this
brunch dive has a retro feel about it: an iconic red Coke ice chest, chrome diner barstools
and enamel-coated water pitchers that reminded Poch and me of orinolas. The food classic brunch fare - was filling and hit the spot: for me, Hangtown Fry, an egg scramble
with smoked oysters and pancetta; for Poch, a no-meat spinach benedict. Of course, a
taste of Canada must include the famous Malpeque Oysters from Prince Edward Island.
Ah, it’s oysters like this that make me want to stay in a country for good!
By 7pm, after detours to the bike shops and Home Depot, we were tired and hungry
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again. Time for beer and pub grub, at Whitlock’s no
less! Whitlock's on Queen Street East is the only
original wood structure still in use as a commercial site
in Toronto and, as such, has been designated a
historical site by the Toronto Historical Board. We
ordered a huge crabcake/squid/springroll platter to
share, plus beer which, unfortunately, I was too
winded to finish.
Throughout the bike ride, I must have held my breath
too often and gripped my handle bars too tightly,
praying for balance and dear life as streetcars
whizzed by, barely a foot away from me. A litany of
must’s kept ringing in my head: Cross streetcar tracks
at a right angle! Stop 2 meters back from streetcar
doors! Don’t startle the pedestrians! Don’t panic,
Socky!
But as Poch said: Fight ang lola mo! I biked, I
liked, I survived.
Posted by Socky at 10:52PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Toronto On (2) Wheels

- anton

July 25, 2007

Nice to see that you are having fun in Canada! I'll put a mental note to use the Bike
when I'm in Canada.
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Thanks for sharing with us your stories... can we have more pictures of princess rama
please?
anton
2. Re: Toronto On (2) Wheels

- Socky

July 26, 2007

Hi, Anton. Glad to hear from you - that means you survived the marathon :-)
Congratulations! Biking is kid's stuff compared to what you have achieved. But it's fun,
and yes, do try it when you're here.
3. Re: Toronto On (2) Wheels

- margauxlicious

July 26, 2007

Idol!
4. Re: Toronto On (2) Wheels

- Socky

July 26, 2007

Thanks, margauxlicious. That goes for Anton, too, right?
5. Re: Toronto On (2) Wheels

- joey

July 26, 2007

WOOHOOOO! Way to GO Socky!!! Galing! You really deserve those two fabulous
meals you had that day :)
6. Re: Toronto On (2) Wheels

- BerbrickLover

July 26, 2007

I looooove the new bike! :-)
7. Re: Toronto On (2) Wheels

- christine

August 01, 2007

Haha how fun!! Great job, Socky! And I've never seen a foldable bike like that, I like. Did
you buy one to take home or did you just rent it?
8. Re: Toronto On (2) Wheels

- Socky

August 01, 2007

I bought it, Christine. I always wanted a foldable bike but even the bike shop in Rockwell
doesn't carry foldables. Poch and I even looked up a store in Sydney but it was too far
from the center. Well, finally, I got one. It survived the airport and, yes, I intend to use it
here - at least on weekends when there are less cars and crazed drivers on the road. I
will also be bringing it to Toronto when I visit again and maybe to some European cities
that are bike friendly.
9. Re: Toronto On (2) Wheels

- christine

August 02, 2007

That's so cool! A travelling bike, what a great idea. :) I did a lot of biking in Vancouver
(they have rental shops near Stanely park there) and it's something I always looked
forward to, that and my breaks in between at a nice spot to read my book and eat the
fruits and bread I stashed in my backpack. Have fun with it! :)
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The Princess Guide
Monday, July 23, 2007
Her first question to her mom when I arrived was
“Where are we taking Socky?”
Rama really took it upon herself to be my official
tourist guide in Toronto, making sure I visited a new
place everytime. Our first stop was the beach in
Lakeshore East, where her favorite play areas were:
the Kew Gardens and the "Castle Park". She and
Poch would stay here for hours during weekends.
The following Saturday, when I said I didn’t mind
going to the beach again – since it’s her favorite – she
exclaimed, “But you’ve been there already!” She
insisted that this time we took the ferry ride and went
to the Island instead. Never mind if that weekend
she’d miss her favorite Lakeshore East
beach, never mind if there was a long
queue for the ferry tickets - I was her guest
and deserved her usual royal treatment.
I do not know of many five-year olds who
readily forego the things they love and put
other people’s interest first. I've never been
asked by a 5-year old so earnestly: "What
haven't you seen yet, Socky?" But then
again, this is no ordinary 5-year old. She’s
a princess. You can tell by the crown she
wears everyday.
Posted by Socky at 11:56PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Princess Guide

- cherry

July 24, 2007

hi socky! yes she is a princess. i always feel amazed whenever i'd read blogs about her.
they say that if the crown fits, wear it. but with rama, it seems that the crown is invented
with her in mind.
2. Re: The Princess Guide

- katrina

July 24, 2007

She's gracious as true royals should be. :-)
3. Re: The Princess Guide

- shred-jitsu

July 24, 2007

hey socky, lovely story :) thanks for the recent rama pic also. hope you guys are doin
ok there!
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4. Re: The Princess Guide

- Socky

July 24, 2007

Hi, Cherry. Hi Katrina. Here's another Rama story: there's this store in the same
apartment complex where Rama buys her nuts and gummy bears. At the cashier, the
turkish owner would always tell her,"Hello, baba. Thank you, baba. Say hello to the
family upstairs, okay?" The first time I was there with her and the owner said the same
thing,"Say hello to the family uptairs, baba", Rama replied "But THIS is family!" This,
referring to me. Awww. I'm so in love with her!
5. Re: The Princess Guide

- Socky

July 24, 2007

Yes, Mark, took a lot of Rama pics. Will share them with you guys as soon as I get back.
6. Re: The Princess Guide

- christine

July 25, 2007

Sweet princess!! And aww socky, you must have melted when she said that to the
Turkish man. :)
7. Re: The Princess Guide

- Socky

July 25, 2007

You bet, Christine!
8. Re: The Princess Guide

- katrina

July 25, 2007

Awww....What a precious, precious child!
9. Re: The Princess Guide

- joey

July 26, 2007

She is such an amazing person...so sweet :) A true princess!
10. Re: The Princess Guide

- Socky

July 26, 2007

Another Rama story: Rama must really be such an endearing child: she's the favorite in
her day care, run by a Filipina. Once, Doris (the Filipina) called Poch to ask permission
to take Rama with her to a Filipino store. Why? Because Rama had requested for
SINIGANG! Hey, cooking wasn't part of the day care deal, but obviously she'd love to do
it for Rama. Pork sinigang is Rama's favorite - pinoy pa rin, no?
11. Re: The Princess Guide

- MTan

July 27, 2007

She really is a unique individual, intelligent, and caring. Poch is one lucky mama!

St. Lawrence Market
Friday, July 20, 2007
I would love to live or work near a market like the St. Lawrence Market in Toronto.
If I did, I wouldn’t have to stock up on meats, fish, vegetables and cheeses that would dry
up and shrivel before I pulled them out of the fridge. I could whip up a fancy dish on a
whim, knowing ingredients at their freshest were readily available around the corner.
Perhaps I’d even be a better, more adventurous cook.Market! Market! at the Fort is one
that comes closest to my ideal of a fresh produce market in Manila. Clean, well-lit and
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airy, it’s a far cry from the Paco market of
my childhood. Except M! M! doesn’t have a
meats section, nor a refrigerated section for
items like cheeses and deli, nor a section
for household gadgets and stuff. And it’s a
tiresome drive away, with difficult parking.
I was really hoping the Ayalas would turn
Greenbelt 5 into a Market! Market!, or
something like a Santi’s or a Terry’s that’s a
hundred times bigger - a mall in itself - and
more moderately priced. I thought the
Ayalas - with their good business sense
and altruistic bent - would replicate M!M! in
the central business district, in
consideration of the increasing number of
condo dwellers in the area as well as the
millions of officeworkers who would be too
tired to go to the market on weekends. With
the success of the weekend Salcedo
Market, wouldn’t they want to have a more
permanent version of it in their mall?
Every progressive city, it seems, has one
such market. There's the Queen Victoria in
Melbourne, the Ferry Plaza Farmer's
Market in San Francisco; New York has a
wonderful fresh produce and gourmet
market in the Grand Central Station. And
Toronto has the St. Lawrence Market,
voted by Food & Wine Magazine as one of
the 25 best markets in the world.
But no, Makati's Greenbelt 5 will house
more fashion stores instead. Sigh.
(St. Lawrence Market is on Front and Jarvis
Sts., just off King's Street East, close to the
hub of downtown Toronto and right in the
center of the historic St. Lawrence
neighborhood. Its 3 buildings have served
as social center, City Hall and market place
throughout the city’s history.)
Posted by Socky at 10:10PM (+08:00)

Comments
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1. Re: St. Lawrence Market

- MTan

July 21, 2007

I know! How many clothing stores do we really need? We need a great kitchen store, a
deli, a greengrocer! And more parking!
2. Re: St. Lawrence Market

- Anonymous

July 23, 2007

It was years ago when i used to work at a cinema accross the street from St.Lawrence
Market. I remember going to the market to buy my lunch and my fave was the souvlaki
dinner! I have a co-worker, who still buys their christmas wreath from a vendor at St.
Lawrence Market every year! Although they have a stiff competion now accross the
street, nothing beats the laid back style and the country feel St. Lawrence Market has to
offer! That's why their regulars keep coming back!
3. Re: St. Lawrence Market

- kikas_head

July 23, 2007

I agree 100%. Having just moved here a year ago from San Francisco (one of the food
capitals of the world) grocery shopping is one of the hardest things for me to get used to!
I am very familiar with Santis but what is Terry's?
4. Re: St. Lawrence Market

- Socky

July 23, 2007

Hi, Mila. A Gourdos, Santi's, Terry's, Herbana Farms, with a fresh seafood and meats
section all in one place that's clean, bright and air-conditioned! We can dream, can't we?
Hi Anonymous and Kikas Head. It must be such big adjustment not to have a great
market in the neighborhood or city where you now live.
Btw, Terry's is like a Santi's, but since Terry's owner is spanish, he's got a lot of ibericos,
chistorras, manchegos, riojas and other spanish yummies. You can also get good
paella pans and houseware stuff there. I personally prefer Terry's over Santi's. I like it
that Terry's staff is knowledgeable about the products they sell and can actually chat me
up about a cheese or a particular kind of sausage I'm eyeing to buy.
5. Re: St. Lawrence Market

- Socky

July 23, 2007

Terry's has its main store on Pasong Tamo Extension, before you hit the Prestige-BMW
showroom. On its second floor is Segunda Piso, run by Terry's, which is a very good
restaurant. Their other store is in the Podium near Megamall.
6. Re: St. Lawrence Market

- kikas_head

July 24, 2007

Thank you so much!!! I will be sure to check Terry's out; it sounds wonderful.
7. Re: St. Lawrence Market

- christine

July 25, 2007

Wow, I would love to live or work near this market too! It reminds me a lot of Granville
Market in Vancouver, they look so similar.
8. Re: St. Lawrence Market

- Socky

July 25, 2007

Yes, Poch often mentioned Granville. I'd like to visit vancouver too and experience its
famous market, hopefully on my next trip to Canada.
9. Re: St. Lawrence Market
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- userP

July 26, 2007

Hey Gypsy! I love Granville - the fact that it's by the water is a huge draw for me. I can
actually spend an entire afternoon there. St Lawrence has the same extensive selection,
but no marina. Different environs, just as charming - the church, the gardens. And it's
really close to the downtown core.
10. Re: St. Lawrence Market

- christine

July 28, 2007

Yes, the marina is the cherry on the sundae! My sister and I would spend days upon
days going through the market and then sitting out on the bench overlooking the water
with out ice creams, with her kids who were content to feed the pigeons as we lounged
in the sun. It was one of my most favorite spots in all of the city and I look forward to
spending many a day there again soon. :) Miss you guys!
11. Re: St. Lawrence Market

- userP

July 30, 2007

Hay nako, Christine. You made me miss Vancouver. That's exactly how Rama and I
would spend our afternoons there. Miss you guys, too. :-)

Brassaii Bistro
Wednesday, July 18, 2007
Poch asked me what restaurant in Manila
Brassaii reminded me of and I said either M
Café in Greenbelt or Chelsea in Serendra.
Brassaii Bistro cum Photo Gallery evoked
the same sense of openness and
casualness, owing perhaps to its tall, wide
windows and high ceiling. It also seemed to
attract the same crowd - friends rather than
co-workers - young, stylish, relaxed and
chatty over beer and their mojitos. Except
Brassaii was at least 3 times more spacious
and its bar/open kitchen spanned
practically the entire length of the place.
Brick walls, dimmer lighting also made
Brassai feel more intimate – less of a place
“to see and be seen” than a lot of Manila
cafes and bistros aspired to be. AND, for
the same amount of money we would
spend in Greenbelt or Serendra on a 3course meal plus coffee and a bottle of
wine, we definitely got a better deal here.
I swear Brassaii’s was the best goat cheese
salad I’ve ever tasted. Lightly battered and baked, therefore crunchy on the outside and
soft inside, served on a bed of endive and mustard cress, topped with toasted walnuts
and drizzled with shallot vinaigrette: a simple salad really, but it was the bomb! The batter
was sweetish and the cheese just so subtly pungent that even Poch, who doesn’t like
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goat cheese, loved it.
I loved her appetizer too. Four big shrimps rolled in
kadaifi and then served with tzatsiki and sweet-sour
cucumbers. That was a meal in itself!
For the entrees Poch ordered the grilled salmon fillet
and I the grilled flat chicken (I didn’t want to eat steak
two nights in a row, okay?) Nothing to jump about, but
at least the chicken wasn’t boring. I finished 2/3 of it,
not sparing the balat of course that was nicely chargrilled to my liking. Dessert was lemon tart for me and
a flourless chocolate torte for Poch. Wine was a bottle
of Magnotta Sauvignon Blanc.
Toronto's Summerlicious Festival is a great idea but it has its downside. You’re stuck with
a set meal and you really can’t pick the best that a restaurant offers. I’m sure Brassaii has
more scrumptious items in their a la carte than what’s on their Summerlicious menu.
Nevertheless, I thoroughly enjoyed my dining experience here and wouldn’t hesitate
recommending Brassaii to friends.
The fact that Frommers has Brassaii in its Best Dining Bets and that a lot of Toronto food
bloggers cite it as their favorite is precisely why Poch has it in her must-try restaurant list
for me. Yup, now it’s in my blog too.
Posted by Socky at 11:33PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Brassaii Bistro

- joey

July 20, 2007

Sounds like a nice meal :) I like casual bistro/brasserie type places like this. Well, I like
fancy places too...and jologs places as well. Gosh, I guess I'm just matakaw, no? :)
That goats cheese salad sounds phenomenal! I am already trying to replicate it in my
mind!
Poch, you are a master at the "not looking at the camera" pose! Teach me! I always
end up looking constipated instead of "mysterious and pensive" :( Criminy...
2. Re: Brassaii Bistro

- BerbrickLover

July 20, 2007

Hi, Socky and Poch! The Rosewater
Supper Club looks fab – just lookit those candelabras (behind Socky) – how dramatic! :-)
Hi to Rama!
3. Re: Brassaii Bistro

- Socky

July 20, 2007

Hi, Joey. The goatcheese was lightly breaded, hence the subtle sweetness. Nicely
complimenting the "anggo" of the cheese. Yes, wouldn't it be great to try this at home.
Poch is such a poser, isn't she. I asked her to turn her head to have more light on her
face as the shot was backlit and it was almost 8pm.
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Hi, Ariel. Sayang, I didn't take a lot of pictures of Rosewater. It had a lot of amazing
details.
Rama is okay, a little taller. And she now has a twang!

Summerlicious Toronto!
Tuesday, July 17, 2007
On the 6th of July, the City of Toronto kicks off its annual
Summerlicious festival where more than a hundred Toronto
restaurants offer prix fixe 3-course menus at practically
30% off their regular prices. The festival runs up to the
22nd, and, what luck, I’m in Toronto in time to catch and
participate in this eating frenzy.
And what frenzy it turned out to be. Poch, anticipating my
visit, managed to book dinner at 3 of Toronto’s top
restaurants – only after much frustration and rejection. On
my first day, thinking lunch would be easier to book, we
tried getting a seat at the Pan on the Danforth and the
Globe Bistro. No luck. Even for lunch, they couldn’t
accommodate any more guests!
As early as June, most
restaurants were already fully booked and some of
Toronto’s best and finest - like Canadian chef Jamie
Kennedy of Jamie Kennedy’s Kitchens and Susur Lee
who owns and runs Toronto’s uber-chic degustation
restaurant - were not even participating.
Jet lag? Nah, that’s no reason to cop out on a
precious dinner reservation. Never mind if I seemed to
have left my taste buds behind on a stopover in
Detroit, Poch and I headed out to the first restaurant in
her list: the Rosewater Supper Club.
Rosewater is supposedly the most romantic dining
destination in Toronto. Think 22-foot high ceilings
adorned with hand-painted cornice moldings in a
landmark building that dates back to the 1800’s.
Imagine sweet whisperings in its throne-like blue velvet booths while a torch singer a la
Marlene Dietrich seduces everyone and no one at the baby grand. Why, it’s even called
supper club – a term people have stopped using since discotheques became the more
fashionable, er groovier, gig.
Well, there was no torch singer that night and, at 7 o’clock, the place was already too full
for sweet whisperings. Which was just fine as our focus was on the food. Poch and I even
had a plan of attack: we would order different sets from the menu so we can pick from
each other’s plate.
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Appetizers. For Poch: Cookstown Baby
Greens with Shaved Pear, Orange Fillets,
Pear and Lime Dressing, Taro Chips. For
me: Summer Squash Agnolotti with
Ratatouille Vinaigrette and Shaved
Picorino. Main Course. For Poch: Parsley
and Lemon Crusted Fillet of Black Cod on a
Snow Pea, Spiced Shrimp and Mango
Shizo Salad, Chili Oil and Balsamic Syrup.
For me: Roast Striploin of Beef with Crisp
Pork Belly and Grilled Jumbo Shrimp
accompanied by a Tomato Ginger and
Vanilla Chutney, Lemon Cider Jus. Dessert.
For Poch: Ontario Strawberries tossed in
Balsamic and Black Pepper, Vanilla Ice
Cream, Brandied Almond Tuile. For me:
Buttermilk and Vanilla Pannacotta with
Blood Orange Granite, Citrus Salad, Ice
Wine Gastrique. Wine, Canadian of course:
a bottle of Jackson Trigg Chardonnay.
Overall, the food was good but it wasn’t
surprising either. While I enjoyed my
squash agnolotti which was light and fresh as expected of a country with abundant
organic produce - the beef striploin in my
entrée was thin and therefore more cooked
through than I wanted. For me, the highlight
of the meal was the pork belly. It was a
pork lover’s treat: melt-in-your-mouth, softas-butter layer of fat beneath a nice
crunchy skin, yum! And it went so well with
the tomato, ginger and vanilla chutney. The
panacotta would have been a perfect
ending but it wasn’t rich enough, like it had
more gelatin than cream. I heard that
Canadians are generally health conscious
and this dessert confirmed it.
Poch was happy with her choice: lots of
greens and fruits, and the cod was fresh
and done right. Canada, except perhaps for
its bacon, is right for her: she's vegetarian.
I can understand why Canadians vehemently reject any comparison made between
Toronto and New York. But the Rosewater does echo a New York theme, perhaps that of
the Jazz era and mainly because of the architecture. Otherwise, this is Canada: hushed,
softer and more genteel - none of the grunge, the noise and certainly none of that sense
of foreboding that a Mafian drama might just unfold as the coffee is served.
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Posted by Socky at 10:40PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Summerlicious Toronto!

- AlexB

July 18, 2007

I owe my sister a visit to Toronto so it's great you're covering some of the good eats
there. Try Reds Bistro, I heard its wine bar has good small plates and an extensive
selection of wines by the glass. For cheap eats, I think Toronto makes the best Italian
sausage and I like eating it from the street vendors all over town.
2. Re: Summerlicious Toronto!

- Socky

July 18, 2007

Thanks for the tip, Alex. I like tapas-style dining (there's no honest-to-goodness tapas
bar in Manila) so I'll definitely check out Reds. There's also Torito, I heard. Since I'm in
Toronto for two weeks, I guess I should be able to cover some of the good eats here.
And, oh about those street sausages! Was wondering if they were Sabrett. Now that you
tell me they're Italian and good, I will definitely try some. That is not to say Sabrett isn't
good. It's one of the things I love in NY.
Btw, tried Canadian wine (white) for the first time and intend to bring home a couple of
ice wines. Any reco?
3. Re: Summerlicious Toronto!

- Leica

July 18, 2007

The food looks absolutely divine!
4. Re: Summerlicious Toronto!

- AlexB

July 18, 2007

Hi Socky. Check out ice wines and Rieslings from Jackson Trigg, Konzelmann, Tinhorn,
Gehringer Brothers, and Paradise (Chardonnay ice wine). I also suggest doing a wine
tour of Niagara-on-the-Lake just outside Toronto, it's pretty over there in the summer.
5. Re: Summerlicious Toronto!

- christine

July 18, 2007

Awww hi Poch! :)
Wow I got dizzy reading all those dishes you guys had. And that pork belly sounds
divine! When are the next two dinners?
6. Re: Summerlicious Toronto!

- userP

July 19, 2007

Hello Christine! Dontcha worry, we're not about to slack off. More food posts coming up,
I'm pretty sure.
7. Re: Summerlicious Toronto!

- RandomPossum

July 19, 2007

Hi Tita and Ate Poch...Have a great Summerlicious time!
I must agree Niagara-on-the-Lake kicks butt...i always enjoy it there, especially the mini
"festive" boutiques. Oh, and while there, don't miss the Christmas store...everything
inside is super duper cute!
take care now, and hugs to Rama.
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8. Re: Summerlicious Toronto!

- Socky

July 19, 2007

Hi, Leica. Looking forward to your singapore photos too.
Hi, Christine. It was great meeting up with Poch again and doing the restaurants here.
She actually booked us in 5 restaurants: Rosewater, Brassaii, Far Niente (missed this as
I was really groggy from jetlag), Thuet and The Drake Hotel. We'll also definitely hit
Jamie Kennedy's Wine Bar and are still hopeful we can get into Susur Lee for what I
hear is an incredible tasting menu. Per Alex b's recommendation, we'll also do Reds,
which is part of the Summerlicious festival. Yes!!!!
Hi, Random. Unfortunately my 15-day Toronto holiday gives me only one full weekend
here so I will most likely not make it to Niagara. Maybe in my next visit :-) Will definitely
swing by NY too.
9. Re: Summerlicious Toronto!

- joey

July 20, 2007

Hi Socky and Poch! You both look great! As does the food :) And I loooove the sound
of that pork belly! As if, basta pork belly I'm all ears na...hahaha!
Going to read the post above already...have a blast!

A Night With A Food Whisperer
Wednesday, July 11, 2007
“…ad outsiders may not have heard of her,
nor tasted her legendary cooking. An idea:
what if I invite her to prepare dinner and we
invite our fav foodbloggers to come?”
That was, of course, wistful thinking. As
Katrina – who had just stumbled upon my
blog and read my post about Lydia Go – put
it:
“… do you think it's feasible? Not only is
her sched only slightly less busy than
God's, why would she want to? There's no
way we could come even close to her
P100,000 plus/day fee!”
True. Lydia Go is a mighty good cook who
just happens to be the highest paid food
stylist, reputedly paid even higher than
directors and cinematographers.
Advertising people refer to her as Queen
Mother of food styling, the diva in the
production hierarchy. Adobo Magazine calls
her, quite aptly, “food whisperer”.
I was told that a copywriter once discussed
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with her the feasibility of a close-up shot of
an ice cream. Is it possible, she asked
Lydia Go, for some fruit or nut to do a nice
flip and tumble as it rolls down the side of
the ice cream? Unfazed, Lydia Go said: at
precisely what point do you want it to flip
and tumble?
In fact, until Lydia Go, ice cream was next
to impossible to shoot. Today, only she
seems to hold the secret to making ice
cream 'look' cool and luscious under harsh
studio lights. She’s also known to have ‘prepped’ kiwi slices out of papaya, strawberries
out of labanos. Chinese food never looked as good as they do in the Chowking "Chef"
commercials. Katrina, who has worked with her on Greenwich Pizza, swears only Tita
Lyds can coax that mozzarella to stretch long enough for a truly appetizing, award-worthy
“consumption shot”. If you think that’s easy, go try it.
Unfortunately, Lydia Go doesn’t cater for a living (just as much hardwork as food styling
for so much less, I guess). But between takes, she’ll whip up some dish or snack for the
agency people attending the shoot: pako salad with a salted egg-based dressing,
ginataang talong, pork and chicken adobo (an incredibly simple recipe which she shared
with my niece. Read it in Leica's comment here), sinigang na lechon, adobong pusit
paired with kesong puti and sundried tomatoes, crunchy but totally greaseless Bulacanstyle ukoy with alamang, fried tofu and vegetable lumpia, chocolate-cream cheese-walnut
log, pinipig suman, camote-cue fries with sesame seeds, fried suman in chocolate
fondue.
I’ve blogged about these foods in three previous posts, eliciting such response from other
food bloggers that I wished they, too, could try these Lydia Go treats.
Finally, with a little help from friends who egged her on (thanks, Achie! Thanks, Tracy!)
Lydia Go said yes to dinner, at her place. Not only did she serve my shoot favorites,
listed above, but also steamed alupihang dagat, prawns, lobster, pinaputok na tilapia,
and roast beef using no less than that cardiac delight, batok ng baka!
It didn’t cost us P100,000 but it could be well worth that much, or even more. Not only
was it an evening of unforgettable food, it was a gathering, an audience with a warm,
generous lady who shared her most hilarious adventures behind the camera - and some
food styling secrets, too.
Remember the mozzarella stretch?
(Bloggers and friends in attendance: Joey of 80 Breakfast with friends Kat and Jessie,
Ivan Man Dy of Old Manila Walks), Anton of Our Awesome Planet with wife Rache and
son Aidan, Katrina Lagman with friend Felipe. Christine of Ramblings of a Gypsy Soul,
and my friend Charo Unite.)
Posted by Socky at 04:18AM (+08:00)

Comments
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1. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- Leica

July 11, 2007

Oh my gosh! I miss her cooking. My favorites are the chocolate dipped strawberries,
alupihang dagat (which I've only eaten at her place, ever), cheese pimiento dip using
queso de bola, talangka. I could go on and on about her cooking. I've been fortunate
enough to work with her in the past and a shoot with Tita Lyds is always a gastronomical
treat.
2. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- christine

July 11, 2007

"The Food Whisperer" - how absolutely perfect!! I am using that as my blog title as well.
:) Thanks again so much Socky, it was a great night!
3. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- wysgal

July 11, 2007

The dinner looked like a lot of fun, and the food gorgeous. Sorry to have missed it! =)
4. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- houseband00

July 11, 2007

Darn it. I knew I chose the wrong career. *drool* =)
5. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- joey

July 11, 2007

Socky! Thank you so so so very much for arranging this!!! To say that my tummy and I
enjoyed ourselves is an understatement. I am dreaming of that sinigang na lechon until
now! From the food to Tita Lydia's awesome story-telling...a fantastic night! :)
6. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- Franco

July 11, 2007

Hi Socky,
My brother is in advertising as well. And he has talked at length about the Queen...
Wow, dining with royality. That must have been an amazing experience. :)
7. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- BerbrickLover

July 11, 2007

I feel bad that I missed this rare feast – I was at a shoot that served salty soup and sour
callos!
Tita Lyds should really open a restaurant, if you ask me! :-)
8. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- katrina

July 12, 2007

Socky, Felipe and I cannot thank you enough for making this happen! And Tita Lyds is
truly a warm, generous person to have gone WAY beyond our expectations and serve
an amazingly huge spread of delicious dishes! F said that the sinigang na lechon is now
up there with his fondest food memories. He immediately told Jason about it today, in
the hopes that he could recreate the dish for us. But, not having tasted it, I doubt that he
can. We will just have to dream about having it again...
By the way, I've never worked on Pizza Hut; the commercial was for Greenwich. :-)
9. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

July 12, 2007
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- ragamuffingirl
hi there, maya colayco is a mutual friend, which is how i found your blog, and i find this
entry is making me miss home, lechon, pako salad and making me crave suman with
chocolate fondue (sounds terrific, although I've never tried it myself-what kind of a foodie
am I?, a deprived one).
:)
10. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- MTan

July 12, 2007

Enjoyed reading Nena's and your posts, plus the photos and Katrina's photos. What a
spread! She sounds like a real legend.
11. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- lee

July 13, 2007

"at precisely what point do you want it to flip and tumble?" wow! only a "food whisperer"
can coax her ingredients to do magic. Thank you for featuring a genius like Lydia Go.
This is the first time I heard about her and I'm amazed about her craft.
12. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- AlexB

July 13, 2007

In the San Francisco Bay Area transplanted Pinoys are finally giving rise to what's now
described as New Filipino cuisine. New restaurants opened by these Pinoys show
amazing refinement in both cooking and presentation. Even the French Laundry,
acknowledged as the best resto in the US has a Pinay in its staff and is displaying
Philippine influences in its new dishes.
Check out this well-written news article about these trends:
http://www.mercurynews.com/food/ci_6346708?nclick_check=1
13. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- Nietski

July 13, 2007

i want to eat lydia go!!!!!! 's food that is...
14. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- Socky

July 15, 2007

Hi, ragamuffin. Isn't it usually the case that, just as we are remiss in travelling in our own
country, so are we when it comes to Filipino food? I, too, just recently discovered how
wonderfully diverse our cuisine is - and it's not all brown.
Hi, Mila. I hope we get another chance with Lydia Go and sure hope you can make it this
time.
Hi, Lee and Nietski. Yes, the woman is legendary and so is her food - but mainly among
ad people. I really wish she pushes through with her plan of offering her by-appointmentonly dinners. We're all still trying to convince her.
Hi, Alex. Yes, slowly but surely, Filipino cuisine is going global. And it doesn't have to be
the fusion type. Lydia Go and many other local chefs have proven that Filipino food
that's cooked and presented in the traditonal manner can be successful and appealing to
the cosmopolitan palate.
15. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- ivanmandy

July 21, 2007
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Hi Socky,
Even if we've never met up until that day itself, I think I owe you a BIG thank you for
organizing this dinner! I didnt have any clue when Anton invited me on what to expect
(and honestly, not being in the ad world, not even had the slightest idea who LG was!).
In any case, even if LG wasnt LG, the food itself would have been worth the trip to her
place, Im still salivating when I think of those ukoy, adobong talaba and burong
mangga.... oh, the desert was nouvelle too!
Thank again! Oh, the names Ivan MAN DY (not just DY).. ;o)
16. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- msb

August 18, 2007

Great blog! Informative and entertaining. I'm particularly interested in Lydia Go's food
stlying expertise. Does she have a website? How do I contact her? Thank you!
17. Re: A Night With A Food Whisperer

- Socky

August 19, 2007

Hi, Ms B. Thanks for dropping by. Yes, everything you read about Lydia Go is true. And
everyone who has worked with her (in advertising) swears she's not only an amazing
food stylist, but an incredibly good cook too (some stylists don't cook!). Unfortunately
she doesn't have a website nor does she offer food styling courses. I think mainly
because her sked gets really packed shooting product shots for practically every food
advertiser in the country. She can be contacted, though, through the many production
houses that contract her services, such as Unitel, Filmex and Production Village.

Design As Appetizer
Tuesday, June 26, 2007
I got a text message from Gypsy Soul a few
days ago about her friend who had just
dined at elBulli and met its head chef,
Ferran Adria. Get a blow-by-blow account
of his encounter with the Man and his Food
here and eat your heart out.
If you can afford to pay P12,000 (185
euros) for his 30-course meal, consider
yourself in God’s favor. But if you actually
manage to get a confirmed reservation in
his restaurant, the gates of heaven must
have been flung open for you. The wait list
for a seat in elBulli can stretch up to
months, even a year – a wait people are
obviously willing to suffer for the most
incredible dining experience of their lives.
But what actually struck me in mvecin’s
post was his picture (above) of one of Adria’s original creations sitting on a little tasting
spoon. So it’s true! Adria serves his amazing amuse-bouches in tasting spoons specially
designed for the restaurant.
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These tasting spoons, by Swiss industrial designer Luki Huber, have been in my list of
objects-of-desire since they were featured in my favorite design and lifestyle blog. It’s not
that I have degustation dinners at home that call for tasting spoons such as these. I just
love the design.
The spoon by itself is stunning but, as soon as it holds food, the functionality and wisdom
of the design take center stage. Its short grip allows the diner to hold it gracefully and,
with its dainty 2.9"x 1.4"x .47″ proportion, the diner needs to open his mouth only wide
enough to take the food in. If you have eaten an amuse bouche from a Chinese soup
spoon, or even from the more expensive WMF-brand of tasting spoons available at
Rustans, you’ll understand what I mean.
In the gastronomic hierarchy, design usually comes third to food and wine. We even think
of design as being primarily about the interiors of the restaurant, the graphics on the
menu. Obviously that’s not the case with Ferran Adria who believes that design plays a
major role in the diner’s experience.
Ferran Adria is probably the only chef whose culinary team includes inventors and
designers. Luki Huber was, in fact, a full-time staffer at Adria’s “laboratory” in Barcelona
where the Spanish chef would retreat during the 6 months of the year that the restaurant
was closed. Here the Master and his team collaborated, inspired one another and pushed
the frontiers of taste, techniques and, yes, design.
These tasting or appetizer spoons are now commercially available and are sold here at
US$60 a pair. They may not hold Ferran Adria's legendary food, but I'm sure they'll give
you a taste of his passion and genius.

Posted by Socky at 11:26PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Design As Appetizer

- katrina

June 28, 2007

I actually thought of you and wondered what you'd think when I read the blog a few days
ago and saw the pictures of the serving dishes/utensils. Aren't they breathtaking?! More
than the spoons, though, I was captivated by the small "plates" (if you can call them that)
that the amuse bouches came on. They're like frozen fabric -- solid metal, yet somehow
ethereal. And they set off the food perfectly; stars on their own, but never taking the
focus away from the food. I am deeply, deeply jealous of Christine's cousin.
2. Re: Design As Appetizer

- Socky

June 28, 2007

Are they stunning? Adria must have had them specially designed too. Haven't seen
them in any magazine or blog. Maybe he hasn't yet made them commercially available. I
saw an Alessi plate charger at Rada 105 that somehow echoed the "frozen fabric" or
"crinkled metal" concept, but really not quite like Adria's. I will post as soon as I get more
info about these serving plates. Must cost a fortune too. I can only admire from afar
*sigh*
3. Re: Design As Appetizer

- Socky

June 28, 2007
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I meant "aren't they stunning?" :-)
4. Re: Design As Appetizer

- christine

June 28, 2007

Katrina, I was mesmerized by those crumpled metal sheets too. I was staring at it trying
to figure out what they were made of and how. Oh and Miguel's a good friend, not
cousin. :)
Socky you should get yourself a pair or two if you like them that much, and you
obviously do. Once you have them, it'll inspire you to create lovely little things to put on
it. :)
5. Re: Design As Appetizer

- Socky

June 28, 2007

If I get the spoons, then I MUST also get the plates. And if I get the spoons and the
plates then...Is there an end to this?
6. Re: Design As Appetizer

- Marketman

June 29, 2007

socky, I am with you on this...my recent fascination with stunning tableware was
encouraged by a visit to my sister who is over the top...but how over the top can you
get?! These spoons are indeed stunning! But I caution, one spoon here, china next
then the glasses need to be replaced with good crystal... heehee. When we were in
Barcelona last year, we tried to get into Adria's restaurant but the waitlist was 6 months!
7. Re: Design As Appetizer

- joey

July 03, 2007

Hey Socky! Miguel's my cousin and has been trying to get a table in El Bulli for
ages...so this was definitely a long-awaited experience for him :) I would love to go one
day! Yes, those spoons are gorgeous, as is the metal sheet they are on! 185 Euros is
not bad at all for a meal like this...
Get the spoons Socky!!!
8. Re: Design As Appetizer

- Mandy

July 05, 2007

hi socky! i'm a blog-hopper and i read your blog from time to time. :) i have heard of el
bulli and after reading this post of yours, i looked for more blogs who've gone to el bulli.
and i found out that one of his star pupils has gone stateside and opened a restaurant
quite similar to el bulli's dishes. not so hard to reach now--but of course el bulli will be
the holy grail. the star pupil opened minibar in wash dc. just $145 for the tasting menu!
unbelievable!
9. Re: Design As Appetizer

- Lee

July 05, 2007

Hello. Bambi Borromeo told me about your blog weeks ago. I'm now backtracking and
enjoying your posts especially the ones where pork play a major role. A blog that
fearlessly features the wonders of pork merits a bookmark in my browser.
10. Re: Design As Appetizer

- Socky

July 06, 2007

Joey, I know I won't regret spending 185 euros for an experience like that. But $60 for a
couple of spoons I know I won't use much, maybe not :-)Just nice to look at.
Hi, Mandy. Thanks for dropping by. Would you know the name of the restaurant that
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Adria's star pupil opened in Washington DC? I usually drop by DC everytime I visit the
US.
Hi, Lee. So glad to meet another pork lover! Btw, great photos on your flickr.
11. Re: Design As Appetizer

- AlexB

July 06, 2007

Socky. I agree, better to sock away (no pun intended) the $60 for a future visit to El
Bullit... then go for the spoons afterwards! :)
Adria is playful and a genius at inventing new techniques. Olives! I was amazed, too. A
traditional starter at tapas bars, but here he purees the olive and drops a dollop in a gum
solution (an alginate mixture like gulaman) hardening the surface of the olive drop and
forming a thin skin. When you pop the "olive" in your mouth the skin breaks and flavor
explodes. The technique is really simple but revolutionary.
I would recommend to folks who can't get a reservation or budget for El Bulli to try El
Celler de Can Roca at nearby Girona. To be honest I find the kitchen of this resto to be
just as inventive, if not as elaborate, as El Bulli's. Once I ordered a chocolate dessert
that came in the shape of a Partagas cigar served in a crystal ashtray complete with ash
dropping. When I munched on the "cigar" it tasted exactly like chocolate, but I was
instructed to dip the end of the cigar to the "ash" dropping, which alone tasted like
confection. The two combined produced a definite smoky cigar taste to the chocolate!
Our bill for two, including Cava and bottle of the local Priorat, was less than 200 euros.
12. Re: Design As Appetizer

- Socky

July 07, 2007

200 euros for two - that's great! You have such great dining experiences, Alex.

Meet Our Lady of Namacpacan
Saturday, June 16, 2007
Of all the art pieces exhibited this morning at the Salcedo
Market’s Art In The Park, I was most drawn to this: Mario de
Rivera’s small, mixed-media piece entitled “Namacpacan”.
Namacpacan refers to a town in La Union; and Our Lady of
Namacpacan is the town's famous, reputedly miraculous
statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary, brought in from Mexico by
a Spanish galleon in 1871.
From the quick research that I did, I learned that Namacpacan
used to be a visita - a settlement with a church but one which
was not really a parish – where priests travelling from Vigan to
Manila stopped and refreshed themselves. Since this was in
the 1500’s, way before restaurants existed, it was the families
in the settlement who offered these weary travelers food and
shelter. Hence the town’s name, Namacpacan, which in Ilocano means “one who had
given food”.
What serendipity!
In my life, God’s grace often comes in the form of food. I grew up in an almost bare and
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simple home, but there was always food - good food - on the table. It is food that
continues to bring my family together, that perhaps best expresses our love; with friends,
food is a discovery that's celebrated and shared; it is a source of comfort and, always, of
joy and amazement. No wonder, of all the pieces at the Art in the Park that I could have
picked, The Lady picked me.
--------------------Namacpacan, the art, is by Mario de Rivera: 12.1 x 21.6 cm, mixed media (watercolor,
modeling paste and photo transfer on paper), 2007.
Namacpacan, the town, was renamed Luna in 1906 in honor of the famous Luna brothers
(Antonio and Juan) whose mother was a native of the locality.
Posted by Socky at 10:28PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Meet Our Lady of Namacpacan

- katrina

June 17, 2007

It's beautiful, Socky. I had planned to go to the market today, too. I haven't been in quite
a while, and a good friend, Wawi Navarroza, was part of the exhibit. Pity we didn't push
through. I heard it was quite the social event, with you, Mila, Nena, et al. there at the
same time. :-)
2. Re: Meet Our Lady of Namacpacan

- Socky

June 17, 2007

I've always wanted a Mario de Rivera, but his big pieces, which I love, are so expensive.
This piece that I got is very small but intricate and beautiful. I must have come back to it
5 times before deciding to buy it. It was like there was this little voice calling out to me:
"I'm yours! I'm yours!" What blew me was finding out what Namacpacan meant.
The other piece that I also really liked was in fact a photograph by Wawi Navarrosa
entitled "The Missing Pages" or something. For a while I wavered between this and The
Lady. Wawi's piece shows a man against a background of shelves filled with books. The
book he was reading had some pages torn and being blown away. Beautiful! I'll be so
happy if 'someone I know' gets to buy it :-)
3. Re: Meet Our Lady of Namacpacan

- christine

June 17, 2007

That is beautiful! And I love that it has such a story behind it. It was nice seeing you at
the market. I wish I had time to stay and browse the exhibit.
4. Re: Meet Our Lady of Namacpacan

- houseband00

June 17, 2007

Fantastic art, Socky. This one actually reminds me of a Mexican retablo.
5. Re: Meet Our Lady of Namacpacan

- christine

June 17, 2007

Houseband, you're right! It reminded me of something too but I couldn't quite put my
finger on it.
6. Re: Meet Our Lady of Namacpacan

- Socky

June 17, 2007

Yes, it does remind us of mexican retablos and of russian iconography, too, doesn't it?
Mainly because the painting depicts the Virgin Mary - the traditional subject of retablos
and russian icons - and uses the same flat perspective of 18th century art. In fact, he
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has works painted on wood, just like the retablos. I like de Rivera's modern take on the
retablo though and the painstakingly intricate mixed-media-ness of it. I believe the
Namacpacan is one of his very few paintings that depict the Virgin Mary. His subjects
are usually indigenous Filipino tribespeople or traditional Asian women. And they're
usually large! This is one of his few small paintings - and one that, thank goodness, I can
afford :-)
7. Re: Meet Our Lady of Namacpacan

- wysgal

June 17, 2007

Lovely piece of art. I received so many invites and emails on ART in the PARK --- I'm
sorry to have missed it this weekend.
8. Re: Meet Our Lady of Namacpacan

- katrina

June 18, 2007

I can't remember if I've heard about Mario de Rivera before, but judging from this piece,
and your descriptions of his other works, I think I may have seen and admired them
before. I, too, like intricate, highly detailed art (obvious ba'ng I'm no minimalist? ;-)).
I know the photo from Wawi you're talking about -- in fact, it was one of the two or three
we were thinking of buying during her exhibit at Silverlens! The man in the picture is
another friend; several of our friends have been her models. Unfortunately, the exhibit
was right after I'd resigned, so I decided it wasn't a good time to buy. Anyway, Wawi's a
friend and there will be other chances to own one of her creations. :-)
Wawi's in Russia now giving a workshop (the only woman & Asian in the group!), but if
you're interested in seeing more of her work, she will have an exhibit about Frida Kahlo
in Instituto Cervantes when she gets back. I think it's on July 7.
9. Re: Meet Our Lady of Namacpacan

- gloriagiselle

June 19, 2007

Proud to share that my family (Nuval, on my mom's side) hails from Luna, La Union! I
haven't been there yet this year but might head north a couple of weeks from now for my
granduncle's 95th birthday. I'll take pictures of Our Lady if the trip pushes through. :)
10. Re: Meet Our Lady of Namacpacan

- Socky

June 19, 2007

Hi, Giselle. Do you know that one of my sisters married a Nuval? Not sure if his family is
from La Union, but he's definitely Ilocano. He even has a sister named Glory (maybe
from Gloria?)I remember her being pretty :-)
Please take the Lady's picture. I haven't seen the actual statue ever. And please if you
do, send her my thanks - from the foodie whom she has generously blest.

A Lesson From Dad
Monday, June 11, 2007
My dad died at 83, which would have been a disappointment to his own father who had
lived much longer and died at 102.
I don't expect to enjoy a lifespan as long as my dad's – despite the good genes - for the
simple reason that we have such contrary lifestyles. He didn’t drink, ate a lot of
vegetables, didn’t like pork much, kept long but regular hours, never commuted to office
but worked in his small, makeshift ‘laboratory’ at home.
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My dad was a dental prosthetist.
Unlike real dentists, he didn’t have fancy drills,
hydraulic chairs, DDM diplomas proudly displayed on
the wall, nor did he have their stomach for blood.
He worked with his hands using very simple tools and
materials: just some plaster of paris, acrylics, casting
molds, dimunitive drills and chisels, a polishing
machine and a heavy-duty vise-grip (?!).
Unlike me, he had simple folks as clients. They were
courteous, soft-spoken and hardly haggled on costs.
My dad indulged them, though, by chatting them up
and cracking jokes as he worked on their dentures – especially while he worked on their
dentures. When done, they would thank him profusely and leave the house with
genuinely happy smiles on their faces.
Me, I work in advertising.
The Advertising Age once ran a list of top high-stress, high-risk jobs in the world and
admen were right up there in the top 5. We shared the list with doctors, pilots and, if I
remember right, those who manned airport control towers.
We are not expected to live very long lives, or survive this industry with sane heads and a
properly functioning digestive system. This is an industry where it is assumed that the
quality of your work is directly proportionate to the pressure leveled on you by bosses,
colleagues and the clients.
Ah, the clients. My dad would perhaps never understand our difficulty with clients, why it’s
just so hard to make them smile.
But I have him to thank for surviving more than 20 years of advertising with none of the
GERD, hypertension, nervous ticks or depressions that afflict most of my colleagues. My
blood pressure averages a 100/80, my weight is still at 105 (working on it!), my
cholesterol and uric acid levels (despite all the pork, the cheese and the fermented grape
juice) are all within normal limits.
It must be the genes. And also this one oft-repeated piece of health advice from him that I
remember because it was just so weird: chew your food 32 times! Why 32? Because a
human being has 32 teeth.
Elementary, right?
Today, with everyone talking about the benefits of eating slow, this piece of advice isn't
weird or bizarre after all. Mireille Guiliano, CEO of Veuve Clicquot and author of French
Women Don’t Get Fat, has even added glamour to this new mantra: eat slow, enjoy the
food. I’m sure that’s what my father meant. It’s just that he was into teeth.
-------------------A bachelor at 40, my dad married my mom who had 5 kids from a previous marriage. He
died on December 29, 1993. My mom, aged 86, followed in 1996.
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Posted by Socky at 07:18AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: A Lesson From Dad

- Leica

June 11, 2007

Very wise advice from lolo. No wonder he looked like a 50 year old when he passed.
Despite the fact that lola cooked the most wonderful meals, he still maintained a slim
figure :-)
2. Re: A Lesson From Dad

- Lorraine

June 11, 2007

Great advice, and something I completely agree with... although I have to try that 32
times thing.
3. Re: A Lesson From Dad

- joey

June 11, 2007

I completely agree with your dad's advise :) Wise words! As a slow eater in a fastpaced world, I am forever being left behind or ending up with no more food at wedding
buffets. I really wish more people listen to advice like your dad's!
4. Re: A Lesson From Dad

- Socky

June 11, 2007

Lorraine, believe me it's not easy. The food would always slide down my throat before I
reach the count of 20. To this day, I'm still trying! My dad must have been exaggerating
(32 times!)to emphasize a point. But I believe him.
Joey, eating slow and being left with no more food - I call that portion control :-)
5. Re: A Lesson From Dad

- katrina

June 11, 2007

Wow, you have fantastic genes, Socky! The last time I was that weight, I had just started
working. Well, I did manage to get back to that weight once, but it took so much work
and deprivation that I seriously doubt I could do it again. Still, given the way I eat, I
suppose I should count myself lucky that I'm not obese...for which I have my mom's
genes to thank. The same genes which let my lola live till 98! But you're right -- with my
lifestyle, and the advertising industry, I shouldn't expect the same result. Oh, well...
6. Re: A Lesson From Dad

- spanx

June 12, 2007

hi socky!

love the father's day story.

btw,
baclayon church is 15minutes out of tagbilaran city, on the way to loboc.
7. Re: A Lesson From Dad

- houseband00

June 14, 2007

Genetics and attitude. An unlikely pair that works perfectly well together. Come to think
of it, genetics is something one involuntarily has while attitude is something one
cultivates.
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Kudos on such an interesting blog, Socky. =)
8. Re: A Lesson From Dad

- Grace

June 14, 2007

No wonder you can eat the Adboard "turon" and not gain a single pound! This piece is
so heartwarming. . . grace
9. Re: A Lesson From Dad

- christine

June 17, 2007

How fitting that I read this today on Father's Day. Such a beautiful tribute to a special
man. Lucky you for the good genes, I wish I were half as lucky! I think every single bad
gene that could be passed down , passed down to me. :)
10. Re: A Lesson From Dad

- Socky

June 18, 2007

More than the genes, it's the many lessons he passed on to his children that I value
most. Mind you, they're all put in a funny, "oblique" way. It's only now that I realized that
that was why they stuck in my mind.

A Lot of Cheese Between The Teeth!
Friday, June 08, 2007
Come to think of it, cheese is probably the only food that,
because it comes in so many kinds, flavors and texture, I can
keep eating for 2 hours without getting blue in the face. I can’t
do that with, say, chistorras (no matter how I love it) or any
sausage, or hotdog-on- a-toothpick, or chicken lollipop, or any
other cocktail fare. That’s why there’s no sausage club, or
chicken club. But, yes, there is a cheese club.
The Cheese Club of the Philippines was the brainchild of Jayjay
Calero, ex-Chairman Emeritus of JWT, who
thought of the club as an added service to
Kraft Philippines, an account the agency
handled for years. Talk about below-theline or “brand activation”, the Cheese Club
was probably its earliest form, the precursor
of Close-Up’s Lovapalooza and the like.
Jayjay was an adman well ahead of his
time.
Never mind if cheese was never before part
of the Southeast Asian diet, never mind if
most Filipinos were lactose-intolerant, never mind if Kraft was processed cheese. And
never mind if Kraft cheese was never, to my knowledge, served in the Cheese Club.
The club, I believe, was a great networking tool – for Kraft and, needless to say, JWT.
The lobby-hall of the Polo Club would be packed with the who’s who of the local business
community. Jayjay knighted into membership the top honchos of corporations,
particularly delighting in the fact that he had brought even the fiercest of competitors –
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Nestle’s and San Miguel, Unilever and P&G
– together in one congenial fraternity.
I was told that, in its early days, the
cheeses were brought in from Europe by
pilots, stewardesses and some members
who packed them in their suitcases during
their business trips. This was probably why
the waitlist for membership was monthslong. The supply of cheese was limited,
making membership in the cheese club all
the more coveted, like a trophy. One would
consider himself lucky enough to be invited as a paying guest.
The floodgates have now been opened, though. Today, 5-6 long tables are easily filled
with cheeses from France, Italy, Spain and the new world. They’re mostly from Terry’s
Selection, while some are brought in by the embassies. Even the wines, courtesy of large
distributors and sponsors, flow freely and never seem to run out. Membership, once
dominated by expats, has grown to more than a hundred to include Filipino corporate
leaders and entrepreneurs.
Last Wednesday, the spread consisted of 22 types of cheese. I skipped the more familiar
ones, like the Parmigiano Reggiano, Pecorino Romano, Asiago d’ Allevo, the Provolone
and the Gorgonzola, the cheddars and the aged edams. I thought I’d acquaint myself with
the Ibores, the Etorki, the Onetic Pyrenees, the Manchego Artequeso - cheeses from
Spain and the Basque region. From France beckoned the Boccardo, the Morbier,
Camembert de Normandie Lait Cru; the soft, rich, spoonable Edel de Clairon; the mild,
creamy blue Fourme d' Ambert; a goat’s milk cheese from the Poitou region; a savory,
rich, raw milk Petit Reblochon from Savoie; and the goat’s milk Rondin Buche Paprika.
Not to be missed, too, was Raclette du Jurá from the east of France.
The surprise entry for the evening was the goat cheese – a blue and a pecorino - brought
in by member Karin Carmona from the Puentesfina farm in Davao. The blue needed
more veining, but the Davao Pecorino I thought was better than the Romano.
After an evening like this, I guess one would swear off cheese for a month. Actually,
that’s just enough time to brace oneself up for the next cheese bacchanalia.
---------------The Cheese Club of the Philippines meets every first Wednesday of the month at the
Manila Polo Club. Photo of Jayjay Calero, above, from Adobo Magazine.
Posted by Socky at 12:28PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: A Lot of Cheese Between The Teeth!

- MTan

June 08, 2007

The goat cheese from Davao is a revelation. I'm glad that there's a locally produced goat
cheese now. It might not be up in the eaves with the french or american produced
chevre but it's darn good eating.
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I wonder if they had a theme for the June meeting? How were the wines?
2. Re: A Lot of Cheese Between The Teeth!

- joey

June 08, 2007

I like Etorki! Everything sounds divine tough...I adore cheese :) Ask Kat about the time
we attended the opening of Bacchus in Shang. Major let's-cheese-ourselves-til-we-goblind moment! :)
Where can we get that goat cheese from Davao in Manila?
3. Re: A Lot of Cheese Between The Teeth!

- Socky

June 08, 2007

Kirin Carmona will finally sell the Davao cheeses starting this Sunday at the Legaspi
Sunday Market. Go!!!
4. Re: A Lot of Cheese Between The Teeth!

- Socky

June 08, 2007

Mila, here's the wine list that evening. My fav was the Sangiovese.
Sparkling: Hardys Nottage Hill Chardonnay Brut 2004 (Australia) - matching most
cheeses
Whites:
Hardys Stamp Riesling Gewurztraminer 2006
Nederberg Manor House Sauvignon Blanc 2004 (South Africa)
Kim Crawford Sauvignon Blanc (New Zealand)
Kim Crawford Dry Riesling (New Zealand)
Drostdy-Hof Chardonnay 2006 (South Africa)
Rosé:
Chateau la Gordonne 2005 (France) Reds:
Danzante Sangiovese 2002 (Italy)
Kim Crawford Pinot Noir (New Zealand)
Hardys Oomoo Grenache-Shiraz-Mourvedre 2005 (Australia)
Domaine de Cheval Blanc 2004 (France) – 100% Merlot from Bordeaux
Drostdy-Hof Cabernet Sauvignon 2005 (South Africa)
Lindemans Bin 45 Cabernet Sauvignon 2006 (Australia)
Drostdy-Hof Pinotage 2005 (South Africa)
Lindemans Bin 50 Shiraz 2005
5. Re: A Lot of Cheese Between The Teeth!

- AlexB

June 09, 2007

As far as I know the Philippines is the only major cheese-consuming country in Asia and
the only one with a true indigenous cheese product in the kesong puti. I love cheese,
too, as I was raised eating queso de bola, especially with pan de sal, just like most
Filipinos. So I'm not surprised that your cheese club has attracted more folks. That
sounds like an incredible cheese spread and an interesting lineup of wines to explore
some pairings with.
What I've been searching for is a reliable producer of our kesong puti which is really a
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type of Mozarella and very similar to Italy's famous Buffala di Mozarella. I heard there's a
carabao center somewhere in Nueva Ecija that's exploring this, probably with some help
from the Italians. I can just imagine, fresh kesong puti with jamon and maybe even with
a slice of tomato and some basil wedged inside a pan de sal should make a yummy
bocadillo sandwich.
6. Re: A Lot of Cheese Between The Teeth!

- Socky

June 09, 2007

Alex b., you make me hungry for some kesong puti and pandesal sandwich right now. I
haven't tried adding basil to the sandwich; should be interesting. I get my fresh kesong
puti from the Salcedo Market but I was told by the stall owner that their kesong puti
comes from their farm in Rizal. Fresh kesong puti has such as short life (they advice me
to keep it in the freezer) so it must be difficult to export it. Never saw kesong puti sold in
the US during my visits.
7. Re: A Lot of Cheese Between The Teeth!

- katrina

June 10, 2007

Tita Lyds does this thing with kesong puti, where she marinates it in olive oil with basil
and sundried tomatoes. Very Italian, with a Pinoy twist. Sarap! I want her to adopt me...if
only to inherit those diamonds!!! ;-)
8. Re: A Lot of Cheese Between The Teeth!

- Franco

June 10, 2007

Hi Socky,
Really off topic. I can't find your contact details.
Would you mind emailing at tableforthreeplease@gmail.com?
We would like to start a 'conversation' with you. Hope to hear from you soon.
9. Re: A Lot of Cheese Between The Teeth!

- AlexB

June 12, 2007

Socky. Sadly, you're right about the short shelf life of fresh cheese (unlike aged cheese).
But it can be made to last for weeks if it's packaged using modern technology--immersed
in water and vacuum packed--and refrigerated, as they do in Italy and France with their
fresh cheeses. Fresh tofu is also packed this way.
By the way, I like Danzante Sangiovese, too. I think I saw it on Cibo's list one time. I bet
it went well with many of the cheeses you mentioned, particularly with the Reblochon
and Manchego.
10. Re: A Lot of Cheese Between The Teeth!

- Lee

November 07, 2007

It's good to know there's a cheese club in the philippines. I produce cheese myself, soft
goat's cheese to be specific. Is there a cheese expo or something? I'd like to showcase
our product. Our cheese is home made from Nasugbu, Batangas.
Lee - lee6281@msn.com
11. Re: A Lot of Cheese Between The Teeth!

- Socky

November 11, 2007

Hi, Lee.
Thanks for dropping by. Glad to know there are more and more gourmet cheeses being
made here. I emailed you separately, hoping I'd be of help in getting you in touch with
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the cheese club.
Is your cheese now available commercially, and if so, where can I buy them?

Julie & Julia
Monday, June 04, 2007
I’ve always wanted to buy this book since it won the first
Lulu Blooker Awards in 2006. I finally got what probably
was the last copy, 50% off, at Powerbooks, Greenbelt.
The Lulu Blooker Prize is the world's first literary prize
devoted to "blooks"- books based on blogs or other
websites, including webcomics. I like the coined term,
“blook”, an addition to “blog”, "p2p" and many other
curious, advertising-ish combination words spawned by
the digital age.
In 2003, Julie Powell started a blog that chronicled her
adventures in the kitchen as she attempted to recreate
every dish in Julia Child’s famous cookbook, Mastering
The Art Of French Cooking. The blog, on which this book
was based, was funny and often profane; but the book, written after the fact, was laughout-loud hilarious.
The book takes us behind the scenes of her yearlong project, her neuroses, her near
breakdowns, sometimes the loathing that came with “Why am I doing this?” and not
finding an answer. That there is no answer, that there is no way to explain obsessions, is
what accounts for the hilarity of Julie/Julia Project. In fact, such existential questions must
have seemed absurd and inconsequential when what really was important then was to
get Julia Child’s instructions right:
"If you object to steaming or splitting a live lobster…"
Gosh, Julia, you make it sound so easy.
"… it may be killed almost instantly just before cooking if you plunge the point of a knife
into the head between the eyes…"
All right, all right. Okay. One. Two. Three!
"… or sever the spinal cord by making a small incision..."
I’m sorry I’m sorry I’m sorry
"… in the back of the shell at the juncture of the chest and tail."
Oh God. Oh God.
Destiny tapped Julie Powell on the shoulder and demanded not to turn her head but
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proceed in blind faith. Except she recorded every step, blogging about it as relentlessly
as she cooked. Perhaps it was to make sense of her self-imposed journey, to connect the
dots, to stumble upon some insight as she turned a corner. To find the humor in absurdity
and, as in the lobster murder scene, "laughter through nausea".
...when I reentered the kitchen to the sight of the giant thing pinned to the cutting board
with a huge knife, still squirming, instead of being horrified by man's inhumanity to
lobster, I just giggled. It really was pretty amusing when you thought about it.
That she was being watched, and in fact cheered on, through these often clumsy,
sometimes victorious episodes must have come as a shock. But it was the swell of voices
from nowhere and everywhere that ultimately gave her and her blog a semblance of
destination.
We who also write blogs, who have found ourselves in the same deadend and torment,
will completely relate with this.
I'm glad that blogs are now being recognized and legitimized as a literary form,
nevermind if the few remarkably well-written ones are outnumbered by mindless, angsty
and pubescent rants. Blogs now constitute a large part of my reading, practically
replacing newspapers for my daily dose of news, commentary, trendwatch and
entertainment. I bet that’s true too for the now more than 8 million Filipinos connected to
the internet.
And oh yes, I also keep this blog, sustaining it for reasons as vague as Julie's when she
started out.
Posted by Socky at 12:39AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Julie & Julia

- christine

June 07, 2007

I've had this book for a while now but haven't cracked it open yet. There's another 'blook'
(blog to book) I want to get and that's of www.crazyauntpurl.com. Her blog has to be the
funniest I've ever come across, it doesn't matter how long her posts are sometimes
because her writing grabs a hold of you and pulls you in, and before you know it you're
in stitches and tears.
2. Re: Julie & Julia

- Socky

June 07, 2007

This book makes me want to run to the nearest bookstore for a copy of Julia Child's
landmark book. She's must be one funny lady, judging from how she instructs her
readers on, for example, how to prepare lobster for dinner. I think you'll enjoy Julie &
Julia as the subject (cooking) is close to your heart.
3. Re: Julie & Julia

- joey

June 08, 2007

Hi Socky! I read this book and enjoyed it too :) Unfortunately it was hardbound and full
price...sigh
I also laughed through her story...it was funny and real. Another reason why I read
blogs in general...you feel the reality of it. Everyman relating to everyman.
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"But it was the swell of voices from nowhere and everywhere that ultimately gave her
and her blog a semblance of destination." --> You put this so beautifully Socky that I
must have read it 5 times over :)
And I loved the lobster episodes!
4. Re: Julie & Julia

- AlexB

June 08, 2007

Lovely post. I always enjoy stories regarding Julia Child especially because she was the
most genuine foodie. I've consigned way too many live lobsters than I can remember to
the steaming pot before I even knew that some prefer killing it first (albeit more
"humanely"). And I remember in a cooking episode, her pal Jacques Pepin extolled the
health benefits of Omega-3, while preparing a whole salmon, to which Julia retorted to
remind viewers, "but we don't eat salmon for medicine!"
But my favorite Julia story was one where I figured in and I'd like to share it to you, as
I'm really proud of it. Many years ago while on a business trip in Boston (Julia's
hometown, actually Cambridge) I decided to dine at then newly opened Café Louis. The
restaurant was small and to save on chairs it had a long bench running along the length
of the room against the wall. The long bench provided seating for the separate tables in
front of it. I was seated at one of those tables on the bench. Soon after a party of about 5
or 6 middle-aged and elderly women sat at the table next to mine. I was so close to the
elderly woman seated next to me that we were pretty much elbow-to-elbow. Because of
the proximity I didn't even dare look up at her. But her high-pitched, falsetto voice
sounded so curiously familiar. When I finally decided to steal a glance, my jaw dropped,
it was Julia Child! We conversed off-and-on throughout the meal and I got so excited
that I never bothered anymore to continue reading the book I just bought on the way to
restaurant to keep me company. Julia noticed the book resting on my lap as the author
was her good friend. It was "Lobster at Home" by Jasper White.
5. Re: Julie & Julia

- Socky

June 08, 2007

What I'd trade for an encounter like that with Julia Child! Autograph hound that I am, I'd
have asked her to sign the book. Or the table napkin :-)
I, too, had a Julia sighting - in New York at the Rockefeller Center. There was a food
event, a lot of people, but who could miss Julia Child? She towered above the rest! I
could only watch from a distance as the place was cordoned off. I couldn't hear her voice
but, as she occasionally threw her head back, I would imagine the sound of her laughter.
I was star-struck!
6. Re: Julie & Julia

- ragamuffingirl

July 12, 2007

There's a sort of blook- maybe more of a cookbook- I ordered from Amazon but haven't
received called Chocolate and Zucchini. I hope it delivers.
Julie and Julia is out of stock here in HK.
Your blog is very interesting. If you ever visit Maya in HK maybe we can go foodtripping
together. She lives a block away from me. I can see her bldg. through my living room
window. :) Close enough to borrow sugar from her-if she has it!
7. Re: Julie & Julia

- Socky

July 31, 2007

Chocolate and Zucchini is one of the first blogs I read, and which I enjoyed. There are so
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many well-written food blogs out there! With amazing photos, which I can't seem to do :-)
Would love to foodtrip with you and Maya in HK. I always thought HK has the best food but I'm sure I've barely scratched the surface. So I will love doing the restaurants with
the pros :-)
Planning to be in HK for about 3 days from Nov. 1. Will be with family but I sure hope to
get away and meet up with Maya (and you), that is if she won't be in Manila for the usual
pinoy trek to the cemeteries.

The Art of Dégustation
Tuesday, May 29, 2007
Last Saturday, I was invited to the Global
Culinary and Hospitality Academy in Pasig
to experience The Art of Dégustation by
Chefs Sunshine Puey and Rob Pengson. It
was a mind-blowing, 13-course dinner – a
steal at its introductory price of P1,500 per
head, considering there were 5 mentions of
foie gras and truffle in the menu.
I particularly enjoyed the Amuse-Bouche
(all 4 of them), the Mushroom Veloute With
Gruyere and Truffle Oil and, among the
desserts, the Dark Chocolate Soufflé and the Milk Chocolate And Praline Truffle. The
Duo Of Beef, though, was too rich and was heavier than what I’d expect in a dégustation.
Nevertheless it was a truly enjoyable dinner, with enough room left for laughter and
conversation.
In fact, I am now convinced that dégustation is how I prefer to dine.
I like it because, in a dégustation, the courses come in small portions and therefore I get
to try all of the chef’s signature dishes in one sitting. In a typical multi-course dinner, I
easily get overwhelmed by the full-sized courses, and my senses usually shut off even
before I reach dessert.
On the other hand, it’s easy – and what delight it is - to survive a dégustation of as many
as 8-20 courses. I’m sure the succession of dishes is planned and designed with as
much care as the plating or presentation of each dish. Much attention is given to the
interplay of flavors and textures, making sure to whet the appetite and heighten the
anticipation as one dish prepares the palate for the next.
The smaller the servings, the more difficult it is to hide imperfection and mediocrity.
Hence, dégustation demands from the chef the highest level of artistry and
showmanship. And from me, it expects no less than a thoughtful and intimate
appreciation of the food.
Much has been said about how less is more, or small is beautiful. What’s amazing is how
the ‘smallness of things’ draws from us, not greed nor haste, but patience and
tenderness.
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-------------------Photo, courtesy of Be@rbrick Lover, shows the Crisp Skinned Salmon on Spinach Ravioli
in Beurre Blanc, Shaved Asparagus and Prosciutto Salad.
Posted by Socky at 07:46PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Art of Dégustation

- katrina

May 31, 2007

"What’s amazing is how the ‘smallness of things’ draws from us, not greed nor haste, but
patience and tenderness."
-- Beautifully, said, Socky! :-) I agree, degustation -- and also tapas-style -- is a perfect
way to eat.
By the way, that champagne glass is truly lustworthy!
2. Re: The Art of Dégustation

- Socky

May 31, 2007

Katrina, don't you wish we had an honest-to-goodness dégustation wine and tasting bar
in Manila? (Well, we don't even have a decent tapas bar here).
3. Re: The Art of Dégustation

- Leica

June 01, 2007

Degustation sounds heavenly. I don't mind eating 13 small portions of everything. Is this
by invitation only?
4. Re: The Art of Dégustation

- Socky

June 01, 2007

Hi, Leica. It's not exactly by invitation only. I think you sign up when a degustation
session is announced. Global Academy has one scheduled every month. Though it's
kinda pricey at P3000 per head. Ours was at introductory price of P1,500. We have
"requested" though that they lower the price a bit :-) Check out
http://gypsysoul73.blogspot.com/ for the details.
5. Re: The Art of Dégustation

- MTan

June 08, 2007

Small is indeed beautiful: bonsai, miniature portraits, carvings done on a kernel of rice,
all require patience, artistry, willingness to work with the process rather than simply
overwhelm the senses.
Maybe that's why the cotton candy pear/grape jelly dish didn't satisfy. It was too flash.
While the other servings were wonderful in a subtle way.

Vintage Friendship
Saturday, May 26, 2007
Backpacking his way through Europe, my friend Bambi Borromeo visited some wine
estates in France, Spain, Portugal and managed to taste their wines without paying a
single franc or peseta. How? He passed himself off as a wine reporter from an obscure
country in the far east called the Philippines.
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In Portugal, he was even escorted in an
estate’s cellar, where all the vintage port
were laid, where the sweet, viscous liquid
could cost as much as the train ticket to his
next destination. His trick? He stoked the
age-old rivalry between Spain and Portugal,
saying that he wondered why the former
had always looked down on the wine
produce of its neighboring country. The
wine master wanted to prove the Spaniards
stupid by
offering him a glass of a 25-year old port.
Since he retired as Executive Creative Director of one
of the biggest ad agencies in the 90’s and settled in his
hometown in Bacolod, we hadn’t seen much of Bambi.
His trips to Manila would be too short and too hurried
to squeeze in a proper get-together.
Until he heard the news about the death of Video
Take-out’s Helen Chan.
Bambi called me and said he was visiting Manila last
week of May and would love to meet up on the 25th.
He said the sad news triggered memories of our “days
of wine and Helen Chan movies” and now he so
needed an update on how our lives had been after 10
years or so.
Charo Unite, the other member of our "wine and movies" triumvirate, brought two wines
befitting the reunion. These were from her stash of bottles bought during trips abroad,
bubble-wrapped and packed in her luggage. One was a Stonehaven Cabernet Merlot
1998 and, reserved for dessert, a beautiful 1977 McWilliams Vintage Port Centenary
Release.
It’s not often that I drank port as I always preferred my reds dry. But last night I realized
there were just occasions when a sweet wine, especially port, was the perfect afterdinner drink.
Last night was one. Charo and I were with an old friend, whose stories spanned the past
ten years, accounts of a nearly fatal car accident and illnesses, of his epiphanies, stories
told as if he was escorting a wide-eyed, impressionable audience down the cellar of his
life. These were stories shared as the night was winding down, not to be lost in a winesoaked mind, but to be remembered and savored - like the port that had aged as
beautifully as our friendship.
-------------------Left to Right: Charo, her sister Telly, Bambi's friend Francis and Bambi Borromeo. Back
label of wine shown above reads: ...this outstanding vintage port was bottled on the year
of McWilliam’s centenary. It may be enjoyed now but will continue to develop beyond the
turn of the century.
Posted by Socky at 11:15AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Vintage Friendship

- BerbrickLover

June 02, 2007

I only noticed now that Charo's right eye was peeking through the glass. Art-directed!
Well-done, Charing!

The Great Food Divide
Sunday, May 20, 2007
In Fort Bonifacio, there's what I call The
Great Food Divide.
On one side is Serendra, where there
seems to be more “fine dining” restaurants
per square meter than you’ll find in
Greenbelt or Tomas Morato. The world’s
popular cuisines are represented here, from
Spanish/Basque, Italian and Middle Eastern
to Vietnamese, Japanese and Thai. Filipino
restaurants also slug it out here, led by
Larry Cruz of course, for that upscale
market willing to pay at least P500 for lunch
or dinner.
Opposite Serendra, with just a street to
mark the boundary, lies Market! Market!
Here, food stalls and carts offer down-home
Pinoy treats - from fish balls, kwek-kwek
and empanadas to sinigang, grilled
seafood, pancit habhab and halo-halo.
People come in their flip-flops and usually
in big groups, with their families or
officemates. I have dined here with friends,
spending no more than P300 for a
satisfying meal of inihaw na hito, ginataang
alimango, kuhol, pork barbeque and ararocep.
The contrast between the two is startling.
Truth to tell, I’ve yet to have a Serendra experience as delightful and unforgettable.
Despite the well-lit outdoors, the designed interiors, the impressive plating and attentive
staff, I’d often leave a restaurant feeling short-changed. Perhaps all the hype has made
me expect more from the food.
A few nights ago, as I dined in Serendra, on pizza that was half-burnt and sausages not
cooked through, I couldn’t help but cross, in my mind, to the other side of the street.
I imagined how it was to dine at the Sinigang Bar. Tita Cely Kalaw herself would be
ladling out the hot sinigang into my bowl, throwing in more gulay or an extra piece of pork
fat that I would ask for. I’d even get minatamis na saba, for free. I wouldn’t just smile, I’d
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shriek!
I swear it would be loud enough to be heard across the street.
-------------------(Photo shows Tita Cely at her booth in Salcedo Market; satellite photo of Fort Bonifacio is
from Google Earth.)
Posted by Socky at 06:37PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Great Food Divide

- Leica

May 21, 2007

Yeah, Serendra is over hyped and over priced. The only restaurant that I liked there was
Guava.
2. Re: The Great Food Divide

- Socky

May 21, 2007

Guava has received mixed reviews. Lydia Go recommends it for the binagoongang
baboy but her own binagoongan is actually better. So far the only restaurant I liked was
Gaudi, mainly for their chistorras and the steak. But there's Gaudi anyway in Greenbelt,
so why bother to drive to Fort. In Chelsea, I got a bum stomach after the half-cooked
sausage. The rest that I've tried are actually ho-hum.
3. Re: The Great Food Divide

- AboutMe

May 22, 2007

Know what? When I first entered Chelsea Restaurant, I so wanted to like it, mainly
because of its stylish deli-bistro interior.
Unfortunately, nothing we ordered was good. The pizza was half-burnt, the half-cooked
liver sausages were too gamey, the dressing didn't enhance the all-arugula salad (with
itsy bitsy bits of walnut and apple), the steak was too thin and downright tasteless. What
made it worse: there was a mix up in the orders, the service was slow, and the utensils
were dirty! It was my worst dinner at Serendra to date.
In fairness, the manager was a nice girl who attentively listened to my complaint and
promptly waived our bill (which had run up to P3500+ for 5 people).
But when I read here that your recent experience there was not an improvement over
mine, I was disappointed! I hope this serves as a wake-up call to the management of
Chelsea (and the other ho-hum outlets at Serendra. Guys, don't waste the great
ambiance!)
4. Re: The Great Food Divide

- Socky

May 22, 2007

I am always the optimist :-)
5. Re: The Great Food Divide

- Anonymous

May 25, 2007

I love Duo. Great rib-eye steak, Tessie Tomas salad (mesclun with smoked salmon,
giant prawns) and their yummy bonete buns from Liliw are fantastic!!!! :)
6. Re: The Great Food Divide

- Anonymous

May 26, 2007

Serendra is definitely overhyped. And I pity the people who will be living there. I
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wouldn't, even if the unit was given to me for free. Firstly, they look like ticky-tack
housing, and secondly, it's chaotic and crowded. The restaurants are not worth the trip,
except for Duo.
7. Re: The Great Food Divide

- Socky

May 26, 2007

Oh, I had an earlier post (I Heart Bread) on Duo's bonete buns. Yes, they're yummy. I
remember that most about Duo.

Rediscovering Reisling
Monday, May 14, 2007
Many years ago, Reisling was what Chardonnay is
today, the most popular – or more precisely,
ubiquitous - white wine and, not surprisingly, the one
most agreeable to the Filipino palate and pocket. For
a hundred bucks, one could buy a bottle of “reezleeng” and feel very sophisticated indeed.
Reisling was my initiation into the world of wines. I
was young, living on a measly salary, fascinated with
but totally ignorant about wines, and Riesling seemed
the friendliest of the lot. For one thing it was sweet, or
at least the Reislings I remember drinking in those
days were sweet - from the inexpensive Blue Nun to
the amazing auslese that my friend Bambi introduced
me to.
Sadly, by the 90’s, Reisling had gone out of fashion. It
didn’t help that it was strongly associated with brands
found in supermarkets. Besides, the French and the the
new world had started to come in, seducing the now
‘wine-broken’ Filipino palate with the trendier varietals
such as Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc.
I, too, dropped out of Reisling. In the first place, I had lost
the taste for sweet wines. But perhaps the real reason
was, in my head, Reisling would always be that sweet,
entry-level, quaffable but unremarkable wine.
That changed last Saturday, when I sampled a Leon
Beyer Riesling Comtes d’Equishem 1998 at the Faites Du
Chocolat, a wine-and-chocolate pairing event organized
by Alliance Francais at the Enderun Colleges in Ortigas.
At first whiff, I almost reeled from shock at its strange, “gaseous” aroma. It was as if the
hot asphalt streets of Manila heaved and emitted steam as soon as rain hit and
dampened the surface. Could the wine be spoilt? The smell evoked gravel and, yes,
petrol.
I read later that in Alsace, where this wine came from, it was called gout de petrole, a
characteristic of the varietal and one that often came with bottle age. This petrol-like note
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was in fact highly appreciated when detected by Reisling collectors.
Honestly, I struggled with the aroma. Enderun's F&B Manager Chad Davis, who was
conducting the session, didn’t seem bothered at all. So I swirled the wine in my glass and
swirled it after every sip, hoping the strange smell would go away. And then, almost
suddenly, the wine opened up – much like a curtain rising, its granite landscape giving
way to tropical fruits. Its bone-dry palate left a long, delightful finish of pineapple, flowers
and other flavors that were familiar but I could hardly name.
Reisling has never surprised me like this before, never have I been so provoked by it.
Now it mocks my ignorance, coming back with a vengeance, as they say, of a woman
scorned.
--------------Leon Beyer Riesling Comtes d’Equishem 1998 is available at Bacchus, Shangri-La
Makati at P1,800 a bottle (!). Fortunately, admission to Faites Du Chocolat was free of
charge. Three superb wines were sampled (the other two being a Michele Chiarlo
Moscato D’Asti and Delesvaux Clos de la Guiberderie 2003) and of course, paired with
divine Valrhona chocolates.
Posted by Socky at 08:09AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Rediscovering Reisling

- charo

May 15, 2007

Thanks to my German connect, I had the great fortune of tasting the
trockenbeerenauslese when I visited Mosel. This is the highest subcategory of QmP
(qualitatswein mit pradikat) -- if you remember the wine lessons from Bambi.
How does one describe the taste of what is known to be a very rare and extremely
expensive dessert wine? Ausgezeichnet!
Because of my leaning towards the sweeter Riesling variety, the Leon Bayer really came
as a shocker. Though, I must say that the finish was totally satisfyingly unexpected.
It certainly has been a long way from the "reez-leengs" of our budget-limited days!
2. Re: Rediscovering Reisling

- AlexB

May 16, 2007

Nothing beats free wine and chocolate tasting, and Valrhona chocolate… yum!
What an adventurous pairing. Chiarlo’s Moscato d’Asti I’m sure was great with the
cholocate as it’s fizzy and sweet and its freshness can cut through the chocolate’s
richness. The Coteaux du Layon from Delesvaux is really a very sweet wine, maybe a
bit too sweet for the Valrhona. But the Comtes de Eguisheim Riesling seemed the most
interesting to me. The strong minerality of that wine may be a bit strange but it’s really
part of its allure and of Riesling’s complex character. Alsace Rieslings are dry in general
and fuller when compared to German Rieslings, which are sweet and light especially
Mosels. It’s never really occurred to me to pair Riesling with chocolate, but now that you
mention it...
I think Riesling, whether it's from Alsace or Germany, should be the most popular wine in
the Philippines as it’s very easy to enjoy and goes so well with the local tastes,
especially with sinigang. Australia and New Zealand also produce some terrific Riesling
and could be a lot cheaper in price. Yes, I saw the Leon Beyer you had at Bacchus and
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glad to know it’s still P1,800. Even more interesting I think is the 1998 Comtes de
Eguisheim Gewurztraminer which they also have for P1,800. A great year for this wine
and it is Leon Beyer’s specialty. You may want to check this out.
3. Re: Rediscovering Reisling

- AlexB

May 17, 2007

Oops! I meant Comtes d'Eguisheim, not de Eguisheim. I forgot my French elisions.
4. Re: Rediscovering Reisling

- Socky

May 17, 2007

Aha, correct French elisions very important to a wine connoisseur! Anyway, I rushed to
bacchus yesterday to check out the Leon Beyer gewurztraminer and it's gone up in
price. It's now P3000+! Got a less expensive one, from Beyer too, and a couple of other
bottles. My problem is not having the proper wine chiller, so I can't really stock up. Those
available here are 30&46-bottle chillers and won't fit in my condo. Ideal would be a 24bottle size.
5. Re: Rediscovering Reisling

- AlexB

May 17, 2007

Socky. Sad to hear the Gewurz went up in price by a lot. Strange, the Riesling and
Gewurz should be priced the same, though the Comtes d'Eguisheim Gewurz is more the
flagship wine. I hope they're not monitoring your blog!
Anyway, someone should be open a temperature-controlled wine storage locker
business around Makati.
6. Re: Rediscovering Reisling

- christine

May 18, 2007

My gosh, Alex, all that just flew over my head. hehe But I love reading these posts
Socky, and your dialogue with Alex. I'm learning, or at least I think I am. :)

Romancing A Bubbly
Monday, May 07, 2007
One bottle stares down at me everytime I
open the overhead cabinet where I keep a
secret stash of wines: a Veuve Clicquot
Ponsardin Champagne Brut. No, not the
bottle, but its bright chrome yellow box that
hides yet another box, one that spreads open
and serves as an instant ice bucket. Cool!
It’s a gift from my business partner Ariel, who
knows well enough my exasperation at
getting more Novellino wines during
Christmas than I know what to do with.
That I have been gifted with a bubbly – and a
Veuve Clicquot at that - is reason enough to
celebrate and pop the bottle open. But doesn’t such a special wine wait for the proper
occasion and call for the proper rituals?
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The problem with that is, as we clutch the bottle close to our chest and look to the sky for
that auspicious alignment of the stars, we miss the “right” occasion altogether and so
have to wait another cycle for the “perfect time" to come again.
I actually was planning a champagne brunch for two as a despedida for Poch – “when all
the drinking and the parties are over, when the packing is done, etc.”. That perfect day
never came.
Now, for the first time, a bottle of bubbly is sitting in my cupboard longer than it should patient but bewildered perhaps, feeling pretty bored and envious of all the other wines
that have gone to party. But such, it seems, is the fate of most champagnes.
What a most undeserved fate! Of all wines, I believe it is champagne that’s best popped
and enjoyed as soon as the brown paper wrapper is torn or the ribbon is unraveled.
Unlike most wines, it is the food-friendliest, harmonizing well with foods rich, salty, spicy
or sweet. Though people say you don’t waste a good champagne with red meat, it’s not
because its bubbly nature clashes with the weighty steak. Blame not the champagne but
the meat – snooty and stubborn, demanding the heavier tannins of reds.
Neither does it demand the “right occasion” nor the “right company”. Drinking the
champagne is the celebration itself, and it will happily provide the lubrication for
conversation at the table, whether with strangers or old friends.
But I do indulge champagne its one vanity. I drink it during the day, perhaps at brunch, or
at cocktails, surely before the sun sets. Nothing like holding up a glass of champagne
against the light to watch the dance of its fine, elegant bubbles. No better way to
compliment it, no better act of romance.
Posted by Socky at 09:28AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Romancing A Bubbly

- JuanArielComia

May 07, 2007

Socky! Drink! That! Bubbly! :-)
2. Re: Romancing A Bubbly

- katrina

May 07, 2007

I enjoyed reading this, Socky. And I understand your desire to save it for that "perfect"
occasion. Champagne, for me, is not something to drink by oneself. And that cool
portable ice bucket would be wasted if you couldn't use it with the right person/people!
3. Re: Romancing A Bubbly

- Socky

May 07, 2007

No, I'm no longer saving this bottle for another "perfect" occasion. I'm cooking cheese
omelet for breakfast this weekend and I'll have this little veuve to wash it down, hah!
4. Re: Romancing A Bubbly

- MTan

May 07, 2007

I agree, stop waiting, just enjoy it! Hope you had a gorgeous day to go with the
champagne!
5. Re: Romancing A Bubbly
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- katrina

May 08, 2007

Enjoy! You couldn't possibly have a bad weekend with a start like that! :-)
6. Re: Romancing A Bubbly

- Leica

May 08, 2007

Enjoy! I don't drink but that champagne sounds heavenly.
7. Re: Romancing A Bubbly

- thephilosphicalbastard

May 09, 2007

i'm not much of a wine guy, but this was quite informative. there's a wine county out here
called Napa. I've always been interested in dropping by. But my friends say I have to
learn to spit first. I guess it's connected to wine tasting.
oh well...
8. Re: Romancing A Bubbly

- Socky

May 09, 2007

Because I'm Pinoy, I don't like spitting my wine. Sayang ang wine, 'no! And I don't really
enjoy winetastings - you know, where there are a lot of bottles lined up in front of you
and you go pouring a little of each in your glass. Because I'm Pinoy, I think may pagkasalawahan yan. I guess you can say I'm a one-bottle woman. I only move on to the next
when the previous bottle is done :-)
9. Re: Romancing A Bubbly

- joey

May 10, 2007

I really enjoyed reading this post Socky! I'm glad to hear you will be enjoying this
champagne soon! I believe that we should all be our own "special occasions" :)
10. Re: Romancing A Bubbly

- charo

May 10, 2007

Did I hear an invitation for a bubbly Saturday morning? I myself have a bottle of Dom
Perignon waiting to be popped. Join!!!
11. Re: Romancing A Bubbly

- AlexB

May 10, 2007

Champagne producers often come up with clever packaging but that bucket box is truly
ingenious. It's large enough to acccomodate a few bottles even with the ice water. Great
for a party! Once disgorged and bottled Champagne should be enjoyed fairly soon, while
it's still fresh and at peak drinking. In fact, some Champagne producers are now printing
the disgorged date on the bottle so people would know how fresh it is.
I'm sure you'll enjoy your Champagne, especially with friends. Veuve Clicquot is on the
dry side and not light. I love it with food particularly sushi, but it's so versatile you can
pair almost anything with it. Of course with oysters, but also with lechon or with light
snacks like suman/manga. And oftentimes when I can't afford Champagne, I open the
next best thing which is Cava from Spain.
Here's my favorite quote about Champagne.
“I drink it when I’m happy
and when I’m sad. Sometimes,
I drink it when I’m alone.
When I have company I consider
it obligatory. I trifle with it if
I’m not hungry and drink it if
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I am; Otherwise I never touch it—unless I’m thirsty.”
-Madame Bollinger
12. Re: Romancing A Bubbly

- Socky

May 11, 2007

Alex B., you mentioned the right word: Lechon! Ooooh, I can't wait! I'm a sucker (no pun
intended) for oysters, too. :-)
13. Re: Romancing A Bubbly

- christine

May 18, 2007

So Socky, did you have it that weekend? I don't always believe in waiting for that perfect
occasion, because it may never come (any of you read that piece about the lady and her
expensive lingerie?), anyway, that's what will make the occasion perfect - you and the
bottle.

Iron Chef Boracay!
Monday, April 30, 2007
The highlight of my weekend in Boracay was
watching a local version, live, of Iron Chef
America.
Lifestyle Channel staged an outdoor cooking
competition at the Aria beachfront featuring
three chefs from the island: Kit Carpio from the
new (and fabulous!) Discovery Shores, Peter
Montemayor of Lemon Café and Carla Gabor,
formerly of Nami and now of Asya’s Traviessa.
Gaita Fores (of my favorite Cibo and Pepato),
Chef See of Enderun Culinary Arts College and
Annie Convocar of, I believe, the Boracay
Tropics Resort Hotel comprised the panel of
judges.
Much like
any sponsored cooking show, the competitors had to
use the sponsors’ products. That, I thought, was a
challenge in itself. How on earth do you combine
these three in a dish: Magnolia Butter, Nestle’s Cream
and… Jufran Chili Sauce (yes, that one we so love
with our Max’s Friend Chicken!). Compared to that,
working with the “secret ingredient” was a no-brainer.
In this case, it was crab.
Needless to say, I was transfixed. I postponed lunch
until the winner was announced and the audience was
invited to try all the entries. More than anything I was
curious to find out how my scores and comments
tallied with those of the judges.
I’m not into reality tv shows like Survivor, Amazing
Race or Fear Factor. But tell me Iron Chef America is on and I’m glued to the tv screen.
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There’s something about chefs battling it
out on tv that’s perversely fascinating for
me. Do I expect knives to fly in the heat of
the competition? Am I half-wishing for that
dramatic moment when the souffle refuses
to rise and the chef breaks into tears? How could anyone as accomplished as Mario
Batali even subject himself to what’s possibly disastrous to his reputation as a chef. It
isn’t far fetched, too, that the competition is rigged – but who cares? I watch anyway,
biting my nails, my palms sweaty with excitement.
Perhaps the joy of success and the pain of failure in the kitchen are emotions all too
familiar to me. Whenever a roast didn’t turn out as my mom or my sister had wanted, her
pain would be so evident, her sense of failure so palpable, that it would be easier to
scoop the gravy with a slotted spoon than console her. Just as no amount of modesty
could mask her pride and joy for a dish well done.
The heart of a chef is an open book.
This I proved once again, as I watched Peter Montemayor receive the trophy as
Boracay's Iron Chef. His crab cakes were fried to a perfect crisp; his prawn and crab claw
were done just right - an appetizer and a main dish that were light, unpretentious,
prepared and plated for island dining. His creations were beautiful and he knew it.
On the other hand, I couldn’t bear to watch Kit Carpio who tied with Carla Gabor as
runner-up. Even before his name was called, he looked like he had already accepted
defeat. His entry missed the island theme altogether; it was complicated and ambitious.
Coming from Boracay’s newest uber-resort, Discovery Shores, he perhaps just had so
much to prove, so much to lose.
Posted by Socky at 08:31AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Iron Chef Boracay!

- Leica

April 30, 2007

Wow! I wish I was there so that I could jot down the ingredients. The crabs look mighty
delicious!
2. Re: Iron Chef Boracay!

- grace

May 04, 2007

Hi, Socky!
It's great to know you're a fellow foodie. I can't cook (zero) but I know how to appreciate
good cooking-- I eat every tiny morsel of any dish cooked to perfection (like this crab!).
grace c.
3. Re: Iron Chef Boracay!

- Socky

May 05, 2007

Coming from a family that loves to cook, I can't help being a foodie. BUT while I can
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cook when provoked or challenged, I really would rather just write about it. And even
more so, eat :-)

The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time
Wednesday, April 18, 2007
Update!
Anonymous had just posted this in the
Comments Box: I'm sorry but i'll have to say
something here. and its not really a good
thing. Helen has passed away. a year or
two ago. BUT. video take out is still alive.
its on the cinema level of powerplant -4th
floor i believe - same floor as fully booked.
This is really sad sad news. It could only
take love and a passion for movies to build
such an incredible collection. And this she
so generously shared with all of us. We will
always remember Helen Chan.
*****
In the late 80’s, if there was anyone who
singlehandedly broadened our movie
experience, it was Helen Chan of Video
Take-Out in Cinema Square. Her collection
of movies was the best you’d ever find in
the city, one that included titles from the
Criterion Collection and even obscure but
landmark films from Russia and the Middle
East.
Sadly, with the proliferation of vcd’s and
dvd’s - and recently of pirated and
downloadable movies - there was no way
Video Take-Out and similar video rental
shops could survive. I was told Helen had long closed shop, selling off her laser discs to
cinema buffs and collectors.
At Video Take-Out, the queue for a movie often rivaled that at the box office. Fortunately,
I had friends who were “chummy” with Helen and therefore managed to be "first in line"
as soon as a much coveted title was available. They’d borrow 3 to 5 movies at a time,
enough to swap among ourselves before their due dates were up, or for us to hold
"themed" movie screenings at home.
We would have a director’s festival (Almodovar, Wim Wenders, Truffaut), a film fest by
country (Japan, South America, China), movies about artists (Rodin, Van Gogh, Mozart,
Thelonius Monk) and, yes, a showing of movies about our common passion, food and
wine.
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Which brings me to this list of what I believe are the
most delicious movies of all time: Tampopo, Babette's
Feast, and Eat Drink Man Woman.
Tampopo (1985)
Probably no nation regards a bowl of noodle soup as
food, art and ritual like the Japanese!
Tampopo is about a pair of truck drivers (Tsutomu
Yamazaki and Ken Watanabe) and a beautiful young
widow (Nobuko Miyamoto) who set out in search of the
perfect ramen to transform her decrepit restaurant into
“a paragon of the art of noodle soup making”. The quest
turns into a hilarious, quirky adventure, interspersed with food-related subplots. I specially
love the Japanese take on French cuisine and the etiquette of eating spaghetti.
Do not watch this film on an empty stomach. I swear, my friends and I drove out into the
night in search of a ramen house. Fortunately we found Shinjuku in Cinema Square
where, among its all-Japanese regulars, we sat ourselves and ordered Buta Kakuni
ramen. “Gently and with reverence” we picked each piece of pork from the soup, tapped
it on the rim of the bowl, before putting it in the mouth. Hah, just like in the movie!
Juzo Itami, who also directed A Taxing Woman (another favorite), was considered an
iconoclast, the “bad boy” of Japanese cinema. Who says only young men get to earn that
title? Juzo Itami started his career as screenwriter and director at age 50!
In 1992, his The Anti-Extortion Woman so slighted the Japanese Mafia that real gang
members waited outside his home and slashed him across the face. He survived the
attack, but 4 years later he was found seriously injured outside his office and died in the
hospital. He was 64.
Babette's Feast (1987)
This movie by Gabriel Axel reminds us that food belongs right there among the paints
and brushes, the chisels and stone, the pen and paper of painters, sculptors and writers.
Every chef is an artist, as art it is to transform food into a celebration of the senses.
In this movie, food is hero. Against a landscape of melancholy, denials and despair, this
central character proves its power: to soothe, to give joy, to bridge petty differences in
beliefs, class and culture, to unite people at a table, in friendship.
I remember holding my breath as Babette (Stephane Audran) prepared the feast of a
lifetime: Potage a’la Tortue (Turtle Soup), La Salad, Blini Demidoff au Caviar (Buckwheat
cakes with caviar), and finally, Caille en Sarcophage avec Sauce Perigourdine, probably
the finest of classical French dishes. Tender, gamey quail stuffed with foie gras and
encased in a puff pastry shell, then laid on a pool of truffles handpicked in the Perigord
region of France! Like her guests, I felt restraint slip away as soon as the rest of the food
were brought in: the cheeses and fruits, the rum cake with dried figs, vintage wine (Clos
de Veugeot 1845), champagne (Veuve Clicquot 1860) and Amontillado. Then, at the end
of the dinner, when the Guest of Honor stood up and proclaimed “ Mercy and truth have
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met together. Righteousness and bliss shall kiss one another”, I just broke down and
cried.
Babette's Feast is an adaptation of a short story by Isak Dinesen (aka Karen Blixen) who
also wrote the autobiographical Out of Africa.
Eat Drink Man Woman (1994)
This movie did not whet my appetite as much as Tampopo and Babette’s Feast did. But I
marveled at the technique and artistry of Chinese gourmet cooking that were the
centerpiece of this movie. As an Asian, I could also relate with its main theme: our
difficulty and shyness with our feelings and love for family, which we'd rather give
expression in the intricate preparation of our Sunday family banquets.
I couldn't help but think of the elaborate lunches my family would prepare on weekends.
With all the pot roasts, beef stews, baked fish and desserts, how could anyone possibly
leave the table feeling unloved?
Eat Drink Man Woman is the first movie Ang Lee made in Taiwan. A critical success, the
film had a remake in 2004, entitled Tortilla Soup, by Maria Ripoll. And just a bit of trivia:
the title is based on an old Chinese expression about the two main desires in human
nature: “to eat and drink and to have sex”.
--------------------Other food films that I believe should be on every foodie’s menu are: Lesse Hallstrom's
Chocolat (2000) and Alfonso Arau's Like Water for Chocolate (1992). For those with a
more adventurous palate, how about Peter Greenaway’s The Cook, The Thief, His Wife
And Her Lover (1989) and Jon Avnet’s Fried Green Tomatoes (1991). Of course, no
celluloid meal is complete without Sideways, a movie as good as a pinot noir.
Bon appetit!
Posted by Socky at 04:15PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Katrina

April 19, 2007

Have you visited Mila's blog today? There's a little synchronicity going on between you
two, as she has just written about food in literature. Naturally, "Chocolat" and "Like
Water for Chocolate" were also mentioned.
I've seen all the films you cite except "Tampopo." I even found a VCD of "The Cook, the
Thief..." last week and bought it to refresh my memory of that strange movie. I'd like to
add "The Big Night" to your list. I'm a huge fan of Italian food, so you can imagine the
cravings I had after watching it!
2. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Socky

April 19, 2007

Yes, I just read Mila's blog and what synchronicity!
Tampopo is one hilarious movie and all the laughing must have made me hungry for
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ramen. But, really, the film made ramen look so good, so appetizing. Shinjuku in Cinema
Square has become a favorite ramen house after watching this film.
I don't have a copy of this film and it's out of stock in Amazon. Will attempt a download of
this plus The Big Night which I haven't seen. I was told it's really 'delicious'.
3. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- MilaTan

April 19, 2007

I love 'TBN" too! Best use of food and big band music :)
Hey socky, maybe we should have "joined forces" - food, literature, movies.
4. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Socky

April 19, 2007

An interesting concept, Mila. With food as fulcrum, you do literature and i do movies. :-)
5. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Katrina

April 20, 2007

I, too, was saddened when piracy resulted in the death of video rentals. Since I don't buy
pirated movies, I can't just go to the nearest video rental to borrow a movie when I'm in
the mood. On the upside, I can (and do) borrow friends' DVDs. Yes, I know it's a gray
area, and some might think hypocritical, but that's where I draw my line. ;-)
6. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- MilaTan

April 20, 2007

Idea central: we have a potluck, each one brings a dish they read about in a favorite
book or movie (or a book/movie that made them salivate for that kind of food). Points for
recreating the dish themselves.
7. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Socky

April 20, 2007

Great! Shall we broadcast this to the group? We can start with "Literary Dishes", then we
can do "Cinematic Dishes". Although I don't want anyone trying the dishes from that
Peter Greenaway film or from Fried Green Tomatoes :-)
8. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- AlexB-vineyardgatecom

April 21, 2007

I can’t resist chiming in as I love all three movies you highlighted. Tampopo (why
Dandelion for the title?) is probably my favorite food movie of all time. I saw it at a
theater when it was first released and it just appealed to my inner foodie. A few years
ago I decided to collect the DVD even if it would cost me some bucks. The scene with
the young trainee showing up his bosses at a fancy French restaurant when it was his
turn to order from the complicated French menu is classic, and so is the one with the
disheveled homeless guys sneaking into the kitchen of a hotel late at night to saute a
classic French omelet for the kid!
I agree Big Night is also delicious. After that movie was shown the timbale became a hot
topic among my food nut friends.
I’d like to mention two more recent movies I've seen. They’re more slapstick romantic
comedies, but both movies feature actual cooking being done by the actors and that’s
why they’re memorable to me. First the French “Jet Lag” (Decolage Horaire) with the
tough guy Jean Reno who plays the chef and the alluring Juliette Binoche. You can fast
forward to the end as that’s really the delicious part. What appears to be uncut, Reno
skillfully prepares a veal mignonettes, julienning vegetables and flambéing the meat right
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there on the screen. The recipe is given on the credits and the suggested wine to
accompany it is the 1996 Calon-Segur, a Bordeaux from St.-Estephe.
The other delicious romantic comedy is Spanglish with the former grunge-type actor
Adam Sandler, who now seems to be cleaning his act, and the gorgeous Spanish actor
Paz Vega (Talk to Her). Sandler, playing the role of the country’s top chef, prepares
what’s humbly dubbed in the move “The World’s Greatest Sandwich”. It’s really a
glorified BLT, but it looks delicious and decadent. Sandler was actually coached by
French Laundry chef Thomas Keller how to prepare it in front of the camera and I must
say Sandler was great. On the DVD version Keller demonstrates how to prepare the
sandwich.
Anyway, I also wanted to mention these two films because they both highlight a dish
that’s yummy and easy to prepare and with recipes provided to boot in case someone
may be interested in trying their hand on these
9. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Kristine

April 23, 2007

Hi Socky! This might be an off topic from your post...very well off I should say.
I was browsing thru a couple of blogs and came across your inquiry about choosing a
Vespa thru John Rana's blog(whoridesavespa.com).
Im a scooterist too, 100% Pinay and proud for being one but been living in the city of
Sydney for 2 1/2 years now.
I own and ride a 2007 Azzuro Blue Vespa LX150 (named Kalia). Been riding only for 2
months and Im also one of the few girls who's a member of the Sydney City Scooter
Club.
If you're really looking for a scoot, the LX line might suit you. Its 4-stroke, automatic
(twist and go), comes in 50cc, 125cc and 150cc, different colors too! You can check out
the Vespa website to get an idea of how it looks.
I warn ya, those things are addictive! Haha. They're fun to ride though I still get random
incidents of being cut off on the city streets here by some wankers who dont look!
Licensing laws here in Sydney are strict and you gotta be really geared up before
deciding to ride anything with 2 wheels. Other than that, its all worth it.
Now the only question I have in mind is if there are dealers in Manila who offer the whole
range of Vespas, authentic Italian made and not a Vietnamese import or LML version!
Anyway, if you need any help about choosing the right scoot for you...dont listen to me,
I'll even tempt you more to own a Vespa. Trust me, you'll never go wrong!
Glad to hear that more women are invading the scooter market...more so in Manila.
Cheers from The Land Down Under,
Kristine
10. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- christine

April 23, 2007

I really enjoyed the few that I watched (Chocolat, Like water..., Tampopo and Eat, Drink,
Man, Woman - though this one I found a tad slow) but THIS one I've read about looks so
interestin: http://www.lesblank.com/more/garlic.html
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Have you seen it?
11. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Socky

April 23, 2007

Hi, Alex B. I like art that's irreverent and doesn't take itself seriously. That's why
Tampopo tops my list, too.
So many food movies to watch actually. Like Garlic, which Christine mentioned. But it's
not available in Amazon.:-)
Like Katrina, I have this thing against pirated DVDs, so it's really a financial drain for me
to be buying all the movies I like. I couldn't resist building a Woody Allen collection
though (I'm just 5 movies short of his complete filmography), also of Almodovar and, of
course, the foodie films :-) Slowly but surely...
12. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Socky

April 23, 2007

Hi, Kristine. Yes, I'm seriously thinking of joining the scooterhood :-) and Vespa is the
only brand I'm considering. Thanks for the tip and I'll see if it's at all available here.
Unforgettable movies about motorcycles: Roman Holiday (Audrey Hepburn), Easy Rider
(Peter Fonda), Motorcycle Diaries (Gael oh-my-gosh Garcia Bernal).
13. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- charo

April 23, 2007

Wow, you just turned me sentimental ... those countless Friday nights of food, wine,
music, and laser disc rental nights. Wonder how our friend Helen is doing now... Should
share with you Itami's "The Funeral" and Almodovar's "Volver", if you don't have it yet.
Otherwise, how's about spending 72 hrs of your precious time savoring Dae Jang
Geum's cooking prowess and rise to you-go-girl-power in the Korean epic tele-novela
"Jewel In The Palace", listed as one of the 9th Saveur Magazine's annual 100 (which
fortunately lists Phil. Food as well!). Ok, just say so and I'll share my more than ready-tobe-opened Rosemount 2001 GSM (Grenache Syrah Mourvédre). Game???
14. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Socky

April 23, 2007

Charo, need you ask? I'm game! Bring the discs and the Rosemount over! Now na!!!!
I will cook dinner, whatever.
15. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- joey

April 23, 2007

Just reading this post made me hungry! I totally get into food in movies and start craving
in the theater already, then as the credits roll my cravings are full blown! My biggest
chocolate craving in my life was after Chocolat...almost tear-inducing...
A Literary Dishes and Cinematic Dishes party sounds like a fantastic idea!
16. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Kristine

April 24, 2007

Good to hear you're eyeing for a Vespa. Dont forget to add in the list the movie,
"Quadrophenia"-Sting/The Who(1979). Anyone who rides a Vespa, bears a target
sticker on their scoot or is interested with MOD fashion would know that film by heart.
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The scooter club here in Sydney will be doing a dress up themed night ride next month.
MOD Mayday. Sounds heaps fun but Im sure people walking around the CBD area by
that time would think we're a bunch of lunatics on our scoots. Not bad if current active
membership who turn up for weekly rides total to about 40 riders(and growing)Haha! :)
Hope you can hop on your own scoot soon.
Vespizarre!!! :)
17. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Socky

April 25, 2007

Christine, I looked up the Les Blank 'docu" on garlic that you mentioned and I got so
intrigued! It's not carried by Amazon so I don't know where I can get a copy. :-(
Hi, Kristine.Yep, Quadrophenia is the anthem movie of what I call the vespaparazzis :-)
But while I love the Vespa design, I really am more into the practicality of a scoot. No
parking problems, low gas consumption, perfect for going to the grocery and to work,
which is not even a kilometer from where I live.
BUT it could be addicting, I know. Vespa is not just a pair of wheels, it's a whole new
lifestyle!
Hi, Joey. I remember there was this dish in Like Water for Chocolate where rose petals
were one of the ingredients. I'd love to see your version :-) I like the idea of flowers in my
food. Once tried a Thai dessert with sampaguita and it was unforgettable.
18. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Anonymous

April 27, 2007

Im sorry but i'll have to say something here. and its not really a good thing. helen has
passed away. a year or two ago. BUT. video take out is still alive. its on the cinema level
of powerplant -4th floor i believe - same floor as fully booked.
19. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- userP

April 27, 2007

Guess what I got my hands on today? A shooting script of Big Night! All yours, Socky! :-)
20. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- MissF

May 05, 2007

Thanks for the nice post, Socky! I've seen the first two movies at TItus Brandsma Center
(where they have free screenings of artfilms every month) Gong Li retrospective naman
ang drama nila this month, Ill post the link for those who might be interested:
http://www.pelikula-titusbrandsma.ph/
last December 2006 their "Bon Appétit" theme whetted my appetite for quality world
cinema, happiness and food (literally).

I loved Babette's Feast cuz it shows that asceticism and denying our material bodies
satisfaction is akin to denying our humanity.(I believe we can only call it "indulging the
senses" or "hedonism" if for us there is an infinite gap between the material and the
spiritual, the body and the spirit.)
I can't believe anyone out there would actually be proud of having a pirated DVD
collection. How can anybody want to own and collect something inferior and mediocre?!
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I buy pirated dvd's due to financial constraints but I don't feel happy seeing them piling
up *^__^*
as for video rentals, I'll check that Powerplant branch soon. I rented so many VHS tapes
from Video 41 in West Ave. they have a huge collection of international and local artfilms
too. I even bought a a 2nd hand VHS player just to be able to watch them! Pero ngayon
siguro dvd's na. that's where I got to watch my fill of Altman, Bergman,the German '20's
directors, Antonioni, Bresson, Cocteau,HItchcock (they have lots of classic Hollywood
and British films),Kieslowski (the complete Decalogue),Ozu, Mike de leon, M. DiazAbaya's 80's works, Brocka, David Lynch,Ophuls, and other Japanse, Chinese, Russian
masters. tsaka mga contemporary esp. the French~ may mga napanood rin akong weird
talaga at nakakaloka. after watching, speechless kami ng mga friendship ko!

dahil napakalayo from me, isang punta ko dun, I'd borrow 20 and return them the next
month! 20 bucks yata ang rental fee, if I remember right.

Video 48 is located at Marisan Building # 48 West Avenue, Quezon
City. Telephone Nos. are 415-01-08/373-29-36 Fax No. 372-29-36. If
21. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Socky

May 05, 2007

Hi, Miss F. Thanks for the tip on Titus Brandsma Theater. Will definitely try to catch the
Gong Li festival. Loved her in Zhang Yimou's films (Raise the Red Lantern, Ju Dou, To
Live) but missed Shanghai Triad.
I am not sure though whether Video Takeout still has the same extensive collection of
films it used to have on laser ddiscs. The last time I visited (and I even spoke to Helen
Chan), Video Take Out seemed to have shifted to selling theater and sound systems.
Their DVD titles were few and were mostly pop, as she had sold her laser disc collection
when pirated dvd's came along. Sad.
Unfortunately, because there's hardly any video rental shops that offer art/indie/Criterion
titles, we sometimes have to resort to viewing them on pirated dvd's. Yup, not a good
feeling.
Maybe someday, original dvd's will become more affordable than the P750 or so I have
to pay for a region 3 version. But the titles are just so painfully limited. And at Amazon, a
dvd is at least P1500 a pop. Whew!
22. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- AlexB

July 06, 2007

"Ratatouille" finally opened in the theaters. I would add this film to my list of great food
movies.
23. Re: The Most Delicious Movies Of All Time

- Socky

July 08, 2007

Hi, Alex. Ratatouille will open on July 24 here. I'll miss the opening since I will be out of
the country. But friends and I have agreed to watch it together on the 4th of August. I
won't miss this movie for anything else.
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Wine Notes
Saturday, April 14, 2007
There’s a flurry of emails among the members of a foodie
google group, to which I belong, on the subject of wine. It
was triggered by a NYTimes article, “To Study Wine, Buy
and Drink” by Eric Asimov.
Everyone in the group – and that includes me, of course admits to being wine amateurs; but we are all eager to
learn. In fact, there is talk of a wine-tasting party where
perhaps we can begin to educate our taste buds and
extend our appreciation of food to its traditional and
invaluable partner, wine.
Wine is a difficult subject to talk about. One runs the risk of
being pedantic and, worse, seen as pretentious particularly when pronouncements are not backed by the
“appropriate credentials”, ie., a wine course, travels to famous wine regions, a wellstocked cellar or a Subzero chiller and at least a tasting of prized wines, like a Chateau
Margaux or a d'Yquem.
I don’t have the credentials to talk about wine and neither have I been to France, Napa
Valley or Piedmont. A one-day wine tour in Sydney doesn’t count, does it? But I believe I
have drank a fairly good amount of wine – good and bad – to at least have some wine
experience to describe and share.
Wine is also a fascination I have had since elementary school, where I read about the
Greeks and their bacchanalian orgies. It is also my drug of choice, one that I made when
it was considered “establishment” to drink, when mesc and maryjane were the preferred
social lubricants.
So I guess I must stop feigning modesty and pretending to be a wine amateur. I love wine
enough to want to learn more about it – and I did learn some, although not enough to
make me a connoisseur.
Learning #1, though, is that one need not be a connoisseur to tell the difference between
good and bad wine, and more importantly between what’s good and what’s excellent. In
fact, it doesn’t involve fancy swirling of wines and emptying of glasses into some bucket.
Bambi Borromeo, a friend from advertising whom I credit to be my wine guru, sat me
down one evening and asked me to try three wines that he had rated good, better, best.
The objective was not for me to be able to pick which was best, nor for me to be able to
describe the wines in terms of texture, aroma or layers.
I was asked simply to compare two wines at a time, cleansing my palate with water in
between. Good with Better; Better with Best. And to tell him how two wines compared in
terms of two, only two, attributes: aroma and finish.
The experience was like an epiphany. If there was a moment of sainthood for a wine
lover, this was it. The better wines had an aroma and a finish that lingered long after the
sip! Those of the lesser wine quickly dissipated – soon forgotten by the tongue and the
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memory. It was then that I learned that good wines are more of a total experience rather
than a set of flavors or taste. No wonder, they are often described as unforgettable.
Learning to appreciate the taste of wine was more complex, and required “training”. But it
was an education earned mostly elsewhere, not in wine shops or wine-tastings. Because
I would read that certain wines had hints of “blackberries” or “peach", I sought these
berries and fruits in supermarkets – and since at that time these were hardly available
locally, I had to learn their taste in others foods, even chocolate bars! In restaurants, I
ordered food with ingredients I’d read in the tasting notes of wines: wild mushrooms,
currants, plums. I’d smell, savor and memorize the tastes, then try to recognize them in
the wines I drank.
This was learning #2: appreciation of wine and love of food are inextricable. The more
adventurous one is with food, the more “learned” his tastebuds, the deeper his
appeciation of wine.
Sadly, it’s hard to come by good wines in the Philippines. And often one has to pay quite
a price for it - in the better restaurants and in some wine boutiques where people at least
know how to stock and care for their wines.
I once berated the manager of a famous “tapas” restaurant for having such awful house
wines. To serve inferior riojas with food that is normally paired with wine was just
unforgivable! On the other hand, there are small quaint restaurants with a delightful list of
good and affordable wines. Malate’s Cosa Nostra in the 80’s (decent Italian wines), for
example, comes to mind. And the old Soleil Café in Greenbelt, which served some of
next-door neighbor Magnum’s wines – but at a lower price!
Fortunately, more and more restaurants have begun to carry better house wines, so one
need not fork out more than a thousand pesos for a bottle. Small wine shops run by wineloving entrepreneurs have also sprung up. A few years back, I was delighted to discover
In Vino Veritas in the Alabang Town Center, which carried boutique wines from Australia.
And Cyrano Wine Bar on Palanca Street where the owner could out-talk anyone on the
subject of wine and seemed to care more about keeping the right room temperature for
his wines than his guests!
That is not to say there are no good wines below the P300 mark. I once found a Barolo in
Rustan’s selling at a third of its usual price and bought about 3 bottles. It was so good, I
couldn’t believe my luck. I came back the next day to finish off the stock only to find out
they were all gone! There was also this California wine I had read about in the Wine
Spectator that was selling for only P250 or something. I tried not to show my excitement
and quickly bought it. A friend and I spent an evening deconstructing it, which of course
was as much fun as drinking the wine.
Ah, the thrill is in the hunt. That’s learning #3.
Posted by Socky at 11:05AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Wine Notes

- katrina

April 14, 2007

This is why I'm happy you'll be joining our little wine tasting party. I'm sure you can teach
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us quite a few things! How I wish you'd been there last night when a friend asked me
what wine would go best with the pasta she ordered. I couldn't rely on the predictable
red-with-meat-and-white-with-fish solution (her dish was neither), so I was stumped!
2. Re: Wine Notes

- christine

April 14, 2007

I enjoyed reading this post, Socky. I became a wine lover the first time I spent a whole
month in Spain and Italy where we had wine with every meal except breakfast, you know
how they drink it like water there. Then the next year, I spent yet another month in
Spain, becoming an even bigger consumer of wine. But I never bothered to read the
labels, that was my first and biggest mistake. A mistake I still commit to this day.
Perhaps it was because I never did the ordering and just dutifully drank what I was
served and trusted my friend's expertise.
When I moved to London and first started to buy my own wines at least twice a week I
found myself stumped. I would spend a good half hour scouring the shelves. It was
always a guessing game and most times I would be happy with my selection. But again,
I would not bother to make notes on which were the ones I liked best so when I would go
back, it would be the same thing again, half an hour standing in front of the bottles at the
wine shop around the corner from my apartment.
I've forgotten what I learned during my trips to Napa and Sonoma already. I promise
myself now to be more observant and to try and make mental notes during wine
tastings. I'm really looking forward to our wine education! :)
3. Re: Wine Notes

- AlexB

April 15, 2007

It's my debut visit to your blog and what luck as I totally enjoyed reading your post! Not
to sound patronizing, but just happy to stumble upon another wine lover, I think you're on
your way to becoming a wine connoisseur... you certainly have the passion and you
don't need anyone to tell you what you should like, which for me should be the attitude of
any wine lover.
I'm a wine merchant based in the San Francisco Bay Area. I got sick of working for
someone else as a banker and a mgt. consultant so together with my wife (I dragged her
into it) we opened a wine store almost ten years. I'm lucky if I get a chance to go home
to Manila (yes, I still call Manila home) in a year, as I have to go visit Europe's vineyards
whenver I can get away. But on some recent trips back home I've frequented a few wine
outlets. Premium Wine Exchange in Makati is good. They can carry some hard-to-find
Californias and Australians and some nice Bordeaux as well. J.C. de Terry's store close
by has a pretty eclectic selection of European wines, particularly Bordeaux and,
surprise, surprise, Spanish.
If you do happen to visit the Bay Area stop by the store and say hello, I'd have a glass of
wine for you to try while I bore you with my wine stories. Meanwhile, check out our
website for wine info or drop me an email if you think I can answer a question. I'm happy
to know the wine scene around Manila is alive.
Alex B.
Vineyard Gate Wine Sellers
http://www.vineyardgate.com
4. Re: Wine Notes

- Socky

April 15, 2007

Hi, Katrina. I too often ignore the white-with-fish/red-with-meat rule. But the reason it's
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there is fish generally have a more delicate taste that you wouldn't want to overpower
with the usually more full-bodied, heavier reds. To simplify things for myself, I just keep
this rule in the back of my mind and choose my wine based on the grape. It's easier than
memorizing all those stuff about vintage, regions, etc. Since I like food on the spicy side,
I generally pick "spicy" wines (grapes) like gewertztraminer for white and shiraz or
zinfandel for red. Pick the grape you like and you'll find that it goes mostly with the food
you eat. :-) Enjoy!
5. Re: Wine Notes

- Socky

April 15, 2007

Hi, Christine. Are you aware that you have been nominated Party Planner for the next
foodies get-together? There's a merienda being planned for blog winners Lori and
MarketMan. And now this wine-tasting! Tara, let"s!
6. Re: Wine Notes

- Socky

April 15, 2007

Hello, Alex B! Thanks for dropping by. Wow, I envy you: leaving the rat race and doing
what you're passionate about - and actually being able to share it with other people! This
is my dream job after advertising: own/manage a wine shop cum tapas bar at night and
give tennis lessons during the day.
Terry's - how could I have missed mentioning it! I love Terry's, and you know it's the only
wine/deli shop where you can hold an intelligent conversation with one of the
salesladies. She's so well-informed, I am impressed. Very nicely and respectfully, she
gave me a lecture on the difference between Parma and iberico and grana and reggiano
parmaggiano! I love shops where people bother to know about the stuff they sell.
Unfortunately my travel plans this year do not include the west coast. So I'll just check
out your site. But should you and your wife be in the country, please please buzz me.
7. Re: Wine Notes

- Socky

April 15, 2007

Hi again, Alex B. I love your website! It's elegant and your wine selection is great. I am
fortunate enough to have tried the Chinon you featured. I'm glad you have info on
German wines, too. It's near to impossible to get good German wines here. Wow, when
was the last time I even mentioned the word Kabinett!
8. Re: Wine Notes

- AlexB

April 15, 2007

Hi socky. Good to know you like German wines. Yes, I know it's tough to find German
wines there as I'd also tried to look when I'm there. I think Bacchus at the back of
Shangri-la Hotel may carry some. Anyway, German Riesling is one of the best wines to
enjoy in the Philippines. I usually just take some bottles with me everytime I go there. I
happen to love pairing a Kabinett with sinigang. The acidity in the sinigang matches well
with the touch of fruity sweetness of the Kabinett.
9. Re: Wine Notes

- joey

April 15, 2007

I'm so excited for our wine-education! :) I wouldn't even call myself an amateur...I am
totally clueless! Wine is definitely present in my life, with friends, with family, and even
just at home with my husband. Which is why it's quite pathetic that I am as clueless as I
am! But I really am intent on learning. I really agree with what you said -- "appreciation
of wine and love of food are inextricable" -- which is why I am so eager to learn more! :)
10. Re: Wine Notes
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- PaoloDy

April 16, 2007

Like many other people I've been wanting to deepen my knowledge of wine for a long
time... it's just so hard to do this without a group, isn't it?
If you find yourself in Cebu, you MUST visit The Tinder Box -- it's near Crossroads in
Banilad (everyone knows where that is, especially the cab drivers). They have quite a
large selection of wines, and you can even take a table inside their "cellar". They also
have a deli section, much like Terry's Selection here in Manila.
11. Re: Wine Notes

- Socky

April 16, 2007

Hi, Paolo. I've been to The Tinder Box and was quite impressed with their selection, both
of wines and deli. It seems the wine scene in Cebu is alive and well :-)
12. Re: Wine Notes

- Leica

April 17, 2007

I don't know much about wines. But the wines that you serve during our Sunday lunches
are great.

The Max's In My (Our) Life
Friday, April 06, 2007
It was just about lunchtime when Poch and
Rama arrived from Canada in June 2005. I
had sent my driver for a bunch of flowers
and gave him specific instructions to send it
up as soon as I learned that the mom and
daughter had settled in what was to be their
home for their few months in Manila. The
apartment unit in BSA had been adequately
furnished and its cupboard amply stocked
for the new occupants. But who would want
the hassle of cooking up a meal when one
was still reeling from the chaos at our local
airport?
Besides, there was a lot of catching up to do, and a
Rama to meet for the very first time.
So a Max’s Fried Chicken lunch it was, our first meal
in what, thankfully, was to progress into a delightful
gustatory adventure as a threesome.
Even at age 3, Rama had an incredible openness to
new tastes and seemed to understand the importance
of rituals in the enjoyment of food. Fondue was an
instant favorite, particularly the task of instructing
everyone else at the table on its how-to’s. She never
said no to food without first giving it a try. And more
often she said yes: to Indian masala, Japanese sushi,
to the exotic salak fruit and the even more exotic
balut, to pungent cheeses like manchego. And any dish with capers, black olives or
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broccoli.
The past two years had also been quite a food trip for Poch and me, one that took us all
the way from Tagaytay (Firelake, Buon Giorno, Antonio’s Breakfast, Boutique B&B),
Boracay (Attica, Cyma), Laguna (Casa San Pablo, Kusina Salud), Batangas (Charley’s),
Pampanga (Bale Dutung) to Singapore for a spicy meal in some hawker's stall, a
champagne brunch at KL’s Westin, a mindblowing shabu-shabu dinner in HK, Will &
Toby’s and Le Kiosk in Sydney, a candle-lit dinner at KK’s Shangrila Rasa Ria, and back
home where elaborate meals were prepared, sometimes for friends and often for two.
Tomorrow, though, Max’s fried chicken makes a comeback on our dining table. It’s the
family despedida for Poch and Rama. But no one’s in the mood to celebrate nor work in
the kitchen. So no-frills, no-fuss delivery from 7-9000 it shall be. Besides, there’s still a lot
of packing to do, a lot of goodbyes to be said. And, for this threesome, a life elsewhere
and countless dinners to plan ahead and look forward to.
Posted by Socky at 04:51PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Max's In My (Our) Life

- JuanArielComia

April 08, 2007

I also like Max's, Socky. And I do miss it here, along with other Pinoy Fastfoods. We've
been eating everything on baguettes since we arrived!
I would also like to say goodbye to Poch and Rama by way of this comment. How fast
time flies when you're truly having fun. Buti na lang, Internet age na ngayon! At least, we
won't have to miss Poch's funny anecdotes about Rama, right? Have a safe trip, you
two! Mwah!
2. Re: The Max's In My (Our) Life

- userP

April 09, 2007

So baguettes are the secret why French women don't get fat? :-)
Mwah to both of you, too, Ariel & Jun. Just got here and it's freezing, which is weird
since it felt like spring just a week back, they said. Damn psycho weather.
Yes, our Manila stint was awesome. We'll keep you posted as the Toronto chapter
unfolds. TTFN!
3. Re: The Max's In My (Our) Life

- shred-jitsu

April 09, 2007

it was such an honor to be there in the despedida of ate poch and rama. i didnt know
that the Max's dinner had some sort of symbolism. I thought it was just because their
chicken and crispy pata were the bomb!
ah yes, the two years was just like an overnight stay. how come time flies so fast with
people who you wanna be with and time is so slow when youre with people who you
dont like?? i just wish it was the other way around!
what i can say is this: while we all miss rama and ate poch, we gained a new friend in
you. i know sounds very cliche' but thats the truth. will see you soon for sure. as for ate
poch and rama, will see them for sure, just a little sooner.
4. Re: The Max's In My (Our) Life

- Katrina
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April 10, 2007

Aww...this makes me sad. Especially since I didn't get to know you guys until very
recently. But I look forward to reading about how Rama's upcoming adventures in
Toronto. I'm sure she'll charm everyone there as she does here.
5. Re: The Max's In My (Our) Life

- Socky

April 10, 2007

Yes, Mark, I served Max’s because their fried chicken and crispy pata are really the
bomb. At dahil laking Max’s ako, it’s such comfort food for me. Kahit malungkot na
despedida, sumasaya. Especially with Rama’s performance of boom-tarat-tarat, which
fortunately you caught on video. Hilarious!
Poch, Rama, Honey and I promised to webcam every weekend. Join kayo, k? I’ll serve
your favorite MFC crispy pata ☺
6. Re: The Max's In My (Our) Life

- Socky

April 10, 2007

Hi, Katrina. Poch already has a lot of bloggables on Rama - sa plane pa lang!
We'll all miss Poch and Rama. But who knows, one of our food bloggers' parties might
just be in Canada :-) Bloggers Go Global, yey!
7. Re: The Max's In My (Our) Life

- joey

April 11, 2007

Aw! Like Katrina, I did feel a bit melancholy reading this...it was so great hanging with
you guys! But as Socky says, this may only widen our playground :)
To Poch and Rama -- I will be looking forward to the Canada posts on your blog :)
To Socky --- See ya soon I hope! :)
8. Re: The Max's In My (Our) Life

- christine

April 12, 2007

I still feel so bad I never had a chance to meet Rama in person, though I feel so much
affection for her through her Poch's anecdotes. This was a beautiful tribute, Socky. :)
9. Re: The Max's In My (Our) Life

- geekyplanner

April 13, 2007

Oh wow...this brings back memories. I have an emotional connection to Max's myself.
When I was a kid, my father used to bring home Max's chicken every Wednesday night.
The thing I remember most about it was that it was the only fried chicken that would
taste good even when cold.
I used to make quick chicken sandwiches by taking out the refrigerated Max's chicken,
ripping some white meat and mixing it in a bottle of Lady's Choice sandwich spread.
Heavenly!

Childhood Foods
Thursday, April 05, 2007
Tsokolate eh? I had another version of it this morning at Casa San Pablo. Tsokolate with
pinipig. Except the tsokolate wasn’t as eh as I would have wanted it. And the pinipig not
as glutinous and chewy as I knew it as a child.
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No matter, pinipig always brings back
memories of childhood. I remember my
mom constantly toasting pinipig in the
kitchen, to sprinkle on ginatan with bilo-bilo
or ginatan halo-halo, biko or malagkit,
minatamis na saging saba, champorado.
Those were the days moms had the time to
prepare elaborate meriendas from scratch!
Since we were in Laguna, we also bought
some espasol. But, oh, how puny they
were, just a little bigger than your pastillas de leche. I remember the espasol my Dad
would bring home from Calamba, his hometown. They were almost a foot long! As kids
we loved to joke about the long espasol, referring to them as "tubol", an Ilonggo term I
wouldn't dare translate here.
Except in Salcedo where they are occasionally sold, these foods of my childhood are,
sadly, long gone from public markets: fresh carabao’s milk, sold in recycled softdrink
bottles. Fresh kesong puti, wet and crumbly, bigger and saltier too, a far cry from the UP
Los Baños kesong puti that’s processed and wrapped in plastic packs. Binatog na mais
sprinkled with rock salt and topped with kinudkod na niyog, and which, like kesong puti,
were wrapped in banana leaves. Taho with much bigger sago, not the teeny weeny sago
used in guinumis.
And Selecta Ice Cream, when it was still made with carabao’s milk (!)
Posted by Socky at 09:31PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Childhood Foods

- Leica

April 10, 2007

Fresh carabao milk is sold on a kiosk named "Tsitserya" in Festival Mall.
2. Re: Childhood Foods

- Anonymous

April 12, 2007

Try the espasol at Letty's (which sells buko pie) in Los Banos. They have two stores in
the area, I believe.
They come in inch-thick "discs", and have lots of buko strings. Nice snack for the road
trip back.
- Bulletproofvest
3. Re: Childhood Foods

- Socky

April 12, 2007

Thanks for the tip, Bulletproofvest. Tasting espasol last week reminded me just how
much I loved it. I didn't know it comes in "discs", too. Will definitely try.
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The Best Coffee In The World?
Wednesday, March 28, 2007
The hype about civet coffee, how it is
harvested from the droppings of the palm
civet, makes it the most coveted – and
certainly the most expensive – coffee in the
world. It is usually associated with Vietnam
and Indonesia, where it is known as Kopi
Luwak. But do you know that the
Philippines produces this coffee as well,
although much of it – just like the equally
famous Blue Mountain Coffee - is exported
to Japan?
It was Rolly Reyes, my friend from college,
who first told me about civet coffee. That
was loooong before coffee became a
fashionable drink. I was incredulous but
why shouldn’t I believe him: he kept a civet
as a pet! I also remember seeing some
‘alamid coffee’ sold on the roadside of
Dasmariñas and Silang.
Civets are found in Cavite and Batangas,
our coffee-growing regions. So it isn’t
surprising that their diet consists of sweet,
red coffee cherries. Stories have it that old folks from the coffee farms have long known
and enjoyed the magical taste and aroma of coffeebeans that have been fermented in the
guts of the civet, a secret they have managed to keep to themselves – until all the hype,
of course.
Now that the cat is out of the bag, so to speak, Taiwan and North America have started to
line up for a taste of our civet coffee. Our annual production of 500kg is probably already
earmarked for these foreign markets, leaving people like us with… dregs. Fortunately, a
client knew the exporter of this coffee and managed to buy for me some 250g of Coffee
Alamid.
Good coffee, like good wine, seeks the right time and the right company. And the
food/travel bloggers’ party last Friday at my place was the perfect occasion to serve it. I
couldn’t have gathered a better group for a taste test than this: Anton of Our Awesome
Planet, Joey of 80Breakfasts, Wysgal, Gypsy Soul, Watergirl, plus Poch, Rache, Carlo,
Miri, Tesa, Katrina and Felipe.
Like everyone (except Anton) in the group, I was trying civet coffee for the first time.
When I poured the beans into the grinder, the first thing I noticed was the oiliness. They
were far oilier than the Barako beans I would order fresh from Batangas, and far more
aromatic! I took these to be characteristic of the beans, and more importantly, a sign of
freshness. The taste, too, was different. It was nuttier, almost chocolatey. Perhaps it
helped that I didn’t scrimp on the coffee: two coffee scoops of beans per cup. Brewed
immediately after grinding. And French- pressed, not dripped. The experience was
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dizzying. If it were wine, it would be full-bodied, like a Cahors.
I am hooked. This is believably the best coffee in the world.
(Arengga Coffee Alamid is manufactured by Bote Central. P750 per 100g.)
And thanks, Gypsy Soul, for the party pic!
Posted by Socky at 07:01PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- JuanArielComia

March 29, 2007

Aha! Just checked the list of outlets – cherry Supermart is so near my place! :-)
2. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- Leica

March 29, 2007

I saw a documentary about coffee alamid a long time ago. The farmers painstakingly
hunt for the precious droppings made by wild civet cats in the mountains of Cavite, the
droppings are then washed and lovingly roasted for seven hours. This is the best tasting
coffee for three reasons. One, because the civets only eat the best and the ripest coffee
beans. Two, because of the enzymes produced by the civets in their intestines that give
the coffee its unique flavor. And lastly, the droppings are "rare" and cannot be massproduced like typical coffee beans. It's a waiting game, ika nga.
3. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- wysgal

March 29, 2007

The coffee was truly wonderful ... and given that I drink 5 cups a day I declare myself to
have enough expertise to know a great cup of coffee when I taste it. Thanks for having
us over! =)
4. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- joey

March 29, 2007

This was truly great coffee! Like Wysgal, I do drink my share (and then some!) :)
Thanks again for the wonderful night!
5. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- katrina

March 31, 2007

From the first whiff (and as Nena's picture shows, I reveled in the aroma) to the last sip,
it was truly one of the best (if not the best) cups of coffee I've ever had! I can't thank you
enough for considering us worthy of sharing this with, and for opening your home to us.
6. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- geekyplanner

April 01, 2007

So is it really good? Been so curious to try this. Where can I get a sample from?
7. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- Socky

April 01, 2007

Hi guys! There's still some alamid left in my cupboard. As I said, good coffee - like good
wine - seeks the perfect company. Are you game?
Geeky one, I saw alamid coffee sold at the salcedo market. But you see, freshness is
key and you must french press - not drip - the coffee. I believe that my stock is fresh
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and I of course will treat it with reverence. Just come over.
8. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- christine

April 02, 2007

Socky, thank you again for sharing your precious stash with us! I really enjoyed my cup,
and I will never turn down an invite for another especially with your company. So I'm
game when you all are. :)
9. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- MissF

April 04, 2007

Hi there.... Ive been a fan of your blog for a long time now...just wanna say thanks for
sharing yourself and your experiences with us!

by the way, I was BAG OF BEAns in tagaytay last weekend but don't remember having
seen ALAMID coffee...I prefer tea to coffee but I am extremely curious...

thanks to leica above who shared some info about this coffee...
10. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- Socky

April 05, 2007

Hi, Miss f. Thanks for dropping by.
I don't think Bag of Beans carries Alamid Coffee anymore. I was there too a couple of
weekends ago and I didn't see it in their menu. Which is just as well as I don't think their
beans are fresh (not too many buyers I guess, because of the price). Freshness is key.
The beans I believe should be ground upon order and should be french-pressed, not
dripped.
Anyway, tea is also my cup :-) as I have to cut down on the number of coffee cups I
drink a day. I prefer making tea from fresh tarragon or oregano. But packaged green tea
is also good.
Dropped by your blog. Glad to kmow you like Walt Whitman. He is my favorite poet of all
time!
11. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- Lori

April 12, 2007

I'm so late with this, but Bo's Coffee, or at least the Glorietta branch, is serving Philippine
civet cat coffee. It's P185 for a 4-oz cup. I took it black, something I've never done with
coffee before -- I'm a latte gal, myself. The coffee was warm and full-bodied, with a
backnote of chocolate.
On another note, some stalls at Market! Market! sell the Alamid coffee, although these
are beans that have yet to be ground.
12. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- Socky

April 12, 2007

Hi, Lori. Will definitely check out market! Market! I actually prefer to grind the beans
myself, whether it's Figaro, Starbucks, barako or alamid, as I get the coffee's full aroma.
Thanks for the tip. The Bo's version is kinda pricey, no?
13. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- userP

April 14, 2007
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Spotted alamid in the old Mabuhay lounge at the airport. Would've, could've brought
some on my trip, but then again, did i want the complication of explaining to some
customs officer what exactly this was?
14. Re: The Best Coffee In The World?

- DyPao

May 03, 2007

An article you might be interested in:

Coffee Lovers Rejoice! Studies show it's good for you :D
http://paolody.multiply.com/journal/item/104

Queasy Over Qwerty
Saturday, March 24, 2007
I found a DVD of Paolo Dy’s 5-minute film
on my desk last week, obviously sent by my
friends from Out of the Box, a tv
commercial production house. I haven’t
worked with Paolo Dy, its director- writercinematographer, but I know he has done
some ads for Tide, MyAyala and Ragnarok,
as well as a number of music videos.
This is not his first short film. Miko (2005) won First Place in the 2006 Bogen Imaging
Short Film Competition. Qwerty is his entry in the Steven Spielberg On The Lot
competition, which is a tv reality competition series for filmmakers, much like American
Idol. (Yes, there’s such a thing!)
Qwerty is a suspense thriller that stars some familiar names from theater, Michael
Williams and Miguel Faustmann. It’s about an autistic man accused of murdering his
adoptive father and benefactor. As the title suggests, an old typewriter holds the key (no
pun intended) to the mystery, resolved in an “amazing” final scene. Amazing, as no
special post effects were used.
First, I must say that for a 5-minute film, Paolo Dy’s storytelling is tight and gripping, the
cinematography excellent. Never mind if the punchline is a bit too similar to the Japan Ad
Council/Children’s Foundation tv commercial, entitled “Whale”, which the Gunn Report
declared as the 9th Most Awarded Commercial in the World in 2002.
But here’s the Queasy Factor: the dialogue was in English. I just have this thing about
Filipino actors mouthing lines in English and feigning an American twang. I’d be happier
with subtitles, which anyway is how “foreign films” are done.
Isn’t this the strangest thing, watching a Filipino film with the language getting in the way?
Posted by Socky at 09:52AM (+08:00)
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1. Re: Queasy Over Qwerty

- carol

March 24, 2007

Socky, try watching Maging Sino Ka Man, the soap on Abs-Cbn. That's even wierder. In
the episode I saw, Sam Milby and his mother Eula Valdez are arguing. To death. Sam
speaks a line in straight English, and then Eula replies in straight Tagalog. Absolutely
hilarious. They exchange dialogues this way for about five minutes, completely
"understanding" each other enough to respond to the other with angst and sarcasm.
Well I presume they do because no one says, "What do you mean... ano'ng ibig mong
sabihin?"
2. Re: Queasy Over Qwerty

- userDP

March 25, 2007

Hi Ms. Socky! Thank you so much for your very kind words about 'QWERTY'! :) It's
thrilling to hear good things about one's work from an icon of the industry!
Regarding the language, I heartily agree that we Filipinos always find it disturbing to see
Filipinos speaking English onscreen (even when we see Filipino actors in American
shows -- I saw a Pinoy priest give a eulogy in an episode of CSI New York one time; he
was good, but it was *still* a bit weird...)
However, because the ON THE LOT rules stated that submitted films had to be in
English, we had no choice. We had to accept the fact that this was being made for an
American audience that often doesn't have the patience to read subtitles. :P (sigh)
If we were submitting to Cannes or Sundance, then definitely the subtitle option would
have been best, both for staying true to the Filipino idiom and for adding a dash of that
"foreign film" flavor that festival audiences love.
On that subject, though-- the Brits are always annoyed when American actors try to do
British accents in Hollywood films -- it always sounds horridly fake to them -- but
Americans and the rest of the world (including us!) either can't tell the difference or just
don't care. I guess it all boils down to your audience. :)
And yes, I think it was Lilit Reyes over at Black Pencil who told me about the 'Whale' ad
a few weeks after we submitted the film. In fact, some other people have pointed out that
there's an X-Files episode that uses a similar device. As I had seen neither at the time
we made 'QWERTY', I guess parallel development is real after all... :)
Again, many thanks from the whole team! :D

Cheers,
Paolo Dy

PS. Please extend my regards to Mr. Comia; I served as his DoP on this insert edit that
we did for a Century Tuna commercial last year :)
3. Re: Queasy Over Qwerty

- Socky

March 25, 2007

Hi, Paolo.
I meant everything good I said about Qwerty. The editing and cinematography in
particular. My discomfort with the English dialogue notwithstanding, I think the script was
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crisp and, thankfully, not contrived.
Went to the On The Lot site, thriller category. I think your work looks quite polished
compared to a lot of the entries.
Too bad the competition requires all entries to be in English. I just hope the American
audience (including Spielberg and Burnett) sees past the not-quite-american accent and
vote for your work for its content and technical excellence.
Good luck. And I look forward to your next film, this time as an entry in Cannes or
Sundance :-)
4. Re: Queasy Over Qwerty

- Socky

March 25, 2007

Hi again, Paolo. Got to read more about the competition just after I posted my response
above. Wow, so it's like Project Runway! The idea of being watched (and judged) as
you go through the creative process and create a movie is terrifying.
Good luck, hope you make it to the magic circle!
5. Re: Queasy Over Qwerty

- userDP

March 26, 2007

Hi Ms Socky,
Oh yes, I'm absolutely *petrified* at the thought of every single minute of the pre-prod,
shooting, and post process being broadcast for the whole world to see. I think we can
easily apply to movies/commercials what they say about laws: they's like sausages, we
should never EVER watch them being made!
We're hoping, though, that it'll be more like American Idol and less like Big Brother -- the
focus should be more on the creative product than the personal comings and goings of
the filmmakers. But then again, it's US television -- anything goes! And Mark Burnett is
behind Trump's THE APPRENTICE, whose mix of intense competition and "boardroom"
dramatics is probably going to be applied to some degree in ON THE LOT. (Scary!)
Thank you so much again for the very kind words and good wishes :D We're still waiting
for word about whether or not we're advancing to the next selection stage, so the
prayers continue! haha :)

Cheers,
Paolo
6. Re: Queasy Over Qwerty

- christine

March 27, 2007

Wow. I watched the trailer and wow. The hair at the back of my neck was standing on
end, and that last scene of the trailer, ACK! Congratulations, Paolo, it looks like a
definite winner.
7. Re: Queasy Over Qwerty

- paolo_d

March 27, 2007

Hahah thanks christine!! :D
8. Re: Queasy Over Qwerty

- LilitReyes
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April 15, 2007

Direk Dy,
Hope you enter it for Cinemanila, Gawad CCP and other respected local short film
competitions. The more laurels, the merrier!
9. Re: Queasy Over Qwerty

- Socky

April 16, 2007

I agree, Lilit. I just hope that having entered the film in Spielberg's show doesn't
disqualify it from other competitions. But I think Paolo should take your advice.

I'm Back Swingin'
Thursday, March 15, 2007
Funny, but Tennis And Conversation has
been all talk, no tennis. Okay, the first post
was about the sport and that was it. For
more than a year now I haven't lifted a
tennis racket. Last week when I tried, I
couldn't even get it out of the jacket - the
zipper was stuck! It doesn't help that I now
stay more often in Makati where practically
every tennis court requires a club
membership.
Then I discovered Oakwood. No
membership needed. I just signed up for 12 sessions of tennis, cost inclusive of the use
of the court, shower facilities, trainer and ballboy fees. I didn't even have to bring my own
tennis balls.
The P575 per one-hour session that I pay at Oakwood may be a far cry from the P250 at
my old tennis club in the south. But where in the middle of the city can I play with this kind
of view, on a synthetic grass surface that's so much kinder on the knees, where the walk
to the courts at 6am is in itself a pleasant 10-minute warm-up.
For me, tennis is one game where form is everything. The angle at which the knees are
bent, the timing of the hit, the follow-through must be right, making one graceful
movement. In that sense, it is much like golf. Except in tennis, form is nothing if one
doesn't have the taste for blood.
Many years ago, I swear everytime I walked to the baseline, I'd feel like a gladiator
preparing for battle. I loved the sense of spectacle, exacerbated by the sun on my back
and the smell of dust and crushed shells. I'd crouch and grip my racket like a weapon,
preparing to hit the ball straight back at my opponent - or, better, farthest away from him.
I guess the game hasn't changed. I did. These days I no longer play to prepare for
tournaments. I no longer aspire to beat the guy across the court. To score a point is a
goal in itself. It's enough that I'm swinging my racket again.
Posted by Socky at 06:27PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: I'm Back Swingin'

- christine

March 20, 2007

Way to go Socky. I'm glad you're back to doing what you love, and for the love of the
sport. It's so much more enjoyable that way sometimes. :)
I never had enough power for tennis, I tried and tried. I ended up in the squash courts.
Strange huh. And now that I can move even less hehe, it's badminton for me. Ligther
racket, and lighter target. But at least it gets me moving. :)
Have fun!
2. Re: I'm Back Swingin'

- grumpyurbanslacker

March 22, 2007

hey socky,
wow, that tennis court at oakwood looks really fab! And the PHP575/hr. is not so bad
(rather pricey) na, considering its at the Ayala Center location.
your post reminded me of Butch Bacani yelling at me, "look at the goddamn ball!!!"
everytime i swing my racquet and miss the ball during the drills during his summer tennis
camp so many years ago. For love of the game nga! :D
3. Re: I'm Back Swingin'

- Socky

March 22, 2007

Yeah, it's kinda pricey. But it gets you around the more pricey guest fee you have to pay
when you play w/o signing up for the tennis lesson. About P800! The P575 is just about
the fee I pay at the Olivares Court on Sucat. So, to think this is Oakwood, what a deal, di
ba?
I also trained under Butch Bacani a long time ago. "Eyes on the goddamn!"
4. Re: I'm Back Swingin'

- PDy

March 26, 2007

Okay, so this might be the total antithesis of going out for a great afternoon of highpowered tennis, but for those times when you just can't get away but you're itching to
whack a few tennis balls around, check out Wii Sports for the NINTENDO WII.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5cPVP_llfo

I was able to get one last month while I was in NY, and it's pretty safe to say that
everyone I've shown it to has become thoroughly addicted, hahaha :)
5. Re: I'm Back Swingin'

- Socky

March 26, 2007

Hi, Paolo. I heard about the Nintendo W11 and in fact I so wanted one. Lately though I
heard there had been a lot of complaints about people whacking their tv sets! It must be
so realistic. But it should be a great outlet for our frustrations and angst!
6. Re: I'm Back Swingin'

- paolo_d

March 27, 2007

Hahaha yeah, Nintendo had to improve the wrist strap that comes with the Wii controller,
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and now there are warnings galore before every game reminding you to use the strap.
There's this one family in the States who, during one particularly heated game of
WiiSports baseball, punched a large heart-breaking hole in their brand-new $1800 50"
LCD TV...
To their credit, they just hauled out their old TV and continued playing!! hahaha :)

Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!
Sunday, March 11, 2007
It was an unusual Sunday: Poch and I were
in Makati, and no Rama The Kid for the
day. Wouldn't it be great to step out for
breakfast?
For me, when in the Greenbelt area, the
choice is really just between Bizu and M
Cafe. Bizu has an incredible menu, which
includes Poch' favorite, Salmon Gravlax.
I'm a bit more experimental, trying
something new each visit, but I know that
whichever I choose, I'll be full and good till
lunch or even dinner. This is where Bizu
beats M Cafe, in the food area.
But, when it comes to location and
ambience, no restaurant in Greenbelt is a
more pleasant place for breakfast than M
Cafe. It has large glass windows that let in
the soft morning light and allow a view of
the surrounding greenery. On Sundays,
there are only a few cars on Makati avenue
and even fewer passers-by, so dining al
fresco is the way to go.
This morning, we opted for the Magandang
Umaga plate, a mix of longganisa, daing na
bangus and tapa with 2 fried eggs and
sinangag, to share. Coffee is usually Illy,
with a small Choc-nut bar on the side; but
today they served Bon Cafe as their Illy
delivery hadn't arrived. Oh-oh. But at least
M Cafe meets our other criterion for a
breakfast place: the newspapers. The
waiter handed us, not one, but two: Inquirer
and Philippine Star.
For some time now, M Cafe has had this
Sunday Jazz Brunch going on from 10am
to 3pm. We haven't really tried it as we
would always opt for Sala's Every-FirstTennis and Conversation 2005-2007
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Sunday-Of-The-Month, Champagne-AllYou-Can brunch in Malate. Since Sala is
closing soon, M Cafe is now definitely a
must-try.
The staff had started to lay out the buffet
spread when we arrived. It was quite
impressive: with separate stations for
cheeses and oysters, plus the usual ones
for deli, pasta and traditional Filipino fare.
At P750++ this brunch is a feast compared to Sala's sadly limited menu. Unlike Sala,
though, the M Cafe brunch comes with only one glass of champagne or mimosa.
Oh well, as they say, you can't have everything. But I'll definitely miss tripping out of Sala,
egged-out but bleary-eyed and happily inebriated at 2 in the afternoon.
Posted by Socky at 04:51PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- wysgal

March 12, 2007

I think I heard that Sala will be reopening in Greenbelt or somewhere in Makati? I love M
Cafe myself ... and I've been meaning to try out their Sunday brunch for AGES but most
people I know aren't really awake yet on Sunday mornings (and Sundays are generally
reserved for mass + lunch out with my family). =)
2. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- MilaTan

March 12, 2007

I had the M Cafe brunch last month, not a bad deal for P750++, I preferred the salad and
indoor stations to those they had outside (the prime rib was tough, peking duck was dry).
But I like the setting and that there aren't that many people in there. Good coffee too. I'd
definitely pay more if they had a neverending champagne buffet!!!
3. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- Socky

March 12, 2007

Yes, I heard so too! I hope they replicate their champagne-all-you-can brunch here. But
with the rentals in Makati, they might just have to up the price. In Malate, it was P1088 a steal considering I'd have a bottle all to myself :-)
4. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- grumpyurbanslacker

March 12, 2007

Yup, Sala will be reopening at GB5 daw later this year...that's what the waiters say.
They're closing the Malate branch by July.
5. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- Socky

March 12, 2007

GB5 opens October 2007. So it's not going to be a very long wait, GUS :-)
6. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- Leica
The brunch buffet looks heavenly! The oysters alone is worth the trip.
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7. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- katrina

March 13, 2007

I totally agree with you on Bizu's breakfast food (ALWAYS takes me forever to decide
what to order, as they all sound scrumptious), and M's ambience. It's one of the few
restaurants where even non-smokers like sitting outside. Although breakfast/brunch is
my favorite meal, I've never tried M's or Sala's Sunday brunches. Like Wysgal, I usually
have Sunday lunch with my family. I've wanted to try Sala's champagne brunch since I
first heard about it, as the idea of "bottomless" champagne at breakfast -- on a Sunday
at that -- just sounds so wonderfully decadent! Sayang, now that I don't have work on
Mondays anymore and could actually indulge, Sala's closing.
8. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- joey

March 13, 2007

Brunch and breakfast lover too :) I have had breakfast in M but not the brunch...my
mom and I were there during the week really early, we had to wait for them to
open...great ambience, like the city was just opening its eyes...
I've always wanted to try Sala's champagne brunch :( Hope they still have it! My uncle
used to host a "strawberry and champagne brunch" for all the female members of the
family the day after new year's eve...miss that. Hmmm...another idea for a foodie get
together? ;)
9. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- cathyb

March 13, 2007

Hi! Do you happen to know if M Cafe is open for breakfast during weekdays? :) If yes,
around what time?
10. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- Socky

March 14, 2007

Yes, Cathy, M Cafe opens at 7am for breakfast, 7 days a week. The coffee is good. And,
unless you're famished, I recommend sharing an order with a friend, like the Magandang
Umaga plate that I ordered, which is hefty and good for two.
11. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- Socky

March 14, 2007

Joey, wow, you're idea of a champagne brunch with the food bloggers is getting me all
excited. Shall we plan one? Let's have a theme. Boy, our social calendar is getting really
hectic! Love it!
12. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- userP

March 14, 2007

Called M. An additional glass of cristallino (?) will set you back 300++. Corkage if you
BYOB is 700-800P. Must sip slowly...
13. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- katrina

March 14, 2007

How about a last hurrah champagne brunch at Sala before they close? I haven't eaten
there in many years (Malate's become so seedy), but it must be an interesting sight on a
Sunday morning. Sometime after Holy Week, so no one feels guilty about being
inebriated on a Sunday? ;-)
14. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- userP

March 14, 2007

katrina, they have it only on the first sunday of the month. so it'll have to be April 1.
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That's April Fools! I love it! I'm in. And guiltless :-)
15. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- wysgal

March 15, 2007

Sala's champagne lunch on April Fool's? Great, I'm in as well! =)
16. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- userP

March 15, 2007

hey, the place fills up quickly, so we should already make reservations.
17. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- christine

March 16, 2007

Ugh that's the day I'm arriving from BKK :(. You'll just have to eat for me. :)
18. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- cathyb

March 16, 2007

Hi! Just dropping by to say that I went to M Cafe for bfast and apparently, bfast starts at
8 everyday. So I have to wait and finish my cup before my bfast. Sigh.
I got myselfs Banana and Peanut Butter waffles - pretty decent. Next time, Ill try the
pancakes ..if my stomach will not rumble and can wait till 8 ;-)
19. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- Socky

March 16, 2007

So sorry, Cathy. When I asked, the waiter said they were open at 7am. But I noticed he
was kinda forgetful. He never came back with the glass of water we asked for.
20. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- mrsa

March 18, 2007

I love the idea of a champagne brunch! that sounds so decadent and FUN ! let me know
when y'all wanna go for one
21. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- joey

March 19, 2007

Hey! Champagne on April 1 sounds good to me! :)
22. Re: Mmmm Cafe Breakfast!

- MilaTan

March 21, 2007

oh cool, so we're doing champagne hedonism on April 1? Yes, count me in!!!!

Goods Of Desire
Sunday, March 11, 2007
There’s a shop in Hong Kong that sells home furniture and accessories called G.O.D., or
Goods of Desire. Don’t I love the name! Home accessories are just my thing and are for
me precisely that: goods of desire.
Nothing like the hunt for these little conversation pieces: a funky lamp, an astonishing
water carafe, unusual flatware. It took me 5 years after I built my home in the south to find
the “perfect wallclock”. And I swear that, until I find the right side coffee table, the P500
foldable from Dimensione will do for now.
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My finds range from the incredibly cheap to
the admittedly pricey. I offer no excuse for
the latter, except that they are beautiful. I
figure, if I am to live with them for many
years, I should at the very least enjoy
seeing them every, single, day.
The inspiration for this post came last night
at my friend K's bbq party. She and her
husband have just moved into a
wonderfully spacious unit in Ecology which,
understandably, they are eager to furnish.
My advice: Never rush the purchase. Let the hunt double, triple the pleasure.
Posted by Socky at 01:42PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Goods Of Desire

- MilaTan

March 12, 2007

GOD and another Japanese store in HK are great for fun stuff that don't cost an arm and
a leg.
Throw in some functional IKEA items and you've got an easy set up good to go.
Then invest in the quality pieces. Definitely worth taking time and not necessarily having
a designer whip it up overnight.
2. Re: Goods Of Desire

- Socky

March 12, 2007

Me too, Mila. I don't like the idea of a designer whipping things up for me. I'd rather take
my sweet time doing my place. The end result is far more satisfying.

What's New On The Coffee Table? My
Photobooks!
Friday, March 02, 2007
Like most people in this digital age, all
photos I took since 1996 when I acquired
my first digital camera – a Sony F1, if I
remember – are stored digitally in cd’s and
dvd’s.
The camera resolution must have been
smaller than what we now have on our
cellphones. But I remember the thrill. The
digital format was a novelty, and a welcome
one: no more yellowing prints, no more
photo albums with tacky designs.
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Organizing my photos by date and
occasion ceased to be a chore, one that I
often procrastinated on, with much regret,
as most of these pictures were then
misplaced or lost.
Now, reviewing or remisniscing over these
photos is as easy as popping a disc into the
disc player. Since these slideshows are
scored and edited like a mini-movie, viewed
on a huge 44” tv screen, showtime is
always a major family event, like going to
the movies together after a heavy Sunday lunch.
But somehow there’s something I miss with digital albums. I miss the intimacy of the
physical page, the smell of paper, the oh-so-subtle swoosh of the page as it is turned, the
romance of lingering on one photo a minute or two longer. The digital medium is cold,
and the remote control isn’t helping any to make the experience more personal and more
deeply involving.
Finally, salvation! Apple – and I think even PC’s – has this fantastic program called
iPhoto. Not only is it a tool for storing and organizing photos, it can also help you lay them
out for publication as a book. But that’s old news.
The news is there are now suppliers who can publish these photo books for you. And
they’re just in the malls, like Central Books on the second floor of Goodwill Bookstore in
Glorietta. You’ll also find Digiprint kiosks In LBC and MailMore outlets, offering the same
service.
What's great is you can have just one copy printed, or two or three to give away as gifts
to friends or family. You can also choose to publish in small, medium or large booksize. I
prefer the large size, which is hardbound, so my albums have the look and feel of coffee
table books. Lovely, lovely lovely! Having a book printed just costs a little bit more than
having your digital photos printed individually. For 20 pages, including the binding, you
pay P1475. An additional spread (or one page, printed back to back) is P60. That’s for
the largesize format, a steal considering you can cram as many as one hundred pics,
even more, in one book.
I now have three photobooks chronicling my recent travels. They look pretty impressive
on the coffee table, perfect for browsing by my guests as I mix the evening cocktails.
(Beware: Central Books will stamp their crummy logo on the inside and back covers of
your book. And if you specify “no logos, pls.” they’ll charge an extra P500. When we
learned this, we refused and threatened to raise hell if they did. I should be the one
charging them for advertising in MY space, right? So there, put your foot down! I don’t
know if they have changed policies since then.)
Posted by Socky at 02:28PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- userP
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March 02, 2007

Gino's tip: There's another supplier, iGig, at Virra Mall. He's not too hot about the quality
of the printing, though.
Central Books no longer charges the PhP500 "customization fee" for keeping the inside
cover logo-free.
2. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- JuanArielComia

March 03, 2007

what file do you give the printer?
3. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Socky

March 03, 2007

The iphoto saves it automatically as a PDF file for printing. Easy as pie.
4. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- wysgal

March 03, 2007

Those are really good looking photo albums. Thanks for the tip. Quite appalling about
them wanting to stamp their logo on your album though. =)
5. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- katrina

March 03, 2007

I can't remember the company name and website right now (I'll check and get back to
you), but there's this woman in Corinthian who can both lay out and publish photo books
and calendars for you, with many choices of cover material, themes, etc. We had her
make desk calendars that we gave away as presents. The nice thing about it is you can
personalize the occasions in the calendar and put pictures in it (e.g., your dad's picture
on the date of his birthday). The downside is you have to pick up your order from her
house. But for non-computer-savvy people like us, it's a great service!
6. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Katrina

March 04, 2007

Okay, got it: justclickphotos.com They make great gifts. We had the calendars made for
my parents, individualized for each one. They really loved them. :-)
7. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Socky

March 04, 2007

Calendars are always a fun gift. I think generally people like seeing themselves.... or
their offsprings :-)
8. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- carol

March 04, 2007

I like! I like! Of course I always say I can do this by myself but I always end up not doing
it... proof is my daughter's nearly empty baby book and photo albums, hehe.
9. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- christine

March 05, 2007

I was so thrilled to see this post! I handled Marketing for Digiprint (during its infancy
stages) for a year and a half before I moved departments (its part of the LBC family
which I've been with for 8 years now). March 1 they launched the latest product which is
the StoryBook: hardbound pages, just like a children's story book. :)
10. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- userP

March 05, 2007

Hey christine. I like digiprint. I got a couple of stuff from them last xmas - calendar, ref
magnet. Always a winner, these personalized gifts. Will check out their Storybook
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ASAP.
11. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Socky

March 05, 2007

Am very interested in the Storybook. Will certainly check it out. You see, Apple has this
other fun program which is Comic Life. You can use your pics or illustrations and caption
them like your typical komiks. Saya!
12. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- christine

March 05, 2007

Hi Poch, you'll be amazed with all the new products now, but the photobooks are my
favorites. I was lucky they used my Egypt photos as samples, so I got a photobook of
that for free. :)
Socky, that sounds like fun. I wonder if I can have that on my pc, will check it out. I
remember playing around wiht my friends Mac recently and was so aliw with the effects
of iPhoto, like the Andy Warhol effects, the distortions that were hilarious etc. But that
komiks effect I like!
13. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Christian

March 05, 2007

Im a friend of Nena (christine) and she forwarded this blog to me and our team in
digiprint. You can find digiprint in select LBC (not mail and more)branches and ofcourse
we have stand alone stores as well all over.
Our latest product, The Storybook, allows our valued clients to "customize" their own
layouts, templates, text, etc etc....spend as much time as you need to get the result you
are looking for....i have seen the IPhoto products going around now and yes they are
very nice but main advantage of digiprint is the customization and delivery of the product
to your doorstep.
Thanks Nens for sharing this with us and hope everyone has time to try us out...Cheers!
- Chris
14. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Socky

March 05, 2007

Hi, Christian. Is Storybook a program that allows the user to customize his own layouts,
etc.? What is the file format? PDF? If that is so, can I work with my own materials on
Photoshop/Freehand and convert this to PDF for final printing/binding by Digiprint as a
book? That's really great, because I won't be limited to templates and maybe even the
size of the book. I happen to have Adobe Acrobat Professional which gives me full
control over my pdf files. Puede kasing i-organize ang files for back-to-back printing, di
ba?
15. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- userP

March 05, 2007

Hi Christian! Following Nena's tip, I went to the digiprint nearest to my office (mail and
more, convergys building - they were still there). I asked about the Storybook and the
woman behind the counter didn't seem to know. Oh well, let me check out LBC.
16. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Christian

March 07, 2007

Hi, Socky & P...I will be sending you guys some guidelines via email so you can work on
your templates then come over when you are ready for printing.
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Socky, PDF files are perfect. Storybook is the product name and the program is simply
adobe photoshop..no secret there :O)...A4 size for the leather and various sizes for the
hardbound version.
Thanks!...Cheers - Chris
17. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- userP

March 07, 2007

I just came from the digiprint near the office and finally saw a sample. Very nice. I love
that the inside cover is black. Good quality printing. And digiprint gives more value for
money - with the same price, you get 30 pages. (central books, with the same price,
standard number of pages is just 20). Ok, i'm starting on another book pronto!
18. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Anonymous

March 09, 2007

hi all!
this really interests me but im a caveman when it comes to technology. basic questions:
1) LBC's digiprint is,overall, of better quality and more affordable than that of central
books'?
2) im using windows professional. what software can i use? my idea is: i create the stuff
in my pc then save it in my flash drive then go to LBC for printing.
or
LBC requires it to be done right in their store?
3) im using canon A520 (4 megapixel i think). ok na ba to? or kelangan talaga SLR
camera?
thanks
19. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Socky

March 09, 2007

Hello, anonymous.
I haven't tried Digiprint but I'm working on a project that I intend to give to Digiprint, not
Central Books. I still have to prove their books are of better quality but I have done some
pencil pushing and Digiprint is definitely more affordable. Central Books charges P1,500
for 20 pages, hardbound, while for the same price, Digiprint will publish a 30-page book,
hardbound. That saves you at least P300.
On your Question #2: In Apple computers, there's a program called iPhoto with
templates for book publishing. I gather PC's can also do this, I just don't know what the
program is called. Digiprint says it's called Storybook. What is important is to save your
work in PDF, which is a universal format. Both Central Books and Digiprint needs PDF
files to publish your book.
I was told that Digiprint can do the whole stuff for you (just give them your photos to
layout), but I prefer to do it myself. Once the project is saved in PDF format, just copy it
to a cd and bring this to Digiprint. A flash' memory might just be too small or inadequate
for the file size.
Your Canon A520 4 megapixel camera is fine for the job. I myself use a point and shoot
camera, a Panasonic Lumix.
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I'm no pro nor a techie. But I manage, just by tinkering with my computer. So,
experiment... and enjoy!
20. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Christian

March 14, 2007

thanks socky! couldnt have said it better myself
anonymous, we at digiprint dont carry any special software for photobooks...we use
photoshop and my team just prepares templates to give customers options but again
you are free to CUSTOMIZE!
final output needed by our branches is JPEG. we dont have acrobat in the branches but
we can convert this in our headoffice so let me know if you are more comfortable with
PDF so i can inform my team to accept it and we will take it from here.
Thanks - CHEERS! ...Chris
21. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Anonymous

March 21, 2007

hey guys, thanks a lot!!
will start looking for that PC software. i prefer to do it myself.
22. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Socky

March 21, 2007

Yup, nothing like DIY. Have fun!
23. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- nuttygirl

May 09, 2007

hi - where are the digiprint branches in makati?
24. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Socky

May 10, 2007

Hi, nutty girl. There's a Digiprint in the Cityland bldg. on Valero St. right beside the GT
Tower. But I'm sure you'll find a Digiprint outlet in an LBC branch as, I found out, they're
sister companies.
25. Re: What's New On The Coffee Table? My Photobooks!

- Marielos

November 11, 2007

The information contained in this site is very important to you. This page offers the ability
to find information concerning any sport and any country. It's really important to visit this
site. Never saw anything like before. We wholeheartedly recommend.
The best place for mlb apparel,fantasy mlb, 2007 mlb rumor.
For more information visit:
http://www.bet911.com
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Lechon And Its Glorious Transfigurations
Tuesday, February 27, 2007
Gone are the days when all you can expect
from that leftover lechon is its vinegared
transfiguration, Paksiw na Lechon.
Thankfully, people have become more
imaginative, more experimental with the
leftover of a roasted whole pig.
Lydia Go, advertising food styling diva,
liberally uses leftover lechon in her arroz
caldo and sinigang, replacing the goto or
chicken in the former and the pork liempo in
the latter. I remember shrieking with delight
yesterday when I saw lechon skin with the kangkong and the gabi in her tamarind soup.
Naturally, talk about lechon led to more talk about it. Jay Lozada, our hair and makeup
stylist, told us about his version: adobong lechon. Yup, cook the lechon like you would an
adobo – garlic, pepper, vinegar, bay leaf, soy sauce – sans the liver sauce. Fry to desired
dryness or crispness, yum!
Got your version?
Posted by Socky at 04:45PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Lechon And Its Glorious Transfigurations

- joey

February 27, 2007

Oh MY! You know how this makes my heart race! :) I am almost ashamed to admit I
don't have a version of what to do with leftover lechon...but not for long! I will
experiment...yum ;) Getting hungry just thinking of it...
2. Re: Lechon And Its Glorious Transfigurations

- Socky

February 28, 2007

Got me thinking, too, about my own rendition of the lechon. My mind is racing.... :-)
3. Re: Lechon And Its Glorious Transfigurations

- MilaTan

March 01, 2007

Strange isn't it? In the US, post thanksgiving turkey is turned into a lot of different things
(mash, casserole, stew, burgers, etc). Why not a roast pig then? And why hasn't anyone
tried to capitalize on it?

How To Gain 10 Pounds In 3 Days
Tuesday, February 27, 2007
If there’s anything that ruins my diet and sets me back a number of pounds, it’s a tv
commercial shoot. A typical shoot takes 2-3 days, and throughout those days, I admit that
we from the ad agency do mostly nothing but… eat. Sure, we check on the talent’s
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makeup, her acting, her delivery of the
lines, the product shot - but these things we
do mostly from the “backseat”, so to speak.
While director and crew sweat it out on the
set, we stay in an airconditioned viewing
lounge, shielded from the heat and glare of
lights, where bowls of chips are
everywhere, the coffee free-flowing and the
buffet table is never empty.
We’re on the last day of a 3-day shoot right
now and it's embarrassing how I’ve been
stuffing my face non-stop:
Sinangag•Longganisa•Tapa•Tocino•Beans
with Poached Eggs•Scrambled Eggs•Tuyo
in
Tomato
Salsa•Spanish
Sardines•Ginisang Munggo•Miso
Soup•Salmon and Tuna Sushi•Sukiyaki•Ebi
Tempura•Tofu•Sinigang na Lechon•Sinuam
na mais•Crispy Pata•Tuna Steak•Southernstyle Fried Chicken•Relyenong
Bangus•Kare-Kare•Lengua•BBQ
Spareribs•Roast Beef.
This doesn’t even include the assortment of desserts and the snacks that Tita Lyds, our
food stylist, would sneak into the room, like her to-die-for Fried Suman sa Lihiya dipped in
Chocolate Sauce. I ate 5 pieces of that in one go.
Pack up na pleeez!
Posted by Socky at 01:45PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: How To Gain 10 Pounds In 3 Days

- christine

February 27, 2007

I know EXACTLY what you mean, but from the client's pov. It's really non-stop!
2. Re: How To Gain 10 Pounds In 3 Days

- ella

February 28, 2007

That suman in chocolate looks really YUMMY!!!! Sinful! When's the next shoot? :)
3. Re: How To Gain 10 Pounds In 3 Days

- christine

February 28, 2007

Wow did you just add that choc-dipped suman pic now? I want to reach into the screen
to grab some!
4. Re: How To Gain 10 Pounds In 3 Days

- Socky

February 28, 2007

Hi, Christine. The first time that Suman-Choco fondue was served, everyone just dove in
before I could take a pic. Luckily, she served it again yesterday, upon my request :-)
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Yes, ella, that suman is really yummy. First the suman sa lihiya was cut up and fried, so
that the outer layer was crisp (the inside remained soft) then it was dipped in chocolate,
as in a fondue. We just waited for it to cool a bit then we popped it in our mouth. :-)
5. Re: How To Gain 10 Pounds In 3 Days

- christine

March 01, 2007

Ohhh so it was fried first, interesting and makes a lot of sense. Will try this very very
soon! :)
6. Re: How To Gain 10 Pounds In 3 Days

- Socky

March 01, 2007

Yes, the crispness of the suman was the surprise!
7. Re: How To Gain 10 Pounds In 3 Days

- Katrina

March 02, 2007

Oooohhhh, Socky! Now you're making me miss working, if only for Tita Lyds' fried
suman in chocolate! I've eaten that several times in shoots. Even when it's no longer
warm or crispy, I don't let them take the plate away. I also love when Tita Lyds dips
strawberries in chocolate, but this one's unique to her. The first time she served us
suman, we were shooting a pizza commercial. She didn't dip the suman in chocolate;
she just baked the butter-coated suman in the pizza oven. Heaven! Then she took some
leftover pizza crust and baked them with her special kesong puti-olive oil-basil-sundried
tomato topping. Have you had that? Delicious on buttered and toasted pan de sal, too
(what she uses when there's no pizza crust). Ayayay, Tita Lyds, I MISS YOU!!!
8. Re: How To Gain 10 Pounds In 3 Days

- Socky

March 02, 2007

Makakarating kay Tita Lyds, Katrina. We're lucky we're shooting lots of tvcs with her.
Since you're no longer competition, I'll ask you to drop by one of them shoots for
merienda. :-)
9. Re: How To Gain 10 Pounds In 3 Days

- katrina

March 02, 2007

Wow, 'di ba dyahe 'yun? I get dyahe even to drop by McCann shoots that aren't my own!
But...if Tita Lyds's snacks are there...and if you insist...I might just be persuaded. ;-)

Life in the Internet Era
Sunday, February 25, 2007
I just came across this very interesting, certainly provocative essay on the internet, about
the Internet:

This video has elicited a thread of video responses, all available in Youtube. Just type
The Machine is Us/ing Us in the YouTube search box. Enjoy!
-------------------The power of the Internet never ceases to amaze me.
In the early nineties, a friend googled my surname using people search and came up,
eerily, with the name of a long-dead uncle. This uncle, my dad’s younger brother, left the
Philippines in the 50’s, part of the first wave of engineers who trooped to Korea to help
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reconstruct the country after the war. He married and raised a family there, but died even
before he could come back to the Philippines. He was planning his first “balikbayan” trip
when he suffered a heart attack. The news of his death was the last we heard from his
family.
In those days, it’s not unimaginable how families could lose touch with one another. All it
took was a piece of paper thrown in the trash, perhaps mindlessly, and an address or a
phone number would be lost forever.
So there it was, this Google-generated name staring at me. Marciano P. couldn’t possibly
be that of my uncle, but one who definitely had to be a relation. I swear I could count with
my fingers the people with our rather unusual surname, including the more distant
relations listed in the yellow pages.
I contacted him through the email address I also found in the internet and, voila, he
turned out to be my uncle’s son. I learned he was an IT professional, that he had recently
married and that he was now based in San Francisco. We had kept in touch since. I even
video’d my mom (my dad had passed away) welcoming him back to the family.
When I set up our ad agency, I knew the internet would be the great equalizer. I always
believed that the only advantage multinationals had over us was information access. The
internet provided that, often for free, including copies of international ads that would have
cost us an arm and a leg in terms of subscription fees. Even research and market data,
they’re just “out there”.
Only a few days ago, I was in a conference with a client in LA. It was business as usual,
except the agency presented the campaign – and got approval on the same day - using
video conferencing. No way was that possible 3-4 years ago!
Entertainment also took on a different, more global, dimension. Five years ago I hooked
up my first internet party, using a computer and a webcam. It must have been a blast – or
maybe strange - for my friends in New York and Sydney to watch us wasting away on
vodka while they were all sober having breakfast or tea.
Today we take for granted that we are, and can be, always and almost seamlessly
connected via the internet. My siblings in the US are regular readers of my blog. In an
email, my sister Cora said, “Your porky reminiscences tore me up with laughter, brought
me down yummy memory lane. Everyone in the family was in stitches.” “Family” happens
to be spread out in Las Vegas, Annapolis and New York.
For me, this is the one amazing thing about the internet. It connects my family over
distance and over time, enabling us to reminisce together and laugh about the same
things together. As if we are just seated around the dining table, enjoying a family
Sunday lunch.
Posted by Socky at 03:32PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Life in the Internet Era

- christine

February 26, 2007

I've seen that, so interesting! And you're right. I actually started my blog as a way for me
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to keep in touch with my sister in canada, my brother in Bacolod and other friends &
relatives, as a way of making "cuento" about my trips without having to send the text and
image-heavy email that bogs down inboxes. From there it morphed into what it is today,
an almost daily journal/soapbox. :)
2. Re: Life in the Internet Era

- Socky

February 27, 2007

To this day, I am still amazed at how the internet helped us to reconnect with a cousin
and his entire family whom we have given up for good as lost. And now I've picked up
my rusty "pen" and started blogging! Aside from ads and complans, I haven't really done
much writing for a long, long time. It feels good to be back with an old love.
3. Re: Life in the Internet Era

- christine

February 27, 2007

That's really amazing! The world is no longer as big as it once was. :)
4. Re: Life in the Internet Era

- Katrina

March 02, 2007

I seriously believe the internet is one of mankind's greatest inventions. Its impact is
phenomenal, almost indescribably so. Dare I say, as much as the printing press?

Ay, Hope...
Saturday, February 24, 2007
Unfortunately Chuvaness got the wrong woman. This is the real
Hope, taken during the Lolit Solis interview itself. Enough na,
no!
---------------(Just checked out Chuvaness' blog. She had deleted the pic,
after being told that what she posted was actually the pic of
another Belo employee.)
Posted by Socky at 04:11PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Ay, Hope...

- userP

February 24, 2007

wow you're fast. but why enough na? more! more! :-)
2. Re: Ay, Hope...

- christine

February 26, 2007

The entire afternoon yesterday was spent in the den of my tita's house snacking on
turon, ube and cheese as we flipped from S files to the Buzz and then later to Rated K.
Enough na talaga for me! haha
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3. Re: Ay, Hope...

- Socky

February 27, 2007

Unfortunately, I have to follow this saga. Kris and James are endorsers for one of our
brands. Whether we continue to air or pull out depends on how all this pans out. But if I
were to keep score, panalo si Kris! S-Files and Startalk's supposed "explosive expose"
was a dud. Lolit Solis looked so amateurish as an interviewer. The Buzz (the Kris Aquino
revelation) on the other hand was riveting, no? Ha-ha, I'm so showbiz!!!
4. Re: Ay, Hope...

- grumpyurbanslacker

February 28, 2007

hey gypsy and socky,
i thought this whole sordid episode re kris and james and hope makes for great tv!
pero i really pity Goldilocks right now. their tvc featuring james is actually rather witty,
pero talk about bad timing...i'm sure they're raring to drown him in a huge vat of flour
right now:D
GUS
5. Re: Ay, Hope...

- Socky

February 28, 2007

Yes, GUS, talk about bad timing! I wonder if you saw that Valentines tvc with James
where he buys TWO heart-shaped cakes! Anyway, I just take all this in good humor and
knowing how easily Filipinos forget, this whole thing will blow over in a month's time.
6. Re: Ay, Hope...

- christine

February 28, 2007

I haven't seen either of those tvc's but I understand what you're saying. Hopefully for
them though, this is one of those cases of 'any publicity is good publicity'. And socky,
how ironic is that tvc - 2 hearts!

Fresh From the Bee Hive
Friday, February 23, 2007
A trip to Tagaytay invariably includes a
stop-over at Ilog Maria, the Magsaysay
family’s bee farm in Silang, Cavite. It’s easy
to miss, so slow down as soon as you see
the Kilometer 48 sign. It’s between that and
47, on the right side of the road, roughly 5
km from Gourmet Café if you’re coming
from the Tagaytay Rotunda. The farm itself
is about 700 meters from the highway, with
an access road that’s wide enough for only
one car. If you meet an oncoming vehicle,
suppress the urge to honk your car. It
agitates the bees, and most especially the
man of the house. I was told he could get
really grumpy.
Ilog Maria is where I buy Propolis Ointment, I swear the only ointment that works on
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Rama the Kid’s skin allergy. Imagine, it took just a tiny jar of this ointment to end our
many trips to the doctor and various experimentations with soaps and lotions. Finally, a
non-steroid skin cream for a 4-year old kid!
Rama’s sensitive skin makes Ilog Maria our default drugstore cum department store.
Their Honey and Propolis shampoo, Royal Jelly hair and facial oils, body wash, body
lotions, and soaps are handmade in the bee farm with natural ingredients and
aromatherapy-grade oils, so they’re not only the gentlest, they’re great-smelling. After a
shower, our bathroom – in fact the whole apartment – would smell of rosemary, bergamot
and mint, our favorite Ilog Maria scents.
On our last trip, I saw they had jars of Fresh-dried Honeybee Pollen. Remember the
Hawaian noni juice? Or the current craze over virgin coconut oil? Well, this Bee Pollen
claims to have benefits just as numerous and magical: anti-oxidant, anti-aging, anticancer, anti-obesity, anti-stroke, anti-infertility, name it. For someone like me who’s just
looking for relief from sinusitis and a worsening insomnia, these added benefits are
certainly welcome. In this little jar of multicolored pellets, the size of tomato seeds, why,
I’ll probably even find eternal youth and beauty!
Needless to say, I quickly bought one. And a jar of Frozen Royal Jelly for good measure.
Posted by Socky at 05:17PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Fresh From the Bee Hive

- MilaTan

February 26, 2007

I like the mint and honey shampoo there, plus they have beeswax stuff for my wooden
tables and also something for shoes too.
It's a hard place to find but a nice little gem of a place.
2. Re: Fresh From the Bee Hive

- Socky

February 27, 2007

I've been so tempted to try their beeswax. I guess that's great for antique wood. Most of
my furniture is wenge, though, which is already shiny to begin with.
3. Re: Fresh From the Bee Hive

- grumpyurbanslacker

February 28, 2007

hey socky,
i read your post re Boutique carefully, and i think we went to Ilog Maria on the same day
(feb. 18?).
anyways, when we got there, the bee pollen was out of stock....you probably bought
their entire batch! haha:D I did buy the wood polish/wax thing.....mukhang it works, but it
kinda smells a bit funny though.
And the place itself is rather underwhelming....there's a sign that says "bee museum",
and i didn't really see any museum. oh well..
GUS
4. Re: Fresh From the Bee Hive
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- Socky

February 28, 2007

Yes, we were there Feb. 18 at around 2pm. But it must have been the big group after us
that wiped out their stock of bee pollen. Just bought one. Funny tasting, but will suffer
the taste for its many uber promises of youth and eternal beauty :-)
Ilog Maria I heard really has a bee museum, which we may have missed as maybe it
doesn't look like any museum we're used to. They have a website where they mention
that museum. Also I found out we can order online. But nothing like a trip to the farm,
no?
5. Re: Fresh From the Bee Hive

- jencc

July 15, 2007

i use their bee pollen and i notice that i have lots more energy (more like to keep up with
the kids!). their cleansing and moisturizing milk is great---and their honey scrub was fab!
my blackheads and whiteheads are gone (but fingers are stiff from doing circles on my
face with the sticky stuff for 20 mins!) lol.
---jencc.wordpress.com

Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend
Monday, February 19, 2007
If you think about it, there’s really nothing
much to do in Tagaytay except eat and
sleep. Really. I so wanted to take a walk
after a particularly heavy meal when I
realized that there’s nowhere to walk to.
And no sidewalks to walk on. The
Resolution? This Tagaytay weekend is
meant for eating and sleeping. Sounds like
a plan.
Where To Eat. You’ve got a dizzying array
of choices, from the mainstream
(Starbuc
ks, Yellow Cab, Pancake House, Max’s…) to the
lesser-known. Antonio’s was booked that weekend
(boo!), and Cliff House was another good option. We
had already been to Buon Giorno (with the daybed
overlooking the lake – sooo cheesy but you just gotta!)
so we opted for something else: Fire Lake Grill. Socky
had the striploin rubbed with coffee (!). Apparently, the
meats are roasted over volcanic rocks, but one can
hardly tell. I had the barramundi fillet. The staff
seemed familiar (confirmed, they were old hands from
LJC). And the kitchen – Bourdain would die of envy.
They seemed to have acres of space; the pace was
bustling but not frantic. The wine selection had a good
mix of Australian and French, all reliable. Between the
two of us, we managed a bottle. Dessert was
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something not on the menu – it was dark
chocolate cooked in gingered (!) cream
then packed and topped on a walnut crust.
Yummyness! I was also eyeing this spiced
pear poached in red wine. Intrigued
because I had made something like this
myself, but it would have been too much.
Next time. I had been warned that the place
was expensive, but if you steer clear of the
lone P2000++ entrée (cowgirl something or
other – there’s a joke there somewhere but
I will resist), the cost was pretty reasonable.
There was talk of going to the Greek tavern for the next meal, but sloth got the better of
us. We decided not to venture away from where we were staying for the night.
The Boutique Bed and Breakfast. Nice touches include the choose-your-own-toiletries.
And the breakfast feast. Which they bring and serve on The Biggest Breakfast Tray I
Have Ever Seen. It’s a dinette with legs chopped off. And you have no choice – you must
have breakfast in bed, simply because there is no other space in the room. (Unless you
go to the balcony, but that would be too much work, no? Besides, it wasn’t very private,
the balcony. You’ll get ogled from the restaurant below).
The biggest trip, though, was the phalanx of pillows on the bed. In different shapes –
bolts, squares, cubes, candy-shapes, peanut-shapes. In different textures, all in hues of
beige. I loved the sensation of being buried under all those pillows. Such luxxe! So
tempting to duplicate the arrangement at home; suddenly, the 2-pillow set-up at home
seemed too spartan, too modern. But, I thought I would reserve judgment on this. Let’s
sleep on it. True enough! In the morning, all these pillows littered the floor. Pick up, step
over, set aside. Ended up stacking them in the closet just to get them out of the %^*#
way. And when you start to think about the laundry, spare pillowcases, the dust in
Manila... The Verdict: Nice for here. Just here.
Another pleasant surprise was The Boutique’s restaurant. It’s called Hawaiian Bar-b-q. I
had modest expectations of the food, largely because the look of the menu painfully
clashed with the rest of the place. It was too… beachy? Didn’t take a pic, but it was done
in loud orange and yellow, with typography that was way too perky. Once I got past that, I
hunkered down to select our fare – we had sizzling mussels and baked prawns. The
mussels were a winner – garlicky, with a sauce that I wanted to lick off the plate. For all
you know, it was probably Maggi Savor – I just have it so rarely that when I do, the flavor
blows me away. An added perk of being a health nut! We lusted after the other dishes
parading out of the kitchen, noting what we would have the next time. Like the bar-b-q
served on half a pineapple – Rama would get a kick out of that.
On the way back to Manila, we took the obligatory detour to Ilog Maria to stock up on
their soaps and oils.
At Sta. Rosa, with a promise to work out more religiously, we stopped at the Nike Outlet
Store. Nothing like the right gear to inspire, yes? Next to that was a Chowking. Guess
where merienda was?
Posted by Socky at 10:46AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend

- grumpyurbanslacker

February 21, 2007

hi socky,
Verbena at Discovery Suites Tagaytay is quite nice as well....their panna cotta is
heavenly!;D
2. Re: Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend

- Leica

February 21, 2007

I'm looking for other places to eat in Tagaytay. How do we go to Fire Lake Grill and Buon
Giorno?
3. Re: Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend

- Socky

February 21, 2007

Hi, GUS. We actually planned to go to Verbena for lunch, but we got so stuffed with
breakfast. I heard it's good.
Leica, FireLake and Buon Giorno (owned by Linda Floro, the food stylist) are both in the
Cliffside complex, about 500 meters from the starbucks/pancake complex, on the same
side of the road. Am sure you'll like the place. The two are kinda pricey, but we eyed
another resto in the same complex (place is called Massima or something) and the
prices are reasonable. Food looks good, too.
4. Re: Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend

- carol

February 21, 2007

Oohh, that's why pala when we went to FireLake Grill last year, there was a huge
function at Buon Giorno for Mark Floro's birthday. I agree, FireLake Grill is good AND
pricey!
Should you take the Silang route another time, try LZM along the highway near Riviera
Golf Club (although there's also one in Tagaytay) the boneless daing na bangus is to die
for!
5. Re: Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend

- MilaTan

February 22, 2007

I was so taken with that bed photo! That's a very inviting place to spend a day, snoozing
and doing absolutely nothing. I agree, though. Unless you have a maid just to keep track
of the pictures, then forget it! I'll stick to my 3 pillows.
6. Re: Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend

- orangepixie

February 22, 2007

I'm glad there's more information now about this place. Gino and I have seen it a few
times before and tried Googling it and even asked other people, but to no avail.
The Boutique Bed and Breakfast sort of reminds me of The Scarlet Hotel in Singapore.
Definitely one of the best boutique hotels in the world. :-)
7. Re: Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend

- Socky

February 22, 2007

Hi, Carol. MarketMan had blogged about LZM, didn't realize it was in that area. Will
definitely try now that you have endorsed it too.
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Yes, Mila, the bed was awesome. About 3 feet high (I love high beds!) and the pillows
are something I just see in the movies.
Hi, Orange Pixie! If Boutique wasn't just too close to the highway, it would have been the
perfect b & b. Unfortunately, even as our room faced the lake, we could hear the
jeepneys on the road and the din of people at the restaurant below. But I love the room,
the bed, the bath accessories and the many tasteful touches.
8. Re: Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend

- userP

February 22, 2007

the boutique also reminded us of another hotel in Quebec. i'm not sure if it was the layout, how the bed just overwhelmed everything else in the room, the modern fixtures, i
can't place it - it just somehow felt the same. could there be a template for "charming
b&b's"?
ambient sounds notwithstanding, i'd still recommend it. i hear country suites by discovery
is good, too.
9. Re: Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend

- joey

February 26, 2007

I can't believe the coincidence of being there the same weekend :) Nice bed! A
batchmate from high school owns it and another one decorated it...glad to hear you
enjoyed :)
The rooms in Discovery are nice...took a look once but have never stayed...
10. Re: Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend

- Socky

February 27, 2007

Hi, Joey. We plan to try Discovery's Verbena this weekend. Hope to bump into you guys.
:-)
11. Re: Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend

- TheTennisHacker

November 24, 2007

Not a criticism; just an observation: it might help if tell the reader - early, like first
paragraph - that Tagaytay is the Philippines.
12. Re: Guest Blogger Poch on Our Get-away Weekend

- Socky

November 25, 2007

Noted, Tennis Hacker. Hope you can come around to this part of the world and check
out Tagaytay which is listed in the popular book, 1001 Places to See Before You Die.

So Far So Goude
Thursday, February 15, 2007
Do post-Neil French creatives know Jean Paul Goude? Will his visual creations still have
the power to tantalize a generation screensucked into MTV and YouTube? Have they
ever watched Grace Jones? Will they be awed if today they see that lion-and-woman
Perrier ad, or that of Chanel with French women coming out of their balconies and angrily
screaming “Egoiste!”?
Jean-Paul Goude was the visual conscience of the 70’s-early 90’s. If it weren’t avantgarde, if it didn’t shock, if it weren’t French in its excess, if it was more verbose than
visual, then the work wasn’t breakthrough enough, and certainly not award-worthy. He
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seduced a whole industry that was for so
long dominated by hard-sell America.
I first took note of his work in Esquire, one
of the magazines my former boss would cut
pictures and ads from “to inspire us”. Then I
learned the man won Lion d’Or and
Cannes, back to back, for Perrier and
Chanel’s Egoiste. But what really convinced
me that design could have such power over
the imagination of an entire generation was
his real-life work of art, one that for me
blurred the line between camp and high
style, between androgyny and sexuality:
Grace Jones! He made ethnic chic; black,
beautiful. He was, on a grand scale, a Pygmalion to some of the most unlikely female
icons: Grace Jones, Arabian beauty Farida and Queen of Seoul (the doll-like figure on
the book cover), all of whom he married.
Indeed, his life and art are inextricable. But, unfortunately, this we already know about
such great artists as Van Gogh and, yes, even Neil French. The book, co written with
Patrick Mauries, simply takes you chronologically from one project to another, with
women mostly providing the chapter marks. One can’t deny, though, that his was an
amazing body of work. It spans more than 30 years and represents various disciplines:
graphic arts, illustration, photography, film direction, events design. And advertising.
The advertising industry has such short memory, and oh-so-quick to dismiss or scoff
even at its “heroes” who have turned old and grey. With many great shots, ads, graphics
and a DVD, the book at least brings back some of the most powerful and memorable
images this industry has ever seen. If only for this, So Far So Goude is a must-have book
for advertising and design professionals.
Posted by Socky at 07:25PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: So Far So Goude

- Santos

February 16, 2007

thanks for this post. those interested in visual avant-garde design and video definitely
should know his name; they already know his work, or at least that which is influenced
by/stolen from him. i doubt björk would be so björky without michel gondry's early videos
for her, which in spirit echo the collaboration between goude and his muse, miss jones.
there is a quirky absurdity to his work (absurd quirkiness?) which some of the best music
videos are based upon today, and sadly, some of the worst television adverts try to
capture but do not. however, without his early influence, i think it would have taken
longer than it already has to bring such vivid imagery to an everyday medium.
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Blight Lights in Tagaytay
Monday, February 12, 2007
It's probably easier for me to turn a deaf ear to all the
politicking, or shrug off the turncoatism, nepotism and the
many isms that now plague this government. But do I have
to suffer the kitsch that local officials inflict on our
landscape? Think Atienza's Baywalk, Peewee's Roxas
Boulevard. And now Tagaytay. Not only have ihaw-ihaw
and fastfood restaurants mushroomed on this once cool
and scenic ridge, these lamp posts have suddenly
sprouted on the roadside. Mga pesteng poste!
Posted by Socky at 05:19PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Blight Lights in Tagaytay

- MilaTan

February 14, 2007

What were they thinking? Clowns? Who in god's name came up with those lights????
2. Re: Blight Lights in Tagaytay

- Socky

February 14, 2007

The guy in the mayor's office who thinks he's God's gift to Philippine tourism, who
else?!!!
3. Re: Blight Lights in Tagaytay

- Leica

February 16, 2007

Ugh, the color scheme on these posts are so gaudy.
4. Re: Blight Lights in Tagaytay
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- christine

February 16, 2007

The circus is in town!
5. Re: Blight Lights in Tagaytay

- patrick

February 27, 2007

*blog-hopping*
i totally agree.... the lamps are so mayor lito. *gwaark*
well, the baywalk lights are fun, the nagtahan bridge lights too, but limit those to the
"appropriate" places... PLEASe! what i'm tryin' to say is to have diversity and beauty
which may keep [and show] the traditional Philippines..
6. Re: Blight Lights in Tagaytay

- Socky

February 28, 2007

Hi, Patrick. Thanks for dropping by and leaving a comment. Glad to hear your thoughts
on the matter. Diversity is good, but good taste must prevail, right?

Adobo by Adobo
Thursday, February 08, 2007
I’m often a no-show in industry events, but
this is one invite that's hard to say no to. It's
from Angel Guerrero, editor-in-chief of
Adobo Magazine, a publication on
Philippine advertising and brand
communications. They're celebrating their
first anniversary on the 15th with an
interestingly themed, drinks-on-us party.
First, let me tell you I like Adobo (the mag).
I think Adobo manages to project our
industry as young, dynamic and evolving as
it truly is. Up-and-coming creatives – not just old ad fogeys like me - manage to land in
the cover, get all written about! Good ads are hailed, the bad ones really trashed! The
fact that it covers news from other countries in the region makes us, locals, feel less
insular and more connected. And the mag is peppered, too, with chiz, controversies and
updates on people and account movements – ingredients that easily make this mag a
delicious read. There are actually other publications on the industry, but they just happen
to be mortifyingly boring, if you ask me.
Second – and now I go back to the invite – I like Adobo (the dish). And in this, their first
anniversary party, Adobo Mag is featuring 4 top chefs who will do their “culinary remix” of
adobo. They are Chef Rolando Laudico of Bistro Filipino, Chef Pol Poblador of Kusina
Salud, Chef Ed Quimson of Delimondo and Chef Melissa Sison of Mr. Rockefeller. They
will be joined by Lydia Go, hailed by this industry as queen of foodstyling. My bet is on
Lydia Go ( Is That Lechon In My Arroz? ), with Pol Poblador as close second.
Yum, some showdown. I’ll take a ringside seat, please.
Posted by Socky at 02:34PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- MayumiMasaya

February 08, 2007

i vote for pol!
2. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- userP

February 08, 2007

Let's see. Kusina Salud never disappoints... Chef Ed, i've heard mixed reviews, the
negatives largely from purists who diss his fusion-fusion... At Mr. Rockefeller, the oysters
were fab. Will Melissa Sison's seafood expertise translate? And Lydia Go is, well,
legendary. Tough call. So yes, maybe it's a toss-up between Chef Poblador and Tita
Lyds.
But then again, what do I know? I'm vegetarian. ;-)
3. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- Socky

February 08, 2007

Hmmm, this is getting interesting. Wonder who'll get the most votes.
4. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- Leica

February 08, 2007

My bet's on Tita Lyds. She taught me the "new" way of making adobo. Marinate the
meat in pepper, garlic and soy sauce for a few hours first. Fry. Only then will you add the
water, vinegar and some of the marinade. That's exactly how I make my adobo, no
complaints yet.
5. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- carol

February 09, 2007

Adobo, cooked any other way will always be a welcome, delicious comfort food to come
home to.
But I think that the greatest Adobo challenge is how to make this plate of humble, drab,
monochromatic brown chunks of meat and plain sauce look and capture the way it
makes you feel – long before you smell its aromas and taste its flavors.
Obvious ba, that's one vote for Tita Lyds? :-)
6. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- katrina

February 09, 2007

Oh, no, Socky, now that I've found your blog, I have yet another one to read and
comment on! ;-)
I like Adobo mag too. Although I think it's overpriced, at least every page is a good read,
no fillers. And you're right, it feels young and dynamic, not stodgy at all. As for the adobo
showdown, I second your vote. Tita Lyds's cooking is one of the things I'lll miss most
about working in advertising. And Pol Poblador's Pinoy food is excellent. While I'm a fan
of Ed Quimson (I heart fusion), I hear his adobo at Filo's isn't great.
7. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- Socky

February 09, 2007

Come to think of it, I don't know how much a copy of Adobo Mag is. As soon as Angel
showed me the maiden issue - and I was impressed - I signed up for subscription c/o our
office. We have in fact doubled that subscription. I think a magazine as well-written and
thought out as Adobo deserves this industry's support. (I just checked: P180 per. Ang
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mahal nga!)
On Tita Lyds, mukhang siya ang nagwawagi. Unfortunately, ad outsiders may not have
heard of her, nor tasted her legendary cooking. An idea: what if I invited her to prepare
dinner and we invite our fav foodbloggers to come? Sana hindi siya busy...
8. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- katrina

February 10, 2007

Although Tita Lyds cooking for us would be awesome, do you think it's feasible? Not
only is her sched only slightly less busy than God's, why would she want to? There's no
way we could come even close to her P100,000 plus/day fee! Unless she does it for love
of you, of course...If so, BILIB na talaga 'ko sa powers mo, Socky! ;-)
9. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- Socky

February 10, 2007

We all can dream, can't we? Now, let me save up for that P100,000 adobo dinner...
10. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- spanx

February 11, 2007

hi socky!

where can I get a copy of ADOBO?
thanks!!
11. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- Socky

February 12, 2007

Angel just texted me that Adobo is available in National Bookstore, Bibliarch, Fully
Booked and Powerbooks.
12. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- MilaTan

February 12, 2007

Socky, tell her we'll wash dishes after she cooks dinner if that'll help scale down the cost
of her dinner at your place! :)
13. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- spanx

February 12, 2007

thanks for the info socky!

are you still sitting on the acrc hearings? just got a call from the adboard; i'm hosting the
officers'induction on the 22nd ",
14. Re: Adobo by Adobo

- Socky

February 13, 2007

Yes, I still sit in the ACRC, but am no longer in the board. Anyway, hope to get invited to
the induction and see you. :-)
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Bloggers On A Road Trip
Sunday, February 04, 2007
Road trip! Road Trip! Road trip! Thus
chanted Poch in the comment box of Our
Awesome Planet where Anton had written
about Chef Popit de Leon and the latter’s
latest restaurant venture, Charley’s in Lipa,
Batangas.
Poch and I would have jumped quickly in
the car and made that pleasant one-hour
drive on the Startoll, except Charley’s
required a minimum of 6 people. So, who
else to invite?
Then this idea: why not our favorite food
bloggers? Poch shot out some emails and
crossed her fingers. After all, she was no
Marketman and doubted she could as
easily draw bloggers out of the woodwork,
much less the more popular ones: 80
Breakfast, Dessert Comes First, Our
Awesome Planet, Ramblings of a Gypsy
Soul, Rants and Raves, Watergirl.
Lori declined as she would not be available
on 27Jan (the original date, which was
eventually reset to 3Feb)). But the rest
signed up. So did Katrina and Miri (both
blog-less but avid commenters on food
blogs), Katrina’s friend Felipe, Gino (who,
as it turned out, kept two blogs:
geekyplanner and refrigeratorpoetry, his
fiancée Eileen, Rain who posted a most
vivid review of Cirque du Soleil’s Love in
her blog) and Tesa (Carlos Celdran's
missus)
After a few more emails to organize the
menu and the carpool, the road, er, food
trip finally materialized. Everything would
have gone smoothly, except the convoy of
3 cars took the wrong turn after the
Bulihan/Malvar exit and took another 30
minutes to get to Charley's.
But all’s well that ends well and here are
some pics as proof.
What no food shots? Interestingly, none of the food bloggers took pictures of the 7Tennis and Conversation 2005-2007
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course meal. They probably controlled the urge to snap away in the presence of
“colleagues”. But the place was just too beautiful to pass up. When Charley Leviste,
Popit’s cousin and after whom the restaurant was named, gave us a tour of the main and
guest houses, the herb garden and the stables, everyone just happily clicked away.
(The lunch was P793 per head; the Spanish Rioja P600. Herbs freshly picked from the
garden at about P30/bunch. Charley’s dips and dressings also available. Call 09178931938 or 813-6658 for reservations.)
Posted by Socky at 06:24PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- mrsa

February 04, 2007

Hi Socky! There were all the elements for a great time-- a wonderfull sprawling venue,
crisp and cool weather, good food and an awesome bunch of people to share the
experience with. hope we can do it again soon . Can you tell i had a really good time :-)
soon to belong to blogosphere...
2. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- Leica

February 04, 2007

The place looks wonderful. Can't wait to go there and try their food. I called them earlier
and we can make "sabit" with other groups to make the minimum.
3. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- orangepixie

February 05, 2007

I think I was the only one who took pictures of everything we ate. :-) Updates soon on
orangepixiegirl.blogspot.com

-eileen4. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- Socky

February 05, 2007

Whoa! Kindred soul! Just checked out your blog - now waiting for updates. Especially for
your pics and writeup on our Charley's trip. Ha-ha, now that I've flagged Gino's blogs, he
too has got to post more regularly.
5. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- christine

February 05, 2007

It was so nice to finally meet you, Socky! Thanks so much for planning this with Poch, I
really had a great time. Hope it's not long before we're chatting over a meal again. :)
6. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- Socky

February 06, 2007

Don't worry, we'll come up with something :-) Fun is addictive...
7. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- wysgal

February 06, 2007

Thanks to you and Poch for arranging everything. We didn't really get to talk as the table
was quite large, but it was nice to get to know everyone a little bit better. =)
8. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip
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- joey

February 06, 2007

Thank you both for putting this together! I had a ball :) Great company and great
venue...definitely would not mind a repeat performace :)
9. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- mrsa

February 07, 2007

thanks to you and poch for putting this together :-)
10. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- AwesomePlanet

February 07, 2007

glad to meet you again socky! and poch as well!
we definitely had a nice time not to mention, our little one who had the grandest of all!
time for the next road trip!
see you again!
you can check out my blog when you start to miss the fresh breathe of lipa air =)
11. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- Socky

February 07, 2007

I love the pics you guys took, they make me want to go back! But move on to new
places, new discoveries we shall, right? I think there's talk to hit Claude Tayag's in
Pampanga or 83 Gallery soon. Excited na...
12. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- Anonymous

February 08, 2007

Hi, Talk and Tennis,
I got your comments and responded via email to the email address you included.
It hasn't bounced, so you must have gotten it.
Thanks,
Bvest
13. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- orangepixie

February 21, 2007

And I've finally uploaded the entry. Can't wait for the next foodie trip! :-)
http://orangepixiegirl.blogspot.com/2007/02/afternoon-at-charleys.html
14. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- Anonymous

May 29, 2007

Cool photos. I like it very much ;) Whats camera? Can i post them in my blog?
15. Re: Bloggers On A Road Trip

- Socky

May 29, 2007

The camera is nothing fancy, just your point-and-shoot type: a Panasonic Lumix DMCFX01. Great thing is it has Leica lens.
Sure, you can post the pics in your blog.
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Thanks for dropping by.

I Can't Get Over This!
Thursday, February 01, 2007
I feel like singing "Sunrise, Sunset" from Fiddler On the Roof.
Is this the little boy...? Is this Harry Potter? Daniel Radcliffe is
all grown up and is making his West End stage debut in
Equus, a play by Peter Shaffer. I never saw the play, which
first ran in the 70's, but did see its film version starring
Richard Burton. A dark, psychological film where Radcliffe's
character was an unassuming but angst-ridden seventeen
year old.
There are 2 more Harry Potter films to go. Quick, before
the boy grows some more body hair!
(Photos from www.equustheplay.com)
Posted by Socky at 09:07PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: I Can't Get Over This!

- spanx

February 01, 2007

hey ms. socky pitague, right?

we worked together when i was quite active with adboard,
i sat on the acrc representing STI.
nice of you to leave a comment on my blog, and even better to
discover your blog!!
2. Re: I Can't Get Over This!

- Socky

February 02, 2007

Yup, that's me! And now I confirm Manila Boy's you :-) Have been reading your blog
actually. But stopped lurking when I got intrigued by your post on Lamesa Grill. Looks
like it's in Mall of Asia, right?
3. Re: I Can't Get Over This!

- ella

February 02, 2007

Hi Socky...its Ella! :) I've been reading your blog and loving it! (I told Carol to tell you ha
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:) Oh my...I can't get over this too! My girls who adore Daniel will be disheartened. He's
getting old na nga! Di na sya cute little Harry. Oh well...maybe he should get married in
the next Potter movie? Haha! CHEERS! :)
4. Re: I Can't Get Over This!

- Socky

February 02, 2007

Yes, Carol mentioned that. Thanks for dropping by once in a while. The last Harry Potter
book will be released in July and everyone's guessing how it will end. Two characters
daw will die. Not Harry I hope - that will really break the hearts of your little girls!
5. Re: I Can't Get Over This!

- Leica

February 03, 2007

I love Daniel Radcliffe, I'm a super fan. He's so cute! I have the high resolution photos
permanently saved in my inbox :)

The Best for Last: Kadyos
Monday, January 29, 2007
This is, will, should be my last post on pork
as I am, will, should be earnestly embarking
on a strictly fish and vegetable diet. Cross
my heart and hope to… survive!
It doesn’t help that I come from a family that
loves pork. To illustrate, last Sunday's
family lunch featured not one, but two pork
dishes. It doesn't help, too, that I am
emboldened to eat as much of it as I trust I
have my mother's genes. She died at age
86, with heart and arteries in better shape
than most people our age.
I remember, when I was growing up, lechon on Wednesdays was as constant as my
mom’s novena to the Mother of Perpetual Help in Baclaran. I don’t know how Baclaran
looks nowadays, but back then, it was the place to buy your lechon. Lechon stalls lined
every street within 500 meters of the church. So, as soon as the priest chanted the final
Amen, we would head out to our suki for our cheapest-but-best lechon lunch. Lots of
crunchy skin and lechon sauce!
When my mom found out I was anemic, she fed me pork liver for breakfast.
I swear even before Barrio Fiesta popularized Crispy Pata, it was already being served at
home. The secret, my mom said, was “punching” the pig’s leg with garlic, freezing it for a
few days and plunking it into the deep fryer, unthawed. To this day, I wondered how she
and her trusted maid managed to survive all that sizzling fat without blisters.
Even canned pork and beans got “porked up”. She would combine a small amount of
sugar and patis, stir this mixture into the beans then pour the lot into a baking dish lined
with bacon strips. As if that was not enough, she’d top the dish with more bacon strips
and shredded cheddar cheese before sticking it into the oven.
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And, of course, there was her Kadyos.
Despite the fact that my mom stayed for 16 years in Iloilo where she lived with her first
husband, her Kadyos was quite different from the kind we’d get from Casa Ilongga or
Ilonggo Grill.
My mom’s Kadyos (which my sister cooks in exactly the same way) had a much darker,
heavier soup, thickened by mashing some of the red beans, the addition of tomatoes and
onions (no garlic!) and of course, lots of pork fat. She wouldn’t soak the beans (you lose
the color), but boiled it much ahead of the pork. When done, the pork and its fat would be
so soft they practically melted in my mouth.
We all have our favorite comfort food; for me, this is IT. Mention the word and I hear the
bells of St. Anthony’s Church in Singalong tolling, the pressure cooker whistling and,
finally, the burst of oily steam as soon as the cap was lifted, anointing everyone and
everything with a scent we call home.
Kadyos, Sunday lunch, bed, lazy, crossword puzzle, Ayn Rand, rotary phone, mom in
kaftan, Kuya Germs on tv …ah, the power of comfort food to trigger memories!
Posted by Socky at 08:13PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Best for Last: Kadyos

- agiepoo

January 30, 2007

Oh, please don't let this be your last post on pork. How can something so good be so
bad for us? It is just not possible. The last 9-course all-pork meal I had was at Cendrillon
in Soho. It was to introduce a book by Peter Kaminsky called "Pig Perfect." The pig used
for the meal was the very rare "Ossabaw" pig from North Carolina. I believe this specie
was introduced by the Spaniards to the Americas during the Galleon trades (don't quote
me on these facts because I haven't read the book)and Peter Kaminsky brought them to
some farmers in N. Carolina to breed. They apparently eat organic acorns and roam the
forests freely. The result is a very fatty pork that literally melts in your mouth. The fat is
almost like foie gras, that other sinful delight. In the middle of the night after the dinner, I
woke up sweating. Not the "change" sweat which I call "my own personal summer" but a
warm porky sweat. Aaah, it was all worth it. More pork stories please.
2. Re: The Best for Last: Kadyos

- Socky

January 30, 2007

I actually have 2 old posts about pork (Ode to Pork and Pig-out Christmas) I think as I
resolve to eat less pork, the more I fantasize and write about it. So maybe my pork posts
will continue. Surprised to know you had that pork dinner. I thought you had turned
completely vegetarian!
3. Re: The Best for Last: Kadyos

- joey

January 31, 2007

Ayayay! My favorite animal, hehehe :) I would have looooved growing up in a house
that had crispy pata and lechon, unfortunately my mom doesn't love pork as much as I
do. BUT, she does love Kadyos, as does my grandma, both of them being Ilongga :)
4. Re: The Best for Last: Kadyos

- Socky

January 31, 2007

My mom was Capampangan, they're the people who cook pork adobo and store it in
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tapayans. :-)
5. Re: The Best for Last: Kadyos

- spanx

February 02, 2007

cabalen da ka pala!
btw, the CRISPCHON is
plagiarized Pritchon;
it's just as good though,
and LAMESA Grill is at the
Mall of Asia, right on the
bayside restaurant row
past the IMAX theater.
just turn left when you
see Gerry's Grill ",

p.s. the rachmaninoff beatles,
did it come from the
Beatles Go Baroque CD??
6. Re: The Best for Last: Kadyos

- Socky

February 02, 2007

No, the Rachmaninoff Beatles is by a different artist (a pianist whose name escapes me.
My CD's are in my other place kasi.) I don't have the Beatles Go Baroque but I have its
earlier version based on the Four Seasons, which is also Baroque music. Good to know
there are Beatles die-hards still!
7. Re: The Best for Last: Kadyos

- Lori

May 16, 2007

I don't think I've ever tried kadyos. And why are you giving up pork?? Perhaps
moderation is the way to go instead of complete deprivation.

Is That Lechon In My Arroz?
Saturday, January 27, 2007
Everyone in advertising knows Lydia Go,
Queen Mother of food styling. Tita Lyds, as
we all call her, is the best in her field reputedly paid higher than most directors,
definitely with a calendar more full than
anyone else in commercial production. And
why not? Only she can make a slice of
leche flan look gloriously appetizing at 500
frames per second.
Next to products and kid scenes, food shots
are the most tedious, most nervewracking
part of any shoot. So, if there's one thing
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that makes shooting food commercials exciting, it's the prospect of eating Lydia Go
concoctions between takes: chocolate-cream cheese-walnut log, chocolate and fruit
fondue, bibingka, adobong oysters, pako salad, name it! When shoots drag until the wee
hours, there's nothing like her corned beef and pan de sal. Gosh, it's just corned beef!
What does she do with it that makes it so good and such a comfort food?
Today for merienda we were served arroz caldo. With a diff! It was missing the usual
chicken parts. Instead, I found lechon balat, laman and buto-buto. Aaaahhhh! Makes me
want to wax poetic about pork again.
Posted by Socky at 07:07PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Is That Lechon In My Arroz?

- russkal

January 29, 2007

I want a taste of that Arroz!
I'm calling my producer now to hire Tita Lyds on my next project.
Wait, wala nga pala kaming food shots.
Sigh...
2. Re: Is That Lechon In My Arroz?

- Socky

January 29, 2007

No food shots? Since when was that a problem to a creative? He-he. Btw, having fun
with your lastest post on (M)Adman.

I Miss My Garden!
Saturday, January 27, 2007
I realized I wasn't a city slicker, nor a
hardcore condo dweller, when I started
missing my garden. No, I don't tend the
garden myself, which means I don't miss
my garden like I miss a pet. I miss it for its
sheer green-ness. Green, when it reflects
sunlight, has this amazing effect of
expanding space. Not even a view of
Makati's skyline from a high rise condo can
create such a wonderful illusion.
No wonder I so look forward to weekends, when I can go home to the south, wake up
and have my cup of coffee with this litlle garden in view.
Posted by Socky at 05:28PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: I Miss My Garden!

- MilaTan

January 29, 2007

I agree, a garden, even a pocket garden, opens up the space, makes the room more
livable. When I moved to my tiny townhouse, I found myself breathing better once I got
my plants in. Right now, my garden could use a change of pace and some new plants.
2. Re: I Miss My Garden!

- Socky

January 29, 2007

Mine had a dramatic change of look, actually, after a serious termite attack. What a
nightmare! You see, I originally had the walls lined with "bakawan" or marsh wood and
that was like dipping your leg in a pool of piranhas. The old garden was also
professionally landscaped, but I like the new look better: brighter and more casual. I also
put in a lot of native flowering plants that you hardly find these days, like kamuning and
rosal. And of course my favorite herbs: pandan, oregano, tarragon. The oregano tea
works wonders for coughs!

Apt. 1B: Gourmet Comfort Food in Salcedo
Wednesday, January 24, 2007
Salcedo Village, admittedly, offers more
diverse and delightful restaurant choices
than Legazpi Village where I live.
Somehow, in Salcedo, "indies" manage to
slug it out with the big food chains and
enjoy a good run. It could be because
Salcedo is largely residential. That pretty
much ensures a dinner crowd, key to any
restaurant's viability. A Taste of Salcedo on
Leviste Street, I hear, is popular among the
yuppie residents of condos like Blanco and
Megaworld. And Salcedo boasts of at least
two delis (Market and Alexa) which I sorely miss in Legazpi. There's even a Korean-run
grocery where you can buy fresh fruits and greens.
The most recent addition to the Salcedo Village food strip is APT. 1B GOURMET
COMFORT FOOD at the Lafayette Building on Sedeño corner Leviste. It opened only last
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week of December, 2006. Marivic Diaz-Lim,
of ñ and Tribeca, is chef and owner.
Before we dined there last night, Poch got a
copy of its menu - and, boy, were we
shocked at the prices! I swear they're 1015% higher than those in Greenbelt
restaurants: chicken quesadillas at P260;
Gruyere Cheese Tuna Melt on rye at P230;
Roast Half Chicken at P390, or Grilled Pork
Chops at P380. The restaurant also offers
breakfast fare, but a pancake or waffle for
P210? Plus the 12% VAT and 10% service
charge? At these prices, I would demand
ecstacy at every bite!
Needless to say, curiousity got the better of
us. The chef/owner must be superconfident
about her food to offer them at such prices.
Or maybe she's after the sizeable expat
community in the area. And true enough,
that evening, we walked into a place where
most of the diners where foreigners. The
restaurant even had LCD tvs on the walls
tuned in to Bloomberg.
We were led to the second floor where
there was, just like at the ground floor, a
sofa with fluffy pillows for lounging. It was a
bit of an anachronism in a supposedly
modern, fine dining place. But remember
it's Apt. 1B Gourmet COMFORT Food. We
couldn't wait to get to the gourmet part.For
starters, we ordered Crabcakes (P220),
and I admit it was impressive. The
crabcakes were indeed made of fresh lump meat - wrapped in shredded potato crust and
served on a bed of salad with raspberry dressing. Just two pieces, but they were quite
filling.
I had the Grilled Prawns (P650) as my main. The prawns, with the shell just nicely
charred for that nicely charred taste, were huge, leaving almost no room for the pasta
that it came with. And that pasta was good! Crab-fat, carrot, zucchini and lemon pasta.
Poch had the Grilled Marlin (450), which I believe she also enjoyed.
We had the house wines with our dinner, but the Stonehaven Merlot (P170 per glass)
must have come from a bottle that's been opened for some time, so it was rather flat.
Also, no house bread was served. (Did the waiter just forget?) A failure on two points that
would have qualified a restaurant as fine dining.
Would I recommend Apt. 1B to friends? Poch asked our friend M who had thrice dined
there with her expat husband and she said, " I hesitate to recommend it even if it's good.
Ang mahal nya, e." But I loved the crabmeat, the prawns and the pasta! And for me, that
makes dinner at this place (even at P1900+ for two) recommendation-worthy. More so if
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they'd serve good house bread and better wine.
(Apt 1B at at the Ground Floor of Lafayette Building, corner Sedeño and Leviste Streets.
Nice, secluded corner - great for dinner dates.)
Posted by Socky at 10:39AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Apt. 1B: Gourmet Comfort Food in Salcedo

- wysgal

January 24, 2007

Apt 1B? What a quirky name. Out-of-the-way restaurants generally need to have some
extra pizzazz to it to make me bother visiting --- although I don't live in the area so am
probably outside their target demographic. =)
2. Re: Apt. 1B: Gourmet Comfort Food in Salcedo

- joey

January 24, 2007

We have all the japanese groceries though :) Thanks for the tip...the crabcakes, the
prawns and the pasta sounds good, and I'm always looking for these "indies" to check
out :) I have been to Alexa once and I liked it!
I ran across the street today for some fried liempo on a stick but I was too late! I'll try
again soon :)
3. Re: Apt. 1B: Gourmet Comfort Food in Salcedo

- Socky

January 24, 2007

Hi, Wysgal. Anyway, should you be in Makati, at least there's one place outside the mall
that you can visit. Greenbelt restaurants - except for Cyma, People's Palace and Centro
- are getting to be a bore, no?
Oh, Joey, sorry to hear you missed the fried liempo on a stick! But I do hope you get a
chance to try Apt. 1B. I'm curious to hear just what you have to say about the food.
4. Re: Apt. 1B: Gourmet Comfort Food in Salcedo

- Anton

March 12, 2007

tried this and I liked it!
5. Re: Apt. 1B: Gourmet Comfort Food in Salcedo

- Socky

March 13, 2007

Read your post on it too, Anton. I'm glad you agree.

A Fetish for Brad Pitt
Monday, January 22, 2007
Guess who I saw sitting ON Ariel's desk? Brad Pitt! It's a 12" doll in the likeness of Brad
Pitt as Detective David Mills in the 90's movie, Seven. The story behind this figure is just
as interesting and as sinister as the movie, making it a collector's must-have. The doll
was made by a small underground toyshop in HK's Mongkok, which, according to the Ebay seller that Ariel bought it from, was owned by "a gangster who was jailed a few
times". He also used to be an icecream man who had since changed career as a
"figureman". Hmm, sounds like a movie plot from Hollywood, don't you think?
Production quantity is only 100 pieces. Package includes a gun, flashlight, detective
badge, bulletproof vest, shades, a pager (it was the 90's, remember?), a ballpoint pen, 2
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bullet magazines. And the head can be replaced with
a battle-scarred version. There must really be
something sexy about a man who looks like he just
emerged from a fight club!
Posted by Socky at 12:59PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: A Fetish for Brad Pitt

- Leica

January 23, 2007

The doll looks expensive. Definitely not for little boys to play with. How much does a doll
like that go for?

#4 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Of Vermouths &
Vanilla Beans
Thursday, January 18, 2007
My niece Leica is the only one from the third generation to have inherited my mom's (and
her mom's) culinary genius. That's why when she gushed over the dish she ordered at
Shangrila Rasa Ria's Coast Restaurant, I had to take note. And a picture of the menu.
We actually attempted to take pictures of what everyone ordered, but the place was just
too dimly lit.
She ordered the Almond-Crusted Cod Fish (RM76). It was served in a fricassee of
mussels, clams and trumpet mushrooms. But it was the Noilly Prat sauce that caught her
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attention. Vowing to research or
"deconstruct" it as soon as we got back,
she emailed me today: "I found out that the
Noilly Prat sauce of the cod is actually dry
vermouth, cream and fish stock :) Noilly
Prat is the best dry vermouth brand (daw)."
For dessert, her husband Eric ordered
vanilla ice cream. Out of curiousity, Leica
asked if the vanilla ice cream was homemade (it was!) and if the vanilla flavoring
the chef used was not simply extracts but "scraped" from the vanilla bean. The answer
was yes.
Vanilla bean? First time I heard of it. I thought the flavor was extracted from some nut.
Hence, this impromptu lecture on vanilla: the vanilla bean comes from the vanilla orchid
(it's an orchid?) which grows pods (not flowers?). Slit this pod open and scrape off its tiny
seeds. That "harvest", hardly enough to fill a teaspoon, is then mixed with the food or
liquid, or in this case the ice cream. THAT is how you get the distinct, seductively
aromatic flavor called vanilla.
Can one really taste the difference? Hardly, Leica admitted. "But you can see the
difference." She pointed out the tiny black specks in the ice cream. "If it were extracts, the
ice cream would be plain, clean white."
Yes, there's always something new we learn everyday.
Posted by Socky at 03:43PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: #4 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Of Vermouths & Vanilla Beans

- Leica

January 18, 2007

The cod was ordered by Poch. I just took a bite and fell in love with it! I ordered the
Prawn Fetuccine: hand rolled saffron fettuccine, zesty chili-lime reduction with rocket
(that's arugula) and parmesan cheese. The prawns were humongous!
2. Re: #4 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Of Vermouths & Vanilla Beans

- Socky

January 18, 2007

Correction noted :- )
3. Re: #4 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Of Vermouths & Vanilla Beans

- MilaTan

January 22, 2007

If you ever make your own vanilla ice cream, it's best to use real vanilla beans, and use
the best available pure madagascar vanilla extract (not those fake chemical ones). Add
to that organic eggs, heavy cream, and you're in vanilla heaven.
I stick a vanilla pod in my white sugar to give it an essence and aroma.
4. Re: #4 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Of Vermouths & Vanilla Beans

- Socky

January 22, 2007

Hi, Mila. What an intriguing tip: sticking a pod in sugar for essence and aroma. I think I'll
try that with my ground coffee. Occasionally I'd like to have vanilla flavored coffee, but
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just can't get to like the commercially available ones.

#3 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: A Trip To The
City
Wednesday, January 17, 2007
(This post is courtesy of my niece Annie
who, with 3 other members of the family,
took a short trip to KK's city central. Why
else but to shop!)
----------My initial thought when we decided to go to
the city was that 4 hours of shopping would
be too long. The bus was to leave at 10am
and pick us up at 2pm. I spoke too soon.
Our first stop was the “Sunday Market”, an
open-air bazaar where locals engaged in
hectic bargaining for merchandise spread out on the street. These included a sumptuous
variety of local delicacies sold at 1 Ringit or P14.
I bought 3 types of delicacies, if I may call them that. One looked like loofah and was
probably their version of tira-tira. The other was a black kiamoy. Grabe daw sa asim but
still a winner, according to my officemates. And the pretzel-shaped cookies which,
unfortunately, only my daughter Nica and my officemate Kat enjoyed. I kinda liked them
too as they were something different.
We were shocked to find that the kids' souvenir t-shirts sold in the Hotel at 14 Ringgits
each cost only 5 Ringgits here. That was our best buy. All the kids wore these t-shirts
during our picturetaking at the hotel, right before we boarded the bus that would take us
back to the airport.
We also tried their street drinks. At first we couldn't seem to decide if they were sweet or
sour, but the more we drank, the more we realized they were indeed refreshing. Tita
Honey tried their Sarsi and swore it was better than the Philippine version.
Our second stop was the “Palms Shopping Mall”. On its 4th floor were shops where
known brands like Nike, Fila etc. were sold at a huge discount, as much as 70% off. We
also realized that it was a good place to buy electronic gadgets – digital camera & mobile
phones that cost less than P6,000. I was able to buy a Diadora Crocs-style sandals for
my son worth only P418. My husband Ralph bought a Racing shirt and a rattan ball as
souvenir. Of course, my Tita Bebo didn't miss the Starbucks Coffee in the mall. She and
Tita Honey also bought eggpies worth 1 Ringit each. They were delicious (better than
Lord Stow's!) and served as our lunch.
4 hours certainly were not enough. So many things to buy, so little time!
Posted by Socky at 10:55PM (+08:00)
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#2 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Ah, Shangri-la!
Wednesday, January 17, 2007
Shangrila Rasa Ria is, believably, the finest
resort hotel in Kota Kinabalu. Okay, it may
not have the powdery white beach sand of
our Boracay or the swimmable waters and
coral reefs of Palawan, but for the sheer
stretch and expanse of its clean, quiet and
private beach, this Shang is for me the best
place to... relax. That you can do it in 5-star
surroundings and style is a definite plus.
The hotel was fully booked when we
arrived, but I swear it didn't feel that way.
No harassed hotel employees at the checkin counters. Cold towels and welcome
drinks were served even before we could
put down the bags. In fact, the hotel van
that picked us up at the airport had cold
towels ready, just what we needed after a
2-hour, no-frills flight.
And the rooms! I confess I have this thing
for hotel rooms. Shang's standard rooms
are large. Ours had a king-size bed plus a
built-in sofa that could, discreetly, double as
a bed, and an 8-sqm balcony. The size was
perfect for my niece's family of 3 kids, and
certainly for my nephew who brought his 3yr old son and 3-month old baby. Nothing
more insufferable than a small room
packed with screaming kids and diaper
boxes.
Another plus about the rooms: empty refs,
no mini bars! Who touches those
overpriced, hotel-issue choco bars and mini
vodkas anyway? Shang encourages you to
buy your chips, wine and drinks at the
hotel's minimart - at a more reasonable
price of course. Or, you can buy in the city
and stuff the ref full of goodies.
The following morning, I learned that there
were no neighboring resorts, no market or
town near or around Shang. So I surmised
people stayed pretty much within the hotel premises. But where were the people? The
hotel was supposedly fully booked, but the beach was - or seemed - almost empty. I was
delighted! When was the last time I had a whole beach practically all to myself?
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Maybe people took the hotel tourist bus to the city's biggest shopping mall 30 minutes
away. Or played golf. Or took the nature reserve trek to see the Orangutans. The kids, of
course, were just happy to stay all day in the pool. Even as I travelled with my large
family and was booked in a hotel with at least 300 other couples, there seemed ample
room for everyone to stretch out in the beach, read under huge umbrellas, or just sprawl
in bed the whole day.
The nights were a bit more busy. There were two buffet venues: one offered Malaysian
and other Asian cuisine; the other had a mix of Asian and western fare. Seafood was
abundant (but no oysters, my biggest disappointment). There was also an Indian
restaurant, highly recommended by a friend, which we missed when we opted for the
seafood buffet instead. On our last evening, though, we dined at Coast, the hotel's fine
dining restaurant. Appropriate clothes usually required, but the hotel relaxed the rule for
us that evening (who'd think of bringing "closed" shoes to the beach anyway?)
Would I recommend a holiday at Shangrila Rasa Ria to my friends? Definitely! There's
another Shangrila in KK, but it's in the city. And really, there's not much to see or do
there. In terms of sightseeing and shopping, KK is not a tourist destination like Bangkok.
The beach is all there is. And that's where Shangrila Rasa Ria, I believe, tops them all.
However, if one seeks the nightlife and a wide sampling of restaurants, Boracay is still it hawkers, congested beach, and rampant commercialization notwithstanding. And of
course Palawan, a must-see for Filipinos before they even venture out of the country.
Posted by Socky at 09:38AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: #2 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Ah, Shangri-la!

- Leica

January 17, 2007

The hotel really was fabulous. It negated all the "inis" factor from the Air Asia flight. I
almost immediately fell asleep as soon as I saw the big heavenly bed!
The Coast restaurant was specially nice. They have the best mushroom soup that has
an unusual combination of calamata olives, candied walnuts and walnut oil. Perfect
combination sweetness, creaminess and saltiness and that unidentifiable little something
something. As Rachel Ray would say it..YUM-O! A must try.
Thanks Tita Socky for such a splendid vacation!
2. Re: #2 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Ah, Shangri-la!

- Socky

January 17, 2007

Hi, Leica. Am glad you and obviously everyone enjoyed the place. And that your dinner
was yum-oH. Air Asia wasn't really that bad. The crew were nice and the ground service
was prompt and gracious. And it got us to KK and back in one piece! Thanks for
organizing this trip. Let's hope we can do this again next year.
3. Re: #2 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Ah, Shangri-la!

- christine

January 19, 2007

I'm so excited now! But am kinda regretting that we booked 2 nights at the city and only
1 night at the Shang and not vice-versa. Oh well, we'll just have to make the most of that
1 night.
So which resto do you recommend we do for only 1 dinner there? :)
4. Re: #2 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Ah, Shangri-la!
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- Socky

January 19, 2007

We didn't try the Indian Restaurant which I sort of regretted coz the seafood buffet we
opted for didn't have any oysters. While it was highly recommended by a friend, I really
can't recommend it based on my own experience. We ate at Coast, its fine dining resto.
My company enjoyed their seafood based orders, especially the almond crusted cod, the
mushroom soup, etc. I ordered steak but it was so-so. So just keep away from the meats
and I guess you'll be okay. Enjoy your vacation. The group that went to the city were not
exactly foodies, so maybe you'll have fun discovering its food secrets.
5. Re: #2 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Ah, Shangri-la!

- christine

January 24, 2007

Thanks so much for the honest review, I'll stay away from the meats if we end up eating
there. That almond crusted cod sounds divine!
6. Re: #2 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Ah, Shangri-la!

- blair_mitch

January 28, 2007

Uy ang ganda. I want to go! Mahal ba siya? Which is more expensive - this one or
Shang Mactan?
I'm planning on hitting the beach this Holy Week and definitely staying away from
Boracay.
7. Re: #2 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Ah, Shangri-la!

- geraldine

January 29, 2007

would you mind sharing how much the rates are in Shangri-la? you can just mention the
price range for a 3n/2d stay.
thanks!
8. Re: #2 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Ah, Shangri-la!

- Socky

January 29, 2007

Hi, Blair Mitch. Hi Geraldine. We booked everything via the internet. But even then,
Rasa Ria costs less than Mactan. We paid US$132 per (BIG!) room per night, free buffet
breakfast. The beach is also infinitely better: long stretch, very private. Mactan is no
match on this. The biggest savings was on the airfare. We took Air Asia from Clark. It's
not for those who want to fly in style. (See my post #1). A ticket on Royal Brunei will set
you back, I was told, by $150-200 per. And it flies in at a later hour. So book a minimum
of 3 nights. Anyway, Kota Kinabalu is a great alternative to Boracay for the holy week.
No maddening crowd! My niece also posted review in www.lefanglekwatsa.blogspot.com
9. Re: #2 of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Ah, Shangri-la!

- Anonymous

March 01, 2007

Hey, you got some good information in your blog. I think we share a lot of the same
interests.
I do a lot of reviews and I think you may be interested in The Simple Golf Swing Review
and maybe Jamorama Review.
Well stop by and sometime and say hi, looking forward to seeing updates in your blog.
- Greg
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#1 Of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Flying Economy
Tuesday, January 16, 2007
Now every Juan can fly! So say the ads of
Cebu Pacific. Which, as my family and I
noted when we lined up at the Clark Airport
last Friday, was also Air Asia's advertising
tagline. Yes, nowadays, everyONE can fly.
Including my 3-month old niece! The tickets
were so cheap, my whole family was able
to fly and holiday in Kota Kinabalu. The
headcount: ten adults, 5 children and 1
infant. What we saved on the tickets, we
spent on accommodations at the fabulous
Shangrila Rasa Ria. I tell you, it makes
sense: fly economy, live it up!
But here's the catch. See if you can live
with the ff.:
1. Airport of Origin is Clark in Pampanga.
That means at least 2-hour travel time from
Manila. You can bring your car (Park N Fly
available at P90 per day per vehicle), or
take the public bus from Pasay or SM
Megamall (P350 per head/one way) which
stops right at the airport terminal. If you
plan to bring your car, remember there's
still that drive back to Manila. Estimate your fatigue level at 7pm when you arrive home.
Or, if you opt to jostle it out at the bus terminal in Manila, really really psych yourself up
for the usual lack of order and organization. And the fight for the cab after the bus ride
from Pampanga. Us? We chose to bring our cars. More civilized and it actually came out
cheaper.
2. The Air Asia flight to Kota Kinabalu leaves at 4:45 pm. You arrive at around 7:30pm, so
you lose one day at the beach.
3. There's only one Air Asia flight to Kota. I heard there had been instances of flights
unceremoniously cancelled just an hour or two before the scheduled departure. No such
thing in our case. In fact, Air Asia emailed us a few days before schedule that our flight
back would be delayed by an hour. What actually worried me more about the one-flightonly situation was the fact that my entire family was on that plane. So I prayed hard.
4. Have cash ready to pay for travel tax. P1,620 for adults, P1,200 for children below
12yro, and our little Ashley paid P200.
5. Have some more cash to pay terminal fee of P500 per. At least it's cheaper than the
NAIA fee and the infant, well, she went in free.
6. Allot time to do #4 and #5, as the whole process was done manually with the aid only
of an electronic calculator. Sorry, no computers. Imagine paying for 16 persons and
waiting for individual receipts. The upside: the Customs people were courteous, thorough
and kept their good humor!
7. No food allowed on the plane, except the food peddled by the stewardesses, a la onboard duty free shopping. If you pay in pesos, the exchange rate at 30,000 feet is double
the ground rate. We paid P30/Ringgit when it should have been only P14.
8. Oh, you might also notice that as soon as the plane came in from its previous
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destination, it immediately boarded the Filipino passengers. Pray that the previous
passengers didn't mess up the toilets too much.
9. And then there's the matter of seating. Forget you're boarding a plane. Behave like
you're fighting for a seat in a provincial bus. It's Free Seating, so unless you're travelling
with children which entitles you to priority boarding, go run for the best seats.
10. Lastly, convince yourself that what really matters is pilot skills, not newness of the
plane. The fact that the plane was being flown by a Filipino pilot boosted my confidence,
even as my 3-year old nephew managed to pull out a screw from his seat.
Console yourself with the fact that you have saved at least US$200 per adult on tickets.
Who cares if everyone who asked what airline we flew coming in would chirp back" Oh,
the CHEAP airline!" Shrug it off as, truly, this holiday will cost less than your trip to
Boracay.
Besides, what's two hours of flight compared to a memorable three-nights/2-and-a half
days in Shangrila Rasa Ria. Ah, Shangrila... it's an experience that deserves another
post!
Posted by Socky at 10:39AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: #1 Of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Flying Economy

- christine

January 17, 2007

Oh pls pls blog on about the trip! I want to hear abll about it. I am going to KK with a
group of friends Feb 9-12 via Air Asia too. We booked this flight June or July of last year
pa and paid less than 3k inclusive of taxes!
We're staying 2 nights at Le Meridien in the city, and 1 night in Shangri La Rasa Ria.
We're such a big group, and figured this way we make everyone happy (the city
folk/shoppers and the outdoor adventurers). Did you go to the city at all? Have any of
the local food?
I've done the whole depart-from-Clark thing before when I went to Macau (with same
group of friends) so we're prepared for that. :)
2. Re: #1 Of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Flying Economy

- Socky

January 17, 2007

Hi, Christine. I didn't go to the city but first-time travellers in the family did. From their
reports and my observation as we drove from airport to city, KK is like our Davao. Laidback, not too many tall buildings. But cleaner, wider avenues. Less dense
population.There's a bus from Rasa to city that takes people to KK's biggest shopping
mall/district. One area is like our divisoria. Cheap stuff. Rasa Ria Hotel is Shangrila
Mactan 5 times bigger! Quiet, uncrowded beach. Personally loved it. Wish you're staying
longer in Rasa. Will blog about it more in a while.
3. Re: #1 Of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Flying Economy

- wysgal

January 17, 2007

A bunch of friends actually did that exact same trip last December ... Air Asia + Shangrila in Kota Kinabalu. I was too busy with some other personal things so I couldn't make it
but it sounds like you generally enjoyed the experience. Looking forward to reading
about it. =)
4. Re: #1 Of The Kota Kinabalu Series: Flying Economy

- Socky

January 17, 2007
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Hi, Wysgal. Truly enjoyed the peace and quiet of KK. Read about your Boracay
weekend, though, and I'm sure that was FUN. What I enjoy most about Boracay are the
restaurants. Heard about the new Spanish resto, but it wasn't yet open the last time I
was there. Maybe you can blog about the latest food scene there?

The Look For Less
Thursday, January 11, 2007
I always told myself to hold out on buying a
fruit bowl until I could afford an Alessi. But
these days it just didn't seem right to
splurge P5,000 on one. Fortunately, I found
an equally stylish, but far more affordable
alternative. In Sydney, at this store called
Freedom.
This Bubble Fruit Bowl is made of 18/10
(which is, if I'm not mistaken, the highest
grade) stainless steel, mirror polished. Best
of all, it's not even a thousand bucks!
I love finds like this. There was even one lady who, after seeing the store's logo on our
shopping bag, exclaimed, "I love Freedom!". Yes, that pretty much sums up the feeling.
Bye-bye, Alessi.
Posted by Socky at 10:43PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Look For Less

- MilaTan

January 12, 2007

That's a beautiful bowl. The pattern would also make a very nice lampshade :)
2. Re: The Look For Less

- Socky

January 14, 2007

Exactly! That's what it will be when I tire of it :-) Thanks for dropping by.
3. Re: The Look For Less

- joey

January 15, 2007

Fabulous bowl! Sigh...I know what you mean about Alessi...I feel the same way about
Iittala and my absolute dream: Poul Henningsen's Artichoke Lamp. Iittala is within the
realm of possibility, but who knows if I will ever get my hands on my precious artichoke?
(probably never) Have you been to 105 Rada? I go there just to look around and
dream...one day!
4. Re: The Look For Less

- userP

January 16, 2007

Hi joey. passed by rada and yes, rubbernecked 105! so that's what it is. must pop in...
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Packaging as Entertainment
Thursday, January 11, 2007
For two weeks now, supermarkets have been out of soy milk not just Silk Soy Milk, which I buy regularly, but any soy milk
brand! Even Starbucks have replaced soy milk with non-fat in
their lattέs. What gives?
Silk Soy Milk has been part of my breakfast fare since I
ditched cow's milk for a healthier alternative. While I have tried
other soy milk brands, I find Silk more to my liking: the taste is
closer to milk than taho. Mind you, I love taho but it's not
something I like in my oatmeal or cereals.
And there's one more thing I love about Silk: its packaging!
The copy makes entertaining read. It's witty, irreverent and
playful. After all, milk is milk and everything factual and boring
about milk has already been extolled and written to death. As
a JWT Account Manager once said to a
client who was insisting on having the
Directions For Use on a teeny-weeny
shampoo bottle: "What for? People are not
going to drink it!"
God, twenty years hence, those shampoo
guys still have to lighten up!
Posted by Socky at 07:39AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Packaging as Entertainment

- MilaTan

January 12, 2007

I bought my Silk soy milk (I get the plain one in the red box) at S&R. They have a lot of
them, including the Vanilla flavored one you have apicture of.
The Silk brand also does great soy ice cream in the US. I hope they can bring it over
here.
2. Re: Packaging as Entertainment

- christine

January 17, 2007

I used to say (which I think I got from Seinfeld), " If people need directions on how to use
shampoo, they have bigger problems than dirty hair"! :)
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Private Chef, Anyone?
Tuesday, January 09, 2007
I just read Lori's post on chefs Chris Bautista
and Farrah Ylagan who prepared a
breathtaking 11-course dinner for a private
group at P5,000 per head. Anton of Our
Awesome Planet also wrote about similar
private dinners whipped up by The Artist Chef
and Popit de Leon. I personally have tried
Popit's more modestly priced 5-course dinner
for two which he hosted in his Makati condo
last August. Before that, in 2004, there was
Chef Laudico in his Urdaneta home, where I
had the luck to be served dinner in his famous
cabana, featured on the cover of Tropical
Homes, a book on Filipino architectural design.
If I may use some marketing jargon here, is inhome dining (as opposed to on-premise eating),
with a chef contracted just for the evening,
becoming THE trend?
Note that these private chefs actually operate
restaurants of their own. But obviously, dining
and being seen in 5-star restaurants just don't
cut it as a status symbol anymore. True,
anybody who is crazy enough to blow a week's
salary in an uber-restaurant can easily get
himself seated within hearing distance of the
uber-rich. Now people seem to want exclusivity
and status of a different order. They are pushing
the envelop on Experience and Exclusivity, and
are willing to pay the price.
Ah, I remember my friend J's story about that cutie chef, Rocco DiSpirito, who was in
Manila recently. Apparently hitting on her after the show, he offered to cook an Italian
dinner just for the two of them. "By the time the risotto is done, you will be smitten!" Of
course, J - who is married, with kids - declined.
Sayang, that would have been the ultimate "private chef" experience of all!
(My niece caught DiSpirito's show at Greenbelt and didn't miss the opportunity for a booksigning. She swears this ladle-weilding Valentino is better-looking in person.)
Posted by Socky at 10:32AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Private Chef, Anyone?

January 09, 2007
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- wysgal
We were thinking of hiring a chef for my family's annual Valentine's Day dinner ... each
of us get to invite 1 to 2 friends, boy/girl friends. But we opted to keep things simple and
will be ordering food from a caterer instead, with my sister fixing up the flowers, decor,
etc.
And on Rocco ... I would have accepted an offer like that in a heartbeat!
2. Re: Private Chef, Anyone?

- Socky

January 09, 2007

Hi, Wysgal. I think what's great about hiring a private chef is being able to watch him at
work. And I can just imagine DiSpirito at work!
3. Re: Private Chef, Anyone?

- Poch

January 09, 2007

Haha. a lot of rocco-lust out there, no?
On watching chefs at work: popit's theatrics are particularly fun to witness.
4. Re: Private Chef, Anyone?

- MilaTan

January 11, 2007

Rocco was hot! I went to the Alabang show/signing, and it was only due to a friend's
resistance that I didn't head to the Greenbelt one right after. Tell your friend we'd have
exchanged places with her in a heartbeat! Lol.
5. Re: Private Chef, Anyone?

- Socky

January 11, 2007

There were a lot of Ayala sponsored shows then. There was Queer Eye for Straight
Guys, which I saw in Alabang. Unfortunately I missed the Rocco show the weekend
after. Now I hear just how hot he is. Dang!
6. Re: Private Chef, Anyone?

- christine

January 17, 2007

My sister-in-law was doing intimate private dinners when she came back from her
culinary studies in Florence. It seems the most practical way to hone your skills and
practice what you've learned before going big (i.e. full-fledged catering or restaurant
business). This way you gain word-of-mouth publicity building your name and brand,
with minimal cost.
And AMEN on everything said about Rocco! :P~~~
7. Re: Private Chef, Anyone?

- Socky

January 17, 2007

Hi, Christine. Who is your sister-in-law? Does she still do private dinners? I'd love to try
her Italian cooking! Can you give me her contact details when we finally meet in Feb for
Popit's lunch in Lipa?
8. Re: Private Chef, Anyone?

- Leica

February 08, 2007

Rocco flirted with all the girls there at the signing! And he's got the cutest smile ever. I'd
have him as my private chef, married or not :)
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To iWeb or To Blogger
Saturday, January 06, 2007
Ariel texted me last night while I was in a
meeting that my new MacBook Pro had
arrived. The news kept me distracted the
whole time, and while discussions at the
table ran the gamut of media budgets and
processes, my mind was going wildly
through a range of stuff I could do with this
powerful, elegant machine.
Now I can edit my movies without worrying
about disk space, iChat without having to
log around my old bulky iSight, iPhoto and
iTunes all I want! And of course, blog!
Its new OS comes with iWeb, which - like all things Mac - is an idiotproof tool for creating
websites and pages. And since iWeb is completely integrated with the other applications
in iLife 06, adding photos, movies, even podcasts will be so much easier. All I do is drag
these items from my media browser right to my blog page. No need to go through
Blogger, Flickr, Slide or YouTube!
Right now I post my stuff at blogspot.com, which lately has been sooo slow. Their recent
upgrade from beta may be causing all this, but the frustration is just getting me more and
more convinced to move my blog to iWeb. Besides I have a Mac membership, paid for
but under-utilized. Using iWeb will certainly give me my money’s worth!
The problem is there seems to be no way, but manually, to transfer all my 30-plus posts
to iWeb. Cut and paste? Re-type every post individually? Easy enough. But the process
takes away that one most important thing about blogging: the spontaneity, that "moment
of truth" when you click the Publish button.
Of course Poch, deadpan as always, says "Just think of it as archiving." Yeah, I'm such a
drama queen.
Posted by Socky at 11:16AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: To iWeb or To Blogger

- russkal

January 07, 2007

Congratulations!

BTW, I was just wondering...
do you have time for a Princess today?
2. Re: To iWeb or To Blogger

- Socky
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January 07, 2007

Hi, Russkal, thanks for dropping by. I read your post yesterday and I thought, grabe,
compared to your 2006 experience, ang liit ng problema ko. Drama queen lang talaga
ako. Congratulations for living your 30 (?) years with grace, strength and a sense of
humor.
3. Re: To iWeb or To Blogger

- MilaTan

January 11, 2007

Congratulations on your new mac. I bought my first mac in December and I'm enjoying
it's ease. Not as nice as yours but i won't need it for all the stuff you mentioned. Right
now, it's more like a place to keep old files and photos. An expensive filing folder!

Ode To Pork
Friday, January 05, 2007
I had already ordered lunch when I saw some guys in
the office eating this: fried liempo on a stick. I chucked
my Parmesan Chicken Pasta and asked our driver to
run, quickly please, to the foodstall across the street
that sold this P55 meal. It was paired with ginisang
mungo and came complete with rice and a vinegar dip.
Perfect! I swear it is now in my list of favorite pork
treats.
There is no escaping death-by-pork. No amount of
greens in a side dish or salad makes it any less sinful
or less fatal. It is best when deep fried to a crunch
(chicharong bulaklak, crispy pata). When grilled (inihaw
na baboy, pork barbeque), some fat or skin must be
seared or blackened with carcinogens . And, pray tell,
what is sinigang na baboy without the melt-in-your-mouth, inch-thick taba! My niece
always wonders why her pork adobo is never as good as her mom's. "It's because you
carve out the fat!", my sister admonishes.
With pork, there no safe (healthy) middle ground. As one saying goes: the badder, the
better. Or, as in religion or faith: no surrender, no epiphany.
Posted by Socky at 12:50PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Ode To Pork

- Charing

January 05, 2007

Oh my goodness, oh my goodness!!! It's time to send Inday to that street foodstall. I
need that fat shot...ngayon din!
2. Re: Ode To Pork

- Socky

January 06, 2007

Come lunch at the office and I'll serve you liempo-on-a-stick. One order gives you two
pieces of thinly sliced liempo that's skewered then deepfried in, what else, pork fat.
Sarap, lutong! Hot tea after strongly recommended to flush the cholesterol and the guilt.
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3. Re: Ode To Pork

- joey

January 08, 2007

Oh. My. God. What food stall is this??? Where??? It's year of the Pig and I am taking
advantage! :)
4. Re: Ode To Pork

- Socky

January 08, 2007

Hi, Joey. You're in luck! The foodstall is across your apartment, the one that used to be
Zagu, at Salamin Building. Yes, year of the pig. Are you doing a series on pork dishes?
Your new year post is a perfect start.
5. Re: Ode To Pork

- MilaTan

January 11, 2007

That looks amazing. Like bacon! Am getting an urge for a large plate of lechon and rice!
6. Re: Ode To Pork

- Socky

January 11, 2007

Lechon, ayayayyyy! Pritchon is good, but nothing like native-style, pit-roasted lechon.
7. Re: Ode To Pork

- christine

January 12, 2007

I actually thought it was bacon! I can totally see Joey sprinting across the street right this
minute! Runnnnnnn, Joeyyyy, runnnnnnnnn! :D
8. Re: Ode To Pork

- spanx

February 02, 2007

OMG!!!
i am SO there!
no biggie from a guy
who named his barkada's yahoogroup:
"We Love Liempo"

BluPrint for Entertaining
Wednesday, January 03, 2007
BluPrint Magazine featured the condo in
their 7th anniversary issue which came out
this week. Entitled "Homespun Hospitality:
A City Home Designed To Be The Perfect
Entertaining Place", the 4-page writeup
somehow suggested the owner was one
"who can throw gatherings at the drop of a
hat", someone with "innate shindig-hosting
capabilities", etc., etc.
While I like having friends over, I certainly
am not the hostess with the mostest. I don't
fuss over my guests. I tell them where the plates and the silverware are and that they
should just help themselves. It's mostly pizza or Chinese take-out that's on the table.
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In the 8 months or so that I've been at the condo, there's only one serious dinner I
remember hosting. It was for Ricki A., who chided me for not telling her right away that I'd
already moved in.
It was a sit-down, full-course thingy with 3 other guests: Joey V., Charo, and Poch's
friend, Gem P.
Dinner, prepared from scratch, consisted of tossed salad, baked tomatoes with
pesto/kesong puti toppings and fresh corned beef (recipe courtesy of chef-friend Popit de
Leon who even lent the huge pot where the beef boiled for 5 hours!) It was major work - I
used cloth napkins, (not Empress!) and brought out the proper steak knives, salad fork,
dinner fork, water glass, wine glass, etc. Then washed the dishes till 2am.
Now tell me, is "shindig-hosting" something I'd do at the drop of a hat?
(On BluPrint Mag: I think they should do something about their binding. Okay, P199
doesn't buy a Wallpaper or Architectural Digest, but should the pages easily come off
after just one reading?)
Posted by Socky at 06:45PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: BluPrint for Entertaining

- wysgal

January 05, 2007

Fresh corned beef is an easy dish that impresses people because you don't see too
much of it when you're dining out. The only reason I like hosting so much is that I still live
with my parents and don't have to do the dishes. =)
2. Re: BluPrint for Entertaining

- Socky

January 05, 2007

Thanks for dropping by, Wysgal. I myself was impressed that I actually prepared and
served fresh corned beef. Truth to tell, I didn't mind washing and putting away the dishes
after my guests said they had a grand time. I'll probably do this again...
3. Re: BluPrint for Entertaining

- MilaTan

January 12, 2007

I've learned that I can only host no more than 5 people in my place. More than that and
I'm washing dishes till the wee hours of the morning. Then I'll need a spa weekend to get
my hands back condition!!! :)

The Sydney Series: A Synopsis
Tuesday, January 02, 2007
Poch prepared a synopsis of our 4-day trip to Sydney using the Pages app on her brandspanking-new black Macbook. Which, as posted here, is very difficult to read. But it looks
cool and I thought I'd post a jpeg of it anyway. For those who are interested, here's the
full text:
Sydney ‘06
Beaches, wine, seafood, cheese and chocolate...
December 27 - 30 2006
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DAY 1 Wednesday. Landed at Sydney Airport, Sunbus
to Metro Hotel Sydney Central. After phoning and
booking the Hunter Valley Wine Tour (where I didn’t
understand half of what the guy was saying - was that
the Kintelboo Winery?!) we napped a bit and took on the
city. Had to revise plans - chuck the NY Times itinerary
and stay close to the hotel. Walked on Market Street to
Darling Harbor (our first obligatory fish&chips lunch!),
then spent the rest of the day at Manly Beach.
Highlights: Will&Toby’s (a Wallpaper reco), drool-worthy
real estate and Blue Tongue Beer. Wine at Le Kiosk on
Shelly Beach.
DAY 2 Thursday. Wandered around the Rocks. Bought
art. Sat for a beer at Harbourview (where we chatted up
a lady who did the Bridge Climb - no biggie, she said.
Good call not blowing money on THAT!) Took in awesome city views on the Pylon
Lookout. Bussed out to Bondi Beach then hiked back to the City Center via Oxford.
DAY 3, Friday. Hunter Valley, 2 hours away from the City. Together with some English
couples and a gaggle of Irish girls, we visited 4 wineries - Tinklers, small family operation,
Mistletoe, The Mill, de Bortolli and Blue Tongue brewery. Last stop was the Smelly
Cheese Shop and a chocolatier. Guide/driver was Gary, Australia’s 2-time home-brewed
beer champ. Dinner was at Nori’s. Saw (and lurved!) Bet’s B&B.
DAY 4, Saturday. Managed to take in Hyde Park and... David Jones! On Keith and Bet’s
tip, we sought out David Jones & went crazy. Figs stuffed with mascarpone, artichokes
with tomato pesto, apricots stuffed with more mascarpone, macadamia brownies and
Jarlsberg cheese. Burp!
Wow. With just four days, I think we did pretty well.
Posted by Socky at 02:15PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Sydney Series: A Synopsis

- MilaTan

January 11, 2007

That list of the places you ate sounds amazing! Smelly Cheese Shop! I want to go to
Melbourne which has some amazing markets, cheese shops, AND bookstores!!!
Thanks for sharing your vacation information!
2. Re: The Sydney Series: A Synopsis

- Socky

January 11, 2007

Melbourne is also a great city to visit. Because it has the largest Greek immigrant
population, it's the place to go to for greek food. I also enjoyed just barbecuing and
sipping wine by the Yarra river.
3. Re: The Sydney Series: A Synopsis

- grumpyurbanslacker

February 07, 2007

hello socky,
1st of all, thanks for commenting at my blog, and for linking it as well!! yikes, so nice!!:D
i'm a tennis nut as well, although the "above-average" skill level doesn't apply to me,
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haha.
re sydney, sana you tried going to the Pylon Lookout Museum....its right on one of the
pylons of the Sydney Harbor bridge. when you get to the top observation point, you can
actually look DOWN on the people doing Bridgeclimb!!
GUS
4. Re: The Sydney Series: A Synopsis

- Socky

February 07, 2007

Yes, GUS, we did the Pylon Lookout. Amazing view. The bridgeclimb was pricey and,
according to a climber we had beer with, it wasn't really a big deal. The turn-off for us
was the three-hour prep time. We didn't want to waste time as we had only 4 days to
spend in sydney. So Pylon it was where we snapped away. So much to enjoy in sydney
- as my other sydney posts show.

#6 of The Sydney Series: A Commercial Sighting
Tuesday, January 02, 2007
Walking the length of Oxford Street on our
way back to our hotel on Pitt, we were
intrigued by one commercial space in a row
of shops. It was all boarded up and one
very discreet sign said "To Let". But,
strangely, the shop had about 4 random
holes that beckoned "Look"! A couple of
holes even had headphones. I swear the
peeping tom in me (and in all of us, yes?)
just couldn't resist. So we looked, listened
and watched.
It turned out to be an interactive out-ofhome advert for Amstel, a Dutch beer.
Inside we could see beer bottles hanging
from the ceiling and a video projected on a
wall. It was obviously an inexpensively
produced, probably 30-sec advert where
everything was shot in silhoutte, except the
beer. One segment was about a man
swatting a lemon like it was a pesky fly
trying to land on his beer; the other showed
a snake wrapped around the beer mug as if
to keep away any unwelcome
encroachments. The line, which hang outside like a shop signage, was "Taste Life Pure
Filtered".
Amusing and clever. I thought it put to good use a yet unrented commercial space and
turned it into a "happening" place. As an ad medium, it must be infinitely cheaper than our
billboards which go from P100-200 thou a month in rent alone. Will even make Bayani
Fernando and the vanguards of our environment a lot happier.
Posted by Socky at 01:11PM (+08:00)
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#5 of The Sydney Series: Ken Done
Tuesday, January 02, 2007
Nobody captures the colors of modern Australia like
Ken Done. So much so that in 1992 he was awarded
an Order of Australia (A.M) for services to Art,
Design, and Tourism. To Australian citizens, that's
equivalent to being knighted by the Queen of
England. If you also care to know, he designed the
logo for the 2000 Summer Olympics held in Sydney.
And, of interest to advertising people, he used to be
an Art Director at JWT London long, long time ago.
Hence, my affinity. Today he is very much an
Australian icon, so successful that, at The Rocks,
you'll find not just a Ken Done Gallery but a Done
Shop that seems to be doing very brisk business
among tourists.
We bought a very Ken Done, two-piece
swimsuit for Rama. I told Poch to hold out
on the Billabongs, as nothing says
"Australian souvenir" like a piece from Ken
Done. Next to the Koala Bear, of course.
Then for myself, an original, individually
signed Ken Done print: Fish from the
Amazon #169/1000. I deliberately shied
away from Australian/Sydney images of
beaches, opera house and harbour bridge
as I didn't want it "too touristy", okay?
Anyway, I must admit, I am a Ken Done fan. On my first visit to Sydney many years ago, I
got a Ken Done t-shirt. Not a very good souvenir as the t-shirt, of course, faded and
eventually disintegrated from constant wear. On my second visit, also some 10 years
ago, I got a Ken Done book and - was I lucky! - Ken Done happened to be at the Gallery
and I managed to have the book signed. Plus a snapshot with The Man, along with the
art director I was travelling with.
Now I have this print. Sorta completes my Ken Done-abilia!
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Posted by Socky at 10:18AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: #5 of The Sydney Series: Ken Done

- MilaTan

January 11, 2007

I like that fish print, it's vibrant, has the ethnic vibe, and if it hangs in the right place,
probably makes you hungry.
2. Re: #5 of The Sydney Series: Ken Done

- Socky

January 11, 2007

It's still being framed as I blog :-) Can't wait to hang it where I can enjoy it everyday. The
colors will surely brighten my place and my mood.

#4 of The Sydney Series: Mandela at the Rocks
Monday, January 01, 2007
At The Rocks, we chanced upon what was probably
the most controversial artworks in recent history. On
exhibit and for sale at the Touch Galleries on Hickson
Road were signed color lithographs by Nelson
Mandela, the man who emerged after 27 years in
prison to win the Nobel peace prize, become the first
black President of South Africa and earn recognition
as the world's greatest statesman.
Also available, at more affordable prices of course,
were the last 2 limited-edition, "unsigned" bookplates
(#176/3000 and #222/3000) of The Harbour, which
was part of Mandela's first set of lithographs entitled
My Robben Island". The bookplate nevertheless bore
Mandela's familiar "signature", as the bookplate was
taken from the original lithograph.
"My Robben Island 1" was sketched and completed in 2002 by Mandela, who worked
with a young South African artist named Valenka Paschke. It was a set of six limited
edition lithographs (edition size: 500), all individually signed in pencil by Nelson Mandela.
On February 7, 2003 the launch was held on Robben Island itself, with celebrities
outbidding one another for the much celebrated pieces of art. Oprah Winfrey reportedly
splurged R2million for 5 of these sketches, edging out the likes of Diesel clothing
president, Renzo Rosso, US billionaire Michael Lee-Chin and former Gauteng premier
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Tokyo Sexwale.
The first Robben Island Series was
followed by another series on the island
and a series of lithographs bearing
Mandela's palmprint. The artworks were
sold in galleries in South Africa, Australia
and the UK. The proceeds from the sale
were supposedly for the benefit of
Mandela's many charities and foundations.
Then, in 2005, controversy broke. In the
center of the controversy were Ismail Ayob,
Mandela's former lawyer, and art publisher,
Ross Calder.
Consider these events:
• In 2001, even before he embarked on the
art project, Mandela signed a document
prepared by Ayob giving the latter
permission to market the lithographs in his
name. Mandela personally signed each of
these lithographs, and Ayob and Calder were responsible for selling them.
• Mandela eventually "withdrew" this permission, citing continued and large-scale
production of "mechanically and photographically reproduced copies" without his
approval. Exacerbating the controversy was a testimony of an Australian forensic
handwriting expert that it was highly probable the signatures on Mandela's works of art
were produced using a signature machine.
But what do you make of this:
• In 2001, again even before Mandela embarked on the art project, the company that
marketed and sold the former president's artworks, undertook research regarding a
machine that could imitate signatures. A senior employee was quoted saying "... the
purchase of the signature machine was imperative to ensure the further production (of
Mandela's signed works of art) as there was concern about Mr Mandela's health. Indeed
the project could fail if Mr Mandela died before a substantial number of prints had been
produced."
Ayob continued to deny personally benefiting from the art project and insisted no largescale production of the lithographs was undertaken without Mandela's approval.
Meanwhile, owners of galleries originally licensed to sell the lithographs remained
divided. Some chose to stop selling until matters were cleared, while others maintained
the artworks were authentic and that they should continue to sell.
Ah, controversy! With or without it, who can resist owning a piece of art by a global icon?
And, doesn't controversy make art more interesting?
Anyway, I think my Harbour #222/3000 is beautiful!
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Posted by Socky at 08:10AM (+08:00)

#3 of The Sydney Series: Port Manly
Sunday, December 31, 2006
I always said to miss Manly was to see only
half of Sydney. But I realized that, until this
trip, I myself had only seen half of Manly. A
whole new, yet undiscovered Manly lay
past the stretch of bars and restaurants,
beyond the rocky curve, past the rock pool.
Taking the Cabbage Tree Walk, a narrow
path that hugged the side of the cliff, we
came upon Shelly Beach. It is a small,
"neighborhood beach", a playground that
struck me as exclusive to the locals and
their kids. No surfer dudes here, and hardly
any tourists.
Even the approach to Shelly Beach offered
delightful surprises. Half-embedded on
rocks were small sculptures of sea
creatures: octopus, sea horse, fish!
And then there it was, situated right on the
beach:Le Kiosk Restaurant. A heritagelisted sandstone cottage, Le Kiosk had an
old world charm and tranquility that not
even a fully booked night could spoil. We
managed to get a table at the outdoor
seating area, adjacent to the main
restaurant. We sat here, sipping white wine
through the magic hour and into the early
hours of the night.
Of course, capping the Port Manly
experience was the ferry ride back to
Sydney. You couldn't get a better view of
the Sydney Opera House, the Harbour
Bridge and the cityscape at night, all in one
sweep. Simply stunning! As manic tourists
with only 4 days to holiday, we found that
an afternoon in Manly was the best way to
shift gears and get on cruise mode... as
most Sidneysiders do.
Posted by Socky at 09:37PM (+08:00)
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#2 of The Sidney Series: An Unusual Sighting
Sunday, December 31, 2006
Either a huge percent of the Sydney
population needs regular insulin shots or,
as in most major cities, a drug problem
exists. At least the government provides its
citizenry a safe, hygienic way to dispose of
their used needles. Ubiquitous in most
public toilets is the "Syringe Disposal"
chute. Sighted in a Wyong Shire public
toilet on our way to Hunter Valley.
Posted by Socky at 08:03PM (+08:00)

#1 of The Sydney Series: One Big Oyster Bar!
Sunday, December 31, 2006
If Sydney were a restaurant, it would be an
oyster bar - the ideal oyster bar, in fact!
Where else can you enjoy the freshest
oysters, mussels, barramundi and chips as
you sip the most refreshing semillon or
chardonnay in a trendy restaurant with a
view of a clean, pink-sand beach? And,
your'e enjoying all this in your cut-up shorts
and flipflops. Cool!
The most amazing thing about Sidney is
that you can't tell the tourists from the
locals. They dress as informally, they frequent the bars and restaurants you'd go to as a
tourist, and they are, constantly it seems, on holiday mode, hitting the beach or the
harbourside as soon as the workday ends.I have visited Sydney twice before, the first
time some ten years ago. What struck me most then were the BYO restaurants. Yes, at
some restaurants you can Bring Your Own bottle of wine, bought cheaper at the nearby
bottleshop, and have it chilled and served with your meal. It makes sense! Australia is a
huge wine country and it would be impossible for restaurants to carry all the wine brands
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and types that Australia produces.
I love Australian wines! Come to think of it, I
have never been let down by an Australian
bottle. Pop it open and it is invariably
good/great. I haven't yet had to make
awkward apologies to guests for wine gone
wobbly or maderized.
Hence, the highlight of this trip: a visit to the
vineyards of Hunter Valley, the obligatory
wine tour! Finally, on this, my third trip to
Sydney, I did what every traveller to
Australia SHOULD do: check out where the
hell all those good shiraz, merlots,
semillons and verdelhos are coming from!
My wine loot? A 1999 Shiraz and a 2006
Verdelho from a small family-owned winery
called Tinklers, and a sweet and smooth
2006 botrytis semillon from one of the
newer boutique wineries in the valley,
Mistletoe. I packed them in my suitcase and
prayed no
bottle would break!
Another notable, Blue Tongue Beer. Tried it at Will and
Toby's in Manly; visited its brewery in Hunter Valley.
Available in 6 brews, with its Traditional Pilsener ending
up as a personal favorite.
Posted by Socky at 10:48AM (+08:00)
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Pig-out Christmas
Monday, December 25, 2006
It was the strangest Christmas fare the
family ever had: Cebu lechon with Chinese
ham, king prawns with queen crabs (may
aligue kasi, no?). Steamed rice with Pancit
Malabon. Lettuce leaves (talagang lettuce
lang po) with fruit salad. Russian cookies
with rum cake. There was even
pumpernickel bread warming in the oven
toaster, to be paired with - huh? - queso de
bola. Obviously, there was no careful
planning of menu here. No gourmet
considerations for dishes that matched,
flavors that harmonized. No compunction
about ordering ready-to-eats.
What happened to this family of foodies?
Since my mom died, family eyeballs over
food became few and far between. Only
Christmas lunch remained sacred, with my
sister presiding over the menu. She was
the one who inherited my mom's cooking
genius and, yes, "specialties": fish au
gratin, roast chicken stuffed with sticky rice
and liver, chili crabs, etc.
But she,too, got busy. "Steaming the crabs took three hours!" Was she complaining or
bragging about the size of the crabs she bought? The only other dish that was homecooked was the chilli-pepper prawns, courtesy of my nephew's wife. The rest were preordered and picked up an hour before lunch. My mom would definitely disapprove!
Posted by Socky at 09:19PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Pig-out Christmas

- Leica

December 26, 2006

Lola would definitely roll in her grave! The clan buying take out food on a sacred
occasion?!
Most importantly Christmas season is about family. And this Christmas season was
extra special because there is an addition to our family, Ashley, a little lady who inherited
the infamous Crispina Manalo nose. Lola would definitely approve! :)
Kudos to Tita Socky for hosting another very happy, albeit chaotic family get-together!
One of the best Christmases ever! Can't wait for next year.
2. Re: Pig-out Christmas

- Socky

December 26, 2006

I think this Christmas set a new standard: the more chaotic, the more wanton, the more
pig-outish, the merrier. But I think what keeps each of our Christmases special and
memorable is the fact that we have remained together as family. Additions welcome!
3. Re: Pig-out Christmas

- russkal

December 27, 2006

Hey there!
Followed your site thru Poch. Seemed like you had a bountiful feast this Christmas. I'm
drooling just looking at the photos!
You have a cool blog. Keep it up!

My kind of Nursery Rhymes
Sunday, December 24, 2006
I love this Christmas gift! If it were a gadget, it would be both frivolous and fabulous.
There's a private joke behind this book: Poch knows that I hardly recall any nursery
rhyme from my childhood. Perhaps, some trauma erased them all from my memory.
Hence this book. Maybe rhymes like this will stick better:
(Pat-A-Cake)
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Pop-a-cork, pop-a-cork, Champagne man,
Pour me a glass as fast as you can.
Cristal or Jacquesson or Clos St Hilaire,
As long as it's vintage, I really don't care!
Posted by Socky at 08:41PM (+08:00)

Our Qu-Qu's Are here!
Sunday, December 24, 2006
They came in time for Christmas Eve: my Zebra and
my La Vida Loca. Poch got her Apple n' Snake; and
Rama got what she wished for: made-to-order Little
Mermaid. What a cutie pair! They're quite comfy and
I'm seriously considering wearing them on our Sydney
trip next week. But can we climb the Sydney Bridge in
them? Fashion conquers fear!
Click here for more of Qu-Qu Art for Your Feet. By the
way, the witty illustrations extend all the way to the
back of the heel.
Posted by Socky at 02:19PM (+08:00)
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Jerome's Sommelier Selection
Monday, December 18, 2006
I'd been ordering wine from Jerome Philippon before I
found out what small world we lived in. It turned out he
was the boyfriend - now husband - of a colleague at JWT.
I must have been introduced to him, in fact, but I never
made the connection since I simply ordered my wines
from him via phone calls and emails.
Jerome's Sommelier Selection comes mostly from
Southwest France. And my favorite: Madiran! Not the
type, he says, that Filipino wine drinkers easily take to. It's
dark, earthy, robust. Among the whites, I like his cool and
quaffable Colombelle. You'll find his wines in some fancy
restaurants in Greenbelt and the Fort. But me, I get my
wines direct from him. Including the wines that I give away
for the holidays.The wines come nicely packaged in
brown bags, though he has
fancier ones (wood box, lined and all). Look inside and you
find each bottle wrapped in crepe paper, with a necktag
that lists the name of the winemaker, the grape varieties,
tasting notes and food recommendations. To top it, you can
have your name or company logo printed on the tasting
notes!
His prices are reasonable, too, starting at P325 - not very
far from the Novellino wines (ugh!) that some people
choose to give away for Christmas. God forbid I receive
one of those again!
Jerome refers to me as his "oldest" client. Jerome is French
and his English is not that good, so surely he isn't referring
to my age! He has an office cum wine storage at 2320 Don
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Chino Roces Avenue (Pasong Tamo Extension), where I've gone to for a couple of
private winetasting sessions. Occasionally he has tie-ups with restaurants where, for a
minimal cover fee, you get to try at least 8 of his wines with the right food pairings. He
also organizes a yearly wine and food tour to France. But I'm still saving up major for that!
You can reach Jerome at these numbers: 892-9928; 840-4211. He delivers, by the way.
Posted by Socky at 11:19AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Jerome's Sommelier Selection

- margauxlicious

September 19, 2007

i know this was posted ten million years ago but just read it ... thanks so much for the tip!
2. Re: Jerome's Sommelier Selection

- Socky

September 19, 2007

Yup, and fortunately Jerome is still in business. Do check out his selection. My favorite is
Madiran, which I recently blogged about.

The Blue Kitchen
Monday, December 18, 2006
... is my favorite source of comfort food and
delicacies. This is where I get my Bacolod softshell
crabs, fish roe in olive oil, dulong and mangopoppyseed salad dressing. I've also tried their wild
boar (baboy ramo) tapa and Lucban langgonisa. I'd
be frequenting it more if not for the long-ish drive
from Legaspi Village to Rockwell.
Now they have a website, started I think only this
December. But it's not so functional as I had
wished. No online ordering yet, just updates. Oh
well...
Posted by Socky at 09:46AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Blue Kitchen

- joey
I love Blue Kitchen! Especially their Lamayo and Boneless Daing :)
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December 20, 2006

Blue Skies (!) Portobellos
Sunday, December 17, 2006
It's 10am and already we are lunch-hungry.
What to do? Well, Poch rises to the
challenge and whips up this dish:
Portobello mushrooms (stalks cut off)
brushed with olive oil and sprinkled with
pepper. Bake 10 minutes in oven toaster
(ours is a Black and Decker; gadget rating:
fabulous!) For the stuffing: mix together
chopped portobello stalks, chopped kasuy,
chopped fresh basil, fresh cilantro and fresh
flat-leaf parsley, crushed Blue Skies
Crackers Spring Onion Flavor, little cubes
of kesong puti, some juice of lemon and more olive oil. Place on the portobellos and toast
for 5 minutes.
A minute on my plate, and it's gone!
Posted by Socky at 10:31AM (+08:00)

The Poch Risotto
Sunday, December 17, 2006
The one dish I had always wanted to try to
cook at home wasn't cooked by me. I was
stuck in a meeting in Pasig, and friends
were expected to arrive at 7. Knowing how
long it would take to stir the rice into a
perfect risotto, Poch - who searched the net
for a risotto recipe and bought the
ingredients anyway - took charge of the
kitchen. When I got home, Poch was still at
the stove, stirring the rice of course.
Thankfully, the romaine leaves for the side
salad have been spindried and the softshell
crabs battered and fried.
Poch cooked the risotto "oido", replacing some of the ingredients specified in Simply
Recipes. Red wine instead of brandy; Shitake, Button and Tengang Daga instead of
Chanterelle mushrooms; and, instead of Arborio, Kalinga rice from Jorge of Salcedo
Market. The crabs and the mango poppyseed dressing, by the way, all bought from Blue
Kitchen at Rockwell.
Here's her recipe: Prepare butter, mushrooms, wine and cream mixture. Set aside.
Prepare and simmer the vegetable stock (from Healthy Options, low-sodium). Start
cooking the rice, adding half a cup of stock every two minutes or so. Stir constantly,
relentlessly, ever so patiently to keep the rice from sticking to the pan. Once the rice is
about done, stir in the mushroom mixture and some parmesan cheese. Garnish with
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chopped flat-leaf parsley.
That's the Poch Risotto (her first!) in the pic. The risotto could be a little more moist, but it
was rich and flavorful. Nicely presented too, with love and zen stirred in. Thanks, Poch!
Mmmmmwah!
Posted by Socky at 08:29AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Poch Risotto

- joey

December 20, 2006

Yum! I made risotto for the very first time not too long ago :) Mine also could have been
a little more moist but it had great flavor...I use a pack of dried mushrooms from Santi's,
a mix of wild mushrooms. What's great is that you can use the water in which you
reconstituted the mushrooms along with your broth...it is super tasty :) Galing naman ni
Poch! It's plated so nicely too!
2. Re: The Poch Risotto

- Poch

December 20, 2006

I don't know, but I seem to have a bias against lagkit food...
Uhmm, how (and why) must i reconstitute the mushrooms? And what broth did you use?
3. Re: The Poch Risotto

- Socky

December 20, 2006

The mushrooms had to be reconstituted kasi they were dried mushroom. It simply
means the water or moisture that was extracted (for longer shelf life) is brought back, by
soaking etc. Para din yang reconstituted milk which means from powder, water was
added and voila! you have drinkable milk. Ask Nestle, he-he.

The Year-End Mega-Matrix
Friday, December 15, 2006
New York Magazine's Year-End Mega-Matrix is out and guess who's in its bottom-est,
left-most corner?
Last night, friends and I debated as to who figures where in our Approval Matrix. A
consensus: Pops Fernandez, particularly for her appearance in the Vicky Belo Billboard
on Edsa, DEFINITELY is in the bottom lefthand quadrant. If you ask me, the billboard
itself - with its heavily botoxed, pasty looking celebs in the most somber Christmas pose
ever - belongs there too.
How about you. How would you play the matrix?
Posted by Socky at 02:48PM (+08:00)

Art for your Feet
Wednesday, December 13, 2006
Chuchi Q. was a Fine Arts UP graduate but was hired as a copywriter at JWT where we
worked together for many years. Now, having retired as VP of Strategic Planning at
Campaigns & Grey, she's back to what is probably her first love: painting. Her canvas:
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rubber sneakers!
Hand-painted sneakers by QuQu (Chuchi's
brand) are, as she describes them, a oneof-a-kind gift. Each pair has a concept, a
theme or a story that unfolds on two feet.
"Inspiration for designs comes from great
artists, nature, myths, fables and the like,
and of course from the boundless, joyful
place called imagination. The artists who
make QuQu footwear express themselves
on tiny canvasses with the wish that people
wearing their art smile as they take their
first steps for the day."
She was featured in Philippine Star about three
weeks ago. Unang Hirit wanted her before their
cameras this morning, but she declined (Why,
Chuchz, the BIR won't run after you, no!) Then,
just last weekend, I also saw Inquirer writeups on
two other guys doing handpainted sneakers.
I like Chuchi's stuff better, though. They're witty,
so much like her sense of humor. Wry and subtle
until it hits you. Check out how indeed the right
foot continues the story on the other foot! And
more importantly, they're so much more
affordable: P900 a pair, compared to the other
guys' P2,500!
Here are some of the shoes she brought to the
condo last night. I'm getting the Zebra, plus the Vida
Loca and Dragon Ball-style Anime (not shown). Poch is
getting Eve and the Apple (shown previously in
Chuchi's blog). Rama wants a Cinderella version which
Chuchi will be working on. Gosh, at four, the Kid
already wants made-to-order stuff!
Click on my link to Chuchi's blog (Qu-Qu). And if you
want to see samples or to place orders, just call or text
0920-961-7655.
Posted by Socky at 10:27AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Art for your Feet

- Poch

December 13, 2006

I loved her story about some people complaining about her designs, "Ay, my apo will get
teased coz his shoes don't match..." Haha!
2. Re: Art for your Feet

- charing

January 08, 2007

In other words, TALIPA (as they would say in Batangas)!!!
Nevertheless, I still want mine, though Chuch is still struggling to finish up all the other
orders.

Frivolous or Fabulous?
Tuesday, December 12, 2006
Girls in love with gadgets, unite!
I had a short-lived blog called GadgetGad with that
line as blog description. My love for gadgets, I swear,
could sustain a blog as rich and heavy as, say,
Marketman's or Lori's. I suspect I would have had a
good following too, as I know there are a lot of people
out there who are seriously into gadgets as there are
people seriously into budbod kabug and desserts.
Well, if there's one gadget whore, that's me. And, if
you're like me, you know the anguish that comes after
the purchase. Did I just waste a huge sum of money
on something utterly useless and frivolous? Or did it
indeed bring the quality of my life some notches
higher?
Here are two little, sleek-looking gadgets at home. You tell me: frivolous? Or fabulous?
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The first one is a Bodum Milk Frother.
While I drink my coffee black, an occasional
cup with frothed cream and a sprinkling of
cinnamon powder is indescribably
satisfying.
The other, frankly, I have just used once.
It's a ring that you use to make those
impressive vertical food arrangements that
you see in food magazines or in fine dining
places. In Marketman's blog, he advised
that you could just cut off a pvc pipe. That
was, for me, kinda unthinkable. PVC pipes are for toilets. So it was such a relief to find
the real thing at Cook's Exchange in Glorietta. Well, I prepared aligue sinangag topped
with salad tomato slices and tuyo using this ring. Believe me, presentation is everything!
Fabulous, aren't they, dahling!
Posted by Socky at 11:00AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Frivolous or Fabulous?

- joey

December 12, 2006

Fabulous definitely! The two rules I live by: 1. You can't put a price tag on happiness (so
if it makes you happy there is no such thing as "too expensive"...sadly, there is such a
thing as "I can't afford it" though...) and 2. I deserve it anyway! :) So I'm all for gadgets
and little implements of happiness!
How does the creamer work? I have to get one! I have an espresso machine with
steamer BUT if I make coffee using another device and still want steamed milk I don't
want to have to run the machine for the milk only...
2. Re: Frivolous or Fabulous?

- Poch

December 12, 2006

Hey Joey. Let me pipe in here, as I am the one who's actually big on froth. It's a simple
wand, with a frothing tip. Runs on AA batteries.
This is how I do it. Pour milk, a little less than 1/4 of the mug. Dip the wand into the milk
BEFORE turning it on. Otherwise, as you plunge the wand in, the whizzing tip splatters
milk all over. I find that it helps to tip the mug a bit, play with the wand, move it around....
What you get is a lovely, lovely foam up to maybe halfway the mug. Then I pour the
coffee in, to the side only, careful not to douse the foam. Cold milk froths a lot. Soy milk
is pretty flat (even the Starbucks baristas agree - soy is a pain to froth...).
I, of course, got the 88 peso frother from Japan Home Store (I heart Japan Home! which
is another post altogether, no?). Worked fine, really. Then Socky goes out and gets the
designer gizmo. Oh why not....
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Be@rbricks
Monday, December 11, 2006
What's with grown men who collect little
boys' toys! My business partner, Ariel C.,
swears he has the biggest collection of
Be@rbricks in the country, if not in Asia. At
latest count, he has 240 of them, including
the Starwars Be@rbrick, supposedly the
most expensive of the series.
Ariel told me that Be@rbricks' rarity and
value are determined by the number of toys
based on a particular design. For some
designs, the manufacturer intentionally
produces only a limited number. Imagine a
toy, the size of your thumb, designed by the
likes of Paul Smith, Vivienne Westwood,
Comme d Garçon and some of the coolest
Japanese artists! Be@rbricks have become
so notable and collectible, with designers
from various genres letting loose their
childhood fantasies on a tiny plastic bear.
At the office there's always a DHL delivery
for Ariel who orders his Be@rbrinks online.
Or he goes to Hong Kong or Bangkok, the
countries in Asia, aside from Japan, where
there is a strong toy culture. His tip: you'll
find these Japanese-manufactured toys in
specialty shops in HK's Mongkok and in the
Loft in Bangkok. Once he sighted a
Be@rbrick in the Marikina Shoe Trade Fair
complex in Cubao. But to his dismay, it
wasn't for sale. The man is obsessed,
guiltless, unstoppable!
Don't get me wrong. I love Be@rbricks
myself. They're cute and witty, oftentimes
wickedly irreverent and bizarre. But I'd
rather keep my hands off them, knowing my
own acquisitive nature and dangerously
high O.Q. (obsession quotient). These little
devils have a way of multiplying
themselves. They will kick your Starck lamp
off the coffee table, replace the Rashid
candy dish on the dining room shelf, crowd
out the Noritake stoneware in the cupboard,
push the Anthony Bourdain books off the
bedside table, take over the entire house!
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Before I know it, like Ariel, I'll be checking out a bigger condo, insisting on extra room and
space. Bw@h-h@h-h@h-h@h!
Posted by Socky at 11:25AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Be@rbricks

- Anonymous

February 07, 2007

Hi, Talk and Tennis,
What do you do? And, how do I reach you?
Leave a comment in my blog if you get this.
Many thanks,
Bulletproofvest

Match Point
Sunday, December 10, 2006
I just had to get my hands on it! Nevermind
if it cost HK239 in HMV. It's a film by
Woody Allen and it was, although remotely,
about tennis. It cost as much as ordering it
from Amazon, except this time I didn't have
to pay taxes and shipping costs nor
anguish over the length of time it took a dvd
to reach Manila.
My all-time favorite Woody Allen film is
Crimes and Misdemeanors. I think it's his
finest, most complex and probably most
personal work. Second will have to be, this,
Match Point.
There are similarities between the two. Both films deal with infidelity and murder. And
both end with the irony that "murder will out" is not always true. Yes, the antagonists
suffer agonies of guilt; but, in both Woody Allen films, guilt is portrayed as an
unnecessary indulgence, much like sentimentalism, superfluous, at most debatable, in
this god-absent universe. The end justifies the means: go get on with your life.
It's a chilling thought. But I found myself cheering Jonathan Rhys Meyer on, perversely
hoping that his Irish luck holds up... till the film credits run.
Posted by Socky at 07:36AM (+08:00)
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Shabu Shabu: Doing It Right
Thursday, December 07, 2006
Oliver S, a friend from Manila, also
happened to be in Hong Kong last weekend
and volunteered to take us to the "best
shabu-shabu place this side of Kowloon". In
an attempt to avoid crossing Kowloon's
crazy Nathan Road, we walked through the
subway, hopscotched over a number of
street diggings and weaved through the
thick 10pm crowd. It was the longest trek
from hotel to restaurant that, voila, turned
out to be just 3 corners away! After a full
day at Disneyland with Rama the Kid, my stomach was grumbling and so was my mood.
This better be truly the best, I muttered to myself.
Indeed it was! I swear it's the best shabu-shabu I have ever tried. Unfortunately, after
going through the maze that was Kowloon, I just couldn't remember where exactly it was,
nor what the restaurant was called. Was it on Carnavron? I kept its card, but that too got
lost among Disneyland tickets and other dining receipts in my jeans pocket.
The place was packed when we arrived. And when we told the maitre'd there were 30 of
us, we expected him to keel over. But with nary a nervous facial twitch, he signalled to his
staff to wheel in 3 huge banquet tables. It was as if the river Nile was parted, creating
space for 30 hungry, weary and sleepy diners.The order slip was in Chinese, so Oliver
took complete charge, making sure even the vegetarians among us (Poch) and the
shrimp-intolerant (Ariel) were provided for and happy. Each of the 3 tables groaned under
three pots and at least 15 kinds of foods. My favorites were the superthin slices of beef
and the tofu skin.
It was nearly 11pm and we were all just ready to dive into the food. But Oliver parried our
chopsticks, announcing that there were very important do's and don't to follow when
eating shabu-shabu:
1. Wait for the soup to come to a boil before dumping anything in.
2. Once a piece of food floats, it's cooked. But vegetables - because they're less dense behave differently. They usually won't float, so harvest them before they're overcooked.
3. Wait till a batch of food is cooked and taken out of the soup before putting in another
batch. This is to prevent the bacteria from the raw food to contaminate the cooked batch.
4. Lastly and most importantly, remember that after all the cooking, the soup will surely
be fragrant with flavor. BUT! Don't drink that soup...it's full of MSG!
Ah, no wonder...
Posted by Socky at 11:02AM (+08:00)
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Going Minimalist This Christmas
Wednesday, December 06, 2006
Ugh, it's that dreaded, most stressful season again! I
haven't done any shopping - not even in Hong Kong
where I was last weekend. If you care to know, I am
one of those pathological procrastinators who attend
to their Christmas lists a week or only a few days
before Christmas. I am worse with Christmas decors.
There were at least two Christmases when my Rachy
Cuna Christmas Tree just stayed in the attic. Along
with the Christmas lights! My excuse? No children,
solo living. Well, at least this year I've put up some
Christmas decor at the condo - and early too,
compared to how I've done in Christmases past. But
this is it; what you see in the picture is all it's gonna be
- no more, no less. Have a sane Christmas, everyone!
Posted by Socky at 01:45PM (+08:00)

Navratilova, Milan Kundera and...Pivo Praha
Sunday, November 26, 2006
Last night we checked out Grappas
Ristorante at Brittany Bay. Actually we went
there to try Pivo Praha, now probably the
only beer in the country that comes from a
microbrewery. The last time I tried this beer
was when owner Bert Bravo launched the
Pivo Praha microbrewery at Caffe
Appassionato, a coffeeshop-restaurant on
Nicanor Reyes (Reposo) Street, which
eventually became Grappas Ristorante BelAir. I don't remember much about that
evening, or the beer itself, except that the
brewmaster was Czech (orig!) and...(bravo, bravo!) a woman.
Maybe, at that time, I was biased against microbrewed beer. Pivo Praha, unfortunately,
came at the tail-end of the microbrewery trend that San Miguel started. I remember the
first San Miguel microbrewery in Glorietta, copper vats and all! The beer came in various
flavors, all of which you could try via the "samplers". But I remember thinking, no one
could possibly take this kind of stuff seriously. Particularly their raspberry flavored beer
which I thought was simply juvenile. True enough, microbreweries quickly came and
went. Except, as it turns out, Pivo Praha.
Pivo Praha is still microbrewed the traditional Czech way in Bel-Air and delivered fresh to
every Grappas restaurant in the city. And it tastes... great! We ordered a pitcher of Pivo
Praha Classic. But I went up to the bartender and requested for a sampling of Pivo Praha
Dark and Pivo Praha Weizen. The Weizen has an intriguing banana-vanilla taste which I
will probably enjoy with rich food like pasta or stews. Very good actually, but not the type I
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would drink glass after glass. The dark, as dark beers go, is heavy and caramel-y. A meal
in itself! I prefer the Classic: easy, food and conversation-friendly, a truly enjoyable
beer.So, where on earth have I been all these years, ordering the insufferable flat-tasting
draft beer on nights-out with the boys? Not even my default beer, San Mig Light, comes
close. Pivo Praha has a delightfully complex taste, a fresh aroma and just the right
bitterness. For me, it's the bitterness that's surprising: not tinny, but - I hesitate to say the
word - organic. Maybe because it is brewed without preservatives. And supposedly
without filtration, hence preserving its complexity and robust flavor.
Well, for me, it's an almost perfect score for Pivo Praha. The downside? It's only available
at Grappas. BUT! You can order by the bottle to load up your ref. P90 each.
Posted by Socky at 11:08PM (+08:00)

Written In The Stars...
Wednesday, November 22, 2006
STARS: You might hear from a long-lost relative on
Monday, when the New Moon in Scorpio highlights
your house of siblings and close relatives.
S2U: Hey, what coincidence! I did get a call from a
nephew who's been so out of reach lately.
STARS: Tuesday might bring you a family reunion one
way or another, and turn into one of the best days of
your week.
S2U: This is uncanny! He called taking me up on my
offer to treat him and his girlfriend to Indian food. My
nephew loves Indian food and he's the only one in the
family who jumps up and down at the mere mention of
masala or paneer. I have taken him to Kashmir on
Pasay Road, so last Tuesday - how precise can it be!
- I decided to bring them to Bollywood (L3, Greenbelt),
where I
thought the ambience could make up for
any shortcomings in the food. Well, they
liked the food, the sitar and tabla music, the
Bollywood-themed decor. For the girlfriend
we ordered Chicken Tandoori, which is
always a safe and non-traumatic way to
introduce an Indian food newbie to Indian
cuisine. But she was game and
adventurous, bravely sampling everything
on the table. My nephew wiped out the
Roghan Josh, while I found myself enjoying
the vegetable biryani. And if it's any
indication that the evening was indeed a memorable one, they took a lot of
pictures.STARS: On Wednesday, the Sun moves into Sagittarius and into your sector of
real estate. Jupiter barrels into Sagittarius on Thursday and will stay in that sign for a
year. Jupiter will bring you a lot of blessings in the areas of your life that have to do with
buying and selling property, and being close to your family of origin.
S2U: I sure hope I get to SELL, not buy more real estate property! Although it would be
great to have a weekend home by the sea...
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STARS: You might move over the coming
year, and if you do, it should be to a
residence that has a lot to offer you, in
price, appearance, and locale.
S2U: A weekend home by the sea,
or...Canada?
STARS: On Friday, the Moon in Capricorn
is sextile to Mercury and Mars and should
bring a day of fun to you and your lover,
and you should find you have a lot of
passion for each other.
S2U: Yum-yum!
STARS: The weekend could find you catching up on work that is due for your job on
Monday. In addition, you might spend the day daydreaming about your ideal job, and
think up ways to acquire it.
S2U: What job? I want to retire!!!!!
Posted by Socky at 12:10PM (+08:00)

Iheartbread
Sunday, November 19, 2006
Who was it who said that you can judge a
restaurtant by the bread it serves? If I
remember right, it was Vogue food critic,
Jeffrey Steingarten, in his book The Man
Who Ate Everything. I've always followed
this dictum and so far I've always proven
Steingarten right: if a restaurant serves
lousy house bread, don't expect anything
better in its menu.
Yesterday, following Anton's (of Our
Awesome Planet) recommendation, my
friend Poch and I decided to try Duo in
Serendra. I knew immediately that we were
in the right place the moment we were
served its house bread. It helped that we
were attended to by the restaurant's
gracious Chong Bola. It was he who told us
that Chef Mao himself sources the bread,
called bonete, from a bakery in Santa
Rosa. It was warm and toasty outside, soft
and a bit chewy inside, and it went perfectly
well with the house's special dip.
The last time I remember sitting up and
loving the house bread was in Cafe Intermezzo, in Greenbelt 1 (on Legaspi Street where,
until recently, Burger King was). It's the restaurant owned by the restaurateur Zapanta
(model Joanne's dad) who also ran Barasoain in Milelong. Seriously, that was at least a
decade ago. Nowadays, if "fillers" tasted like anything, it's the bread that most restaurants
serve their customers before the entrees. It's just so depressing.
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I'm a breadlover and I will scour the earth
for good bread. I used to buy my bread whole wheat, of course - from Le Coeur de
France or, when Salcedo Market opened,
at the New York Bagel and Co. stall. There
was also a stall at Salcedo that was
reputedly patronized "by expats", so I also
bought bread there. That is, until I
discovered "Granary" of Deutsche's Deli.
It's a high-fiber, no-sugar bread
(ingredients: hard wheat flour, whole grain,
water, salt, yeast, sour). And I swear it's the
"grainiest" of bread I've ever tried, and it is
really chewy and heavy. A slice for
breakfast is enough to sustain you till lunch.
And if that isn't heavy enough for you, you
can choose to buy their sourdough.
This is the hitch, though. As far as I know,
it's only available in two places: in the
Fresh Field stall in Market Market and, of all
places, in a beer joint in BF Homes
Parañaque. Chateau Europe has been a
fixture on Elizalde Road as far as I could
remember. On a hunch that, since the place was owned by a German national,
Deutsche's bread would be available here, we stopped by one evening to check it out.
And sure it was! After parrying off the German owner's rather persistent offer for us to try
their meatloaf, we bought a Granary bread and quickly drove away. Tough luck, Poch is a
vegetarian!
It was about P20 more expensive than if we were to buy it at Fresh Field (P100 a loaf).
But that's still more economical than driving all the way from Legaspi Village to the Fort.
At least, we pass Chateau Europa every weekend on our way home in the south. And a
loaf is exactly our week's supply of bread.
Deutsche's bread, I was told, is baked daily by a German residing in one of those villages
in San Pedro, Laguna. And he's been at it for many many years. I don't know where else
his bread is available, but I just hope more people get to taste and enjoy his bread.
Otherwise - if that German entrepreneur tires of baking bread - we will just have to suffer
the kind I call "stomach fillers".
Well, actually, Pan de Manila's whole wheat pan de sal will do. At least for breakfast.
Posted by Socky at 07:43PM (+08:00)

Which Quadrant Are You In?
Wednesday, November 15, 2006
There's a wickedly wicked rating game going on these days. And you'll find it in New York
Magazine. You see, it's no longer Who's In, Who's Out or What's Hot, What's Not. The
Approval Matrix - a deliberately oversimplified guide to who falls where on your taste
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hierarchies, as the mag defines it - demands a bit
more critical, but ultimately subjective, thinking. So,
in your vicious opinion, which quadrant does
something/someone you love/hate/love-hate fall in:
Brilliant-High Brow? Despicable-High Brow? Low
Brow-Brilliant? Low Brow-Despicable?
There's a DIY Approval Matrix site where you are
asked to rate cultural events, news stories and
trends. Also, check out this week's (week of
November 20) Approval Matrix. Interesting...
Posted by Socky at 05:33PM (+08:00)

New Space, My Space
Tuesday, November 14, 2006
If there is something I am passionate about,
it is space – my space. In fact, I have spent
a good part of my adult life organizing,
designing, accessorizing it. Call it
spacesuck. In 1993, it was interior
designing a three-level townhouse. In 2000,
it was tearing down my old place to build a
modern glasshouse. And now this onebedroom condo unit in the central business
district, the project that kept me off blogging
for sometime. It took 5 months and a hefty
slice of my savings. But I'm really quite
proud of
the outcome.
The photo shows the focal point in my new place. A
huge copper door that slides to enclose a small study
area and guest bathroom. The idea of using copper
came to me in an epiphany. It's a sensuous, living
metal - one that reacts to human touch, and, ever so
graciously, to the passage of time. I remember
wearing a copper bracelet once, believing in its
healing power.
During design stage, I anguished over whether it
would go with the sculptural stainless steel bench that
I wanted. Would it work as well with the yet-to-beinstalled brick wall? And the pressed tin ceiling - would
that be an overkill?
Now it stands close to ten feet high and six feet wide, weighing more than a hundred
pounds but sliding ever so smoothly on its hidden tracks. As it reflects the exterior light in
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its various stages, this piece of metal works like a painting - indeed the only art piece my
living room will ever need. It takes on the hues of the magic hour, then burns with the
color of the sunset. What a spectacle I am treated to, everyday.
Posted by Socky at 03:00PM (+08:00)

Domesticity Becomes Me
Friday, June 30, 2006
Just when I thought the exchange of down-the-line shots would go on forever, the guy
across the net sliced the ball - a drop shot that caught me flat-footed. End of game.
Yup, my life's routine has changed dramatically, unexpectedly since my last post. And it's
a wonderful change, like a gift, the kind that affirms everything I've hoped about myself.
Indeed, to be blessed like this, I might have done something that resonated well in this
universe.
Posted by Socky at 12:49PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Domesticity Becomes Me

- AWK

November 15, 2006

it leaps, the patience of an unfolding flower
the bud into fruit
the dancer's body floats
glorious, glorious

Human Memory Is A Funny Thing
Thursday, July 21, 2005
Funny how we take dark pleasure in dwelling in the past: the more hurtful the past is, the
more we love to prolong the sensation of drowning. The wound must be kept open and
fresh, the pain recent and unforgotten. Much like soldiers who choose to keep the
shrapnel imbedded in the flesh, as proof of courage.
Posted by Socky at 10:28AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Human Memory Is A Funny Thing

- Anonymous

August 12, 2005

ah the battlefront
in which two rages commit their
heady arsenals
in drawn out skirmishes it is all that the grandchildren remember, to be at war
the guns and bullets have petered out and the artefact of enmity is a man taught to
skewer a bale of hay with a pitchfork determined to imagine himself into ferocity
conjure them then two men facing each other brandishing pitchforks on, probably some
grassy meadow in an indeterminate place made famous by a demarcation, they
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probably don't even know how to kill pigs
this devolution
around the bend, the english and germans agreed truce to bathe naked in the stream
that divided them

A Karmic Connection
Thursday, April 14, 2005
When I decided to put up an ad agency, I must admit I
didn't think of inviting Raymund to complete the
triumvirate. It was Ariel who did. He suggested that
perhaps we could convince Raymund 1) to take a 50%
pay cut, 2) join a brand-new company with no prospect
yet of an account and 3) to leave J. Walter Thompson,
then the second biggest ad agency in the country.
I didn’t think he would even consider it. If there was
anyone whom I thought would most likely assume my
post as Executive Creative Director, it was Raymund.
The position had enough perks to keep a person till
retirement age: a luxury car, first-class travels, and a
corner room with a fantastic view of Manila Bay.
Ariel, equally brilliant and qualified as ECD, was considering a job offer from another
agency at that time. So, between Raymund who got his future as Thompson’s top
creative diva pretty secure and Ariel who was setting out to some unfamiliar territory, it
made more sense that I offered Ariel – not Raymund - a business opportunity as an
alternative.
To my amazement and delight, convincing Raymund was easy – and it didn’t cost me
much: just a sandwich and a cup of coffee at the Area Café in Glorietta.
Not only that. When I showed him the cramped, makeshift room at the Evekal Building,
which was to be our office, I had expected it would burst his balloon, make him fall back
to earth with a thud, and rush back home to JWT. But he said okay, didn’t bitch about the
place that so badly needed refurbishing and even looked excited about our uncertain
future.
But why would this surprise me? Our partnership had been one that you’d describe as
karmic.
I was the Creative Director of the SCJ group when Raymund joined Thompson. He was
assigned to me, as junior copywriter.
When Roy Hunter, concurrently ECD and Creative Director for Unilever, was moved
elsewhere, I was plucked out of SCJ and given Roy’s post. It was a big assignment and I
needed to take my best soldier with me. That was, of course, Raymund.
He was my best soldier because he was young, creative, reckless, brash – and not the
type to give up in the face of a tough client. And I was right. In that year’s Advertising
Congress, we – along with Butch Uy and Adele Estrada - did great stuff for Unilever,
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winning for the account a record haul of 9 gold awards.
Then I was moved to the Asia Brewery group. When client decided to launch Beer na
Beer full-throttle, I felt I needed Raymund to be with me. That too was a great partnership
which, along with Jessie Pastor, resulted in a few ads that made Beer na Beer a real
threat to San Miguel.
Of course, after ABI left Thompson for another agency, Raymund and I found ourselves
again teaming up for the San Miguel pitch, winning for the agency the SuperDry Beer
account.
So, thinking of what to say about Raymund tonight, I thought I’d tell this story, and then
try to explain this karmic connection I seem to have with him.
By the way, if you care to know, our birthdates are similarly “connected”. His is
September 16, mine September 17.
---------------------I’d say that, at Thompson, our association was a 9-6 thing. We rarely went out for the
usual cocktails, dinner or movie – you know, the stuff that close friends would do after
work. We were just two people who happened to work in the same agency, who probably
respected each other, and created a few award-winning ad campaigns as a team.
Beyond that, what could account for the karmic connection?
He was flamboyant and a bit too loud for my taste. He was quick to diss things; he was
irreverent, highly critical. He spoke his mind, often not bothering to be diplomatic. There
were times when I would flinch overhearing him talk to clients. He was particularly acerbic
with the account people, poor things.
How could I possibly connect with someone who made me uneasy?
Maybe because he was my mirror image. His temperament balancing and
complementing mine. Emotional, where I was rational. A spendthrift to my Scrooge. To
my occasional insights, the one who had the creative idea, the surprising execution.
To my middle-class sensibilities, wafts from dark street corners and batcaves. To my
caution, the recklessness. To my serious and relatively stable life, the one who brought in
the humor, the irony, the seductive what-if’s of a life lived on the edge.
Already he is missed.
(Raymund Y. Villaruel was Vice President and Creative Director of PC&V
Communications Inc. He died on April 10, 2005 at the age of 41.)
Posted by Socky at 12:17PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: A Karmic Connection

- Charing
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April 17, 2005

Of course it's me, Charing (or ..Mu) as Raymund fondly calls me. I had just arrived in
Sydney when I got the news. I had hoped to go around The Rocks (to shop, of course),
but just couldn't... No matter if Raymund says "The show must go on", I was shedding
quiet tears: first, that of regret that my friend left at a time when I couldn't even be near
him. Then I thought... but he's now probably traipsing in the Lord's park. That's how I'd
like to remember him: always positive, always alive... full of joy.
I can't wait to go back home and spend some quiet time with my friend, in his place of
rest.
2. Re: A Karmic Connection

- jonna

September 11, 2007

hi socky.
you probably won't remember me anymore. i used to be connected with Robinsons
Supermarket, which used to be one of your [difficult? :D] accounts at PC&V. i stumbled
upon your blog when i was looking for reviews on the Avenue Q play, and just got
hooked on reading more -- actually almost all of your entries!
this post really saddened me. i still remember raymund as highly-enthusiastic, bitchy at
times, but in a funny way. he was way too young when he passed away...
Jonna Baquillas
3. Re: A Karmic Connection

- Socky

September 11, 2007

Hi, Jonna. Of course I remember you! Thanks for dropping by my blog. And I hope you
watch Avenie Q coz it's really hilarious.
Yes, it's really so sad that Raymund passed away at such a young age.
Are you still with Robinsons? Hey, you were not a difficult client, no? It's just that
Robinsons was getting through challenging times then. But now I see it's going great
guns.
Do keep in touch through this blog and I do hope to see you again.
4. Re: A Karmic Connection

- jonna

September 12, 2007

No, I'm not connected with Robinsons anymore. Left in 2004, joined The Body Shop,
and now (you probably won't believe it, 'cause I never imagined myself being in this
path, hehe) I teach college students! Guess I got tired of the corporate world too soon. I
just feel that I am living way better now, less stress and pressures, plus I've got lots of
time to do Brazilian Jiu-jitsu (which I am so passionate about since last year)! I realized,
though, that teaching is really a noble job. But it definitely keeps me young. I love
interacting with the young ones.
i also keep a blog and i've just finished transferring my entries from my old blog.
http://dyonabee.wordpress.com
i enjoy reading your entries! :)
5. Re: A Karmic Connection

- Socky

September 12, 2007

Hi, Jonna. Buzz me as soon as your new blog is up, ok? Am sure it will have a lot on
entries on the Brazilian Jiu-jitsu. Is that anything close to Capoiera? Glad you're
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teaching. I also enjoyed my short stints as part-time teacher many years ago and still do
when I lecture occasionally. Tried clicking on your name but got a "profile not available"
page. I should wait for your new blog then. :-)
6. Re: A Karmic Connection

- jonna

September 13, 2007

hi Socky! my blog's up and running already: http://dyonabee.wordpress.com/ (i think
you'll have to copy and paste the link)
for my posts about brazilian jiu-jitsu (not much though), they're here:
http://manbeater.wordpress.com/
Brazilian Jiu-jitsu is a form of martial art that focuses on ground fighting -- pinning and
position techniques and submissions through joint locks or chokes. Not as graceful as
Capoeira if you look at it, but I just love it! :)

1000 Places To See Before You Die
Saturday, February 26, 2005
How little we have seen, how insular our taste, how insignificant the distance we have
travelled!
If this is how I feel, it's partly my fault. I have let my life be measured by innumerable "hot
lists". Discovery Channel's Ten Best Beaches, Wine Spectator's Top 100 Wines, Peter
Mayle's list of the very best life has to offer and now this book: 1000 Places to See Before
You Die.
Is it really possible to cover so much ground in one's lifetime?
Seema, my friend from Boston, told me in an email that she met this amazing guy who
had been to 50 countries and in fact lived in 25 of them. Seema herself is a global citizen:
born in Singapore of Indian parents, raised in Bahrain, educated in the US for a Masters
in Public Health for which she travelled to 5 continents to write her thesis ! In fact, shortly
after she left the Philippines, I was surprised to receive an email from her, sent from the
airport in Amsterdam, saying "Here I am waiting for my flight to Boston, getting ready to
step out into the freezing cold, but I have my bikini on under 4 layers of sweaters just in
case... puka shell around my neck, no watch, deep tan and ready to take in the world!"
At 24, Seema has covered more ground than anyone her age that I've known. So that
rules out youth from the equation. And the reckless, fearless sense of adventure we
associate with the young. It must take something more, something I'd call a childlike
hope, that openness for surprises, when a list is not something sought out but one that
unfolds at every turn.
Posted by Socky at 10:04AM (+08:00)
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Eating Oysters
Saturday, February 19, 2005
In a letter, a lover asked: when we make love again, finally, will we be slow and lingering?
Or rough and ravenous?
If there's anything I learned from eating oysters, it is this: you never rush it. That plump,
briny flesh bears the story of the ocean itself. Allow it to tell its tales; let it speak in flavors,
dark and sharp; listen with your eyes closed till your tongue grows ears and skin. Can
you hear now the courtship of anemones, the wars of the sharks, the horrors from sunken
ships?
Nothing like the eating of oysters draws from us such tenderness.
(Fresh Oysters Granité: raw japanese oysters with apple and sampaguita-scented
granité. Kai Restaurant, Greenbelt 2, Makati City.Tell the chef to make sure the granité is
not melted when served. Granité is ice, in French cookery. )
Posted by Socky at 09:47AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Eating Oysters

- Anonymous

February 23, 2005

oyster face, and the looking at the worn-into-familiar lines and crevases to snap back
suddenly shocked
into recognition of how you looked when i first saw you: impressions, impressions of this
arch of eyebrow, furrow at the forehead and little did i know, little did i know
how it is that a face maps itself into tender terrains for exploration
from looking at it, i never, ever thought i'd eat an oyster
but time proves:
gentle,
tender,
explosive,
salty,
sweet,
and textured, textured, textured
like the first time, and the last time, and all the times in between.

No Love in Tennis
Monday, February 14, 2005
... but it was love that got me into the game. It just had to be, as what could have dragged
me out of bed at 6am, made me accept the humiliation of mis-hits and non-hits and
spend, with a grin, a fortune on matching shorts, shirts and socks. The premise was, for
me and my partner to stay a couple, we needed to share a passion for a sport. So tennis
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it was and has been for me, many partners since.
Tennis, it seemed, could outlast love, but love just couldn't survive a game of tennis. It's a
game where someone had to lose. A sharp volley would be taken as an act of
aggression, a drop-shot a personal insult that stirred a confusing mix of hate and self-pity.
And all this took its toll on the relationship - no matter how far-fetched it seemed then.
I remember how my partner sulked the first time I won, 7-5. Sure, my tennis got better
with practice, while the relationship simply slipped away.
Posted by Socky at 10:37PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: No Love in Tennis

- carol

February 15, 2005

welcome to blogging!
2. Re: No Love in Tennis

- Anonymous

February 22, 2005

Truly how love gets tested on the court... Twice I stopped talking to Limch after I felt
slighted in the midst of intense badminton games. (Our sweet Bambie once walked off a
court in anger at her husband partner!) In time, it got a little better... Limch and I
became better partners although we were obviously being too nice to each other,
curbing our competitive spirits that just wanted to say "how the !@#$% could you miss
that shot?!"-- kat :-)
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